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Abstract of Thesis

This thesis is a study of the morphology,

phonology and phenetics of Luganda. It begins with a

general introduction in which previous studies of the

language are surveyed and an overview of its grammar is

presented, with special emphasis on areas relevant to our

investigations.

Part I is devoted to morphology. It examines

the claim that Luganda (and Bantu languages in general)

is an archetypal agglutinating language which has been

made in the past. The morphological model of item and

arrangement (IA) which is supposed to be ideal for

agglutinating languages is applied to Luganda. It is

found to be adequate for the most part, but it is also

found that there are many problems which it fails to

solve. Next the word and paradigm model (WP) is applied

to the data. Although it provides adequate solutions

it is rejected for it is too complex: it is ideal for a

typical inflecting language like Latin but cumbersome

for Luganda which is basically not an inflecting language.

The compromise approach of item and process (IP), as used

in generative grammar, is found to be the mo3t suitable

model.

Besides finding a typological niche for Luganda

morphology another goal of Part I is to provide an effective

link up between syntax and phonology in a morphology.

Part II, which forms the main body of the thesis
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is essentially a discussion of the segmental phonology of

Luganda in the context of recent developments in

generative phonology. Tone is brought in occasionally

to support a claim about segmental phonology.

This part begins with an outline of the

phonological model used in this study which differs in

several important ways from that proposed by Chomsky and

Halle (1968). The main differences are the following:

(1) P-rules are used here only to sort out

anomalies. Where there are no anomalies

redundancy rules fully specify underlying

representations and turn them into surface

representations (Brown : 1972).

(2) It is claimed that the raison d'etre of all

P-rules and many redundancy rules is to avert

violations of various output conditions.

(Sommerstein : 1974).

(3) Three types of output conditions with varying

domains have been recognised: morphophonological

constraints, Phonological word structure constraints

and phonotactic constraints. Many operations

in Luganda phonology have been regarded as

conspiracies (kisseberth : 1970) to avert

violations of these output conditions. The

formal device of implicational sets (Lass : 1969)

has been used to express conspiracies.

This description is essentially synchronic but there

is a long diachronic interlude the purpose of which is to
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put morphophonology in perspective. Morphophonology-

spirantization, consonant strengthening and vowel harmony-

is discussed in the light of the abstractness controversy

(Kiparsky : 1968b, Iiyraan 1970).

The main word structure constraints discussed are

the prohibition of the occurrence of high vowels initially,

vowel length, vowel raising and the Ganda Law. And the

main phonotactic constraints investigated are palatalization,

nasalization and, above all, syllable structure regulating

rules.

fart III is a short sketch of Luganda phonetics,

concentrating on the characteristic features of Luganda

segmental phonetics rather than on individual segments.

The results reported there were obtained using the

instrumental techniques of direct palatography, electro-

kymography and spectrography.

Appendix I consists of further examples of

Ludikya (children's secret language) sentences of the kind

cited in the text.
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List of symbols

The phonetic symbols used in this thesis are

listed below together with a brief gloss of their phonetic

quality.

p voiceless bilabial stop

b voiced bilabial stop

& voiced bilabial fricative

w voiced bilabial approximant

m voiced bilabial nasal stop

f voiceless labio-dental fricative

V voiced labio-dental fricative

voiced labio-dental nasal stop

t voiceless dental stop

d voiced o.iv&olar stop

1 voiced alveolar lateral approximant

a voiced alveolar lateral flap

* voiced alveolar non-Uiero-t flap

s voiceless alveolar fricative

z voiced alveolar fricative

n voiced alveolar nasal stop

c voiceless palatal affricate

i voiced palatal affricate

y voiced palatal approximant

J* voiced palatal nasal stop

k voiceless velar stop

g voiced velar stop
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V voiced velar approximant

rj voiced velar nasal stop

i extra-close front unrounded vcwel
?

i close front unrounded vowel

e half-close front unrounded vowel

a open back unrounded vowel

o half-open back rounded vowel

u close back rounded vowel

u extra-close back rounded vowel

Diacritics

consonant with a mora value (ite. with tone bearing
' capacity)

C: strong (long) consonant

C rounded consonant

V raised vowel

V nasalized vowel

V: long vowel

/ high tone

\ low tone

z\ falling tone

The following symbols are used in the underlying

phonological representation:

C consonant

N nasal consonant

NC nasal plus consonant sequence

V vowel
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B archi-segment representing $/ and /b/ after a
consonant

D archi-segment representing /l/ and /d/ after a
consonant

J archi-segment representing /g/ and /}/ before

/i/t and /j/, /}/ and /g/ before /i/ and following

a consonant

K archi-segment representing /k/ and /c/ before /i/

In addition to these there are a few other

symbols which are used only to a limited extent. Those

shall be described where they are first introduced.

\
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INTRODUCTION
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C.l THE LUGAUDA LAiSUAGE

Luganda is a Bantu language of Uganda. It is spoken by 39 of the

population of Uganda of whom 16. 3/^ are Baganda (l) (Ladefoged et al

1912) (2). Buganda region extends for about luO miles north' and vest

of lake Victoria. It is surrounded by Bantu speaking districts.

Bantu speaking Uganda constitutes a continuum. This makes it

impossible to establish the boundaries of the buganda language on

purely linguistic grounds (ladefoged et aj... op.cit.). Political

considerations are alvays invoked to determine viiioh dialects belong

to Luganda and which dialects are varieties of some other language.

Although most native speakers of luganda live in Puganda, Luganda is

not the language with the largest first language speakers in every

district of Buganda. In East Mango district luganda is spoken by 59,

of the population, In West Mengo by 49/ end in fcbende by a mere 28,

of native speakers (5) (Ladefoged et aj., op.cit., p.99)* Kunyarvonda

and Kunyoro are the most important minority languages.

Luganda itself is not a monolith, it is a conglomeration of several

dialoots. She major dialoots of Lugaada are Kuluuli, dunyara, Luvuma,

Lukoorae, Lusese, Lunnabuddu, Lukooki end 'standard' Luganda. Ihe

distribution of these dialects is shown in ^ap 1. f£he 'standard'

dialect is spoken in the central part of Buganda and non-standard

dialects in the outlying areas which never got fully incorporated into

(1) Headers unfamiliar with Bantu prefix alternations may note that
Luganda is the language; the Baganda (sigular Mufranda, are the
people; and Buranda is the territory

(2) Tneee authors base their statistics on the 1959 census. In 1959
the population of Buganda was 1,815,957 &a& that of Uganda
6,556,531; in 1969 it had risen to 2,667,332 and that of Uganda
to 9,548,847.

(3) Ladefoged £t (1972) should be cor.suited for an exposition of
the complexity of the language situation in Uganda.
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the kingdom of Buganda (l). Although they axe supposed to he varieties

of Luganda. these dialeots ere in fact less like luganda end more like

the neighbouring languages - Lusoga. Bunyoro, Eutooro and Runyankole.

On purely linguistic oundsthe non-standard dialeots should be

grouped with these languages rather than with luganda.

She fact that luganda has several dialects is seldom mentioned

in the literature. All descriptions of Luganda in the past have been

based on the 'standard* dialect only (2).

0.2 HIBVIOPS STUDIES

Luganda is one of the best documented languages in the Bantu

sub-family (5). The earliest grammars of this language were written

by missionaries both Anglican and Roman Catholic, They ware intended

to serve as manuals for missionaries who wanted to learn Luganda. The

first luganda gmaaar was that of Wilson of the Cburoh Missionary

Society, It appeared in 1882. Several other handbooks followed soon

after. Of these early missionary efforts Le Veux (1914) was the most

remarkable; his dictionary entitled Vocabulaire luaanda-Francais of
b

1917 was equally brilliant. Indeed all later students of the language

have.to varying degrees, drawn on Le Veux's monumental works.

If the first forty years of Luganda linguistic studies can be

called the missionary investigator's period, the next forty years

could equally well be called the colonial civil servant's era (4).

(1; Buganda was a kingdom until 1966 when kingdoms were abolished in
Uganda.

(2) For information on ethnography the reader may consult Eosooe (1965)*
and Pullers (i960) and for information on history Kivonuka (1971).

(3) Following Greonberg (1963) we shall regard Bantu as a sub-group
within the Eiger-Congo family.

(4) The term 'colonial* is not meant to be an emotive cry.



Host of the studies undertake during the second quarter of this

century wore written by oolonial ivil servants to teaoh fellow

colonial civil servants the Luganda language* Handbooks of this

period include iarwon and Gore (1951) e Ohesowas (1954) and Aahton

et a^ (1994) • -i® Lviot is tlie moot Important. It is still the

standard description of the whole of Xngsada grammar, covering

phonology, morphology and syntax (l).

both the grammars of the missionaries and the civil servants

were written with a pedagogic aim in view, fhay were intended to

serve us manuals for ISuzopeaas learning laganda# It ras therefore a

new departure when, in the 196G's, purely theoretical studios intended

not to serve as handbooks but rather to deepen scholars' understanding

of hugaada first appeared. Hie shift from pedagogic to theoretical

studios vae accompanied by a reduction in tho scope of descriptions.

Whereas for the preceding three quarters of a century grammarians had

attempted to provide sketches of the whole language now they souiit

to focus on smaller areas and to study them in depth.

iioat scholars in recent years have concentrated on phonology in

general ana on t no in particular ('iucicer 1962? \ eeussen 1965, 1966?

Bteviok 1969? 196<js Cole 1967? ifcny 1971). Of all tbSM works Cole (1967)
is the most comprehensive.

Gyntax has not been altogether neglected. A number of syntactic

studies, for the most part traasforriationally inspired, have appeared

over the lost few years, Shey include ( aluoirabi mid Given (1970^; Hould

0.971; and Dewees(l97l).

(1) It is not entirely accurate to describe this book as a colonial
civil servants' grammar, though it was intended mainly for British
administrators. 'fwo of its authors were Baganda and the other two
wore on tlie staff of the London University Gchool of Oriental and
African Studies



0.3 THE DATA

'Hie present study, like all previous studies, is based on the

•standard* dialect which is spoken in Central Buganda, In particular

this study is based on the speech of the author who has lived most

of his life in Kyaddondo and Busiro counties of Buganda, within a

fifteen mile radius of Kampala.

Occasionally other informants have been consulted, wherever data

have been elicited from some other speaker this fact is acknowledged

in the text.

She data which we shall try to account for in this thesis are

almost entirely non-controversial and have been described often in

the past, though perhaps not in as much detail. She real novelty will

be in the interpretation.

0.4 AH OUTLIIIE OF HJGAMPA GIlAftitAR

'ihis thesis is mainly a study in Duganda phonology. Most of the

theoretically oriented descriptions of Luganda phonology which have

appeared over the last fifteen years have boon devoted almost exclusively
i

to tone and segmental phonology has been neglected. In order to redress

the balance we siiall focus on segmental phonology in this description

and only briefly discuss supraeegaental features, iiirthermore, in order

to link phonology effectively to syntax and phonetics a few short

chapters on morphology aad phonetic realisation are included.

Before plunging into the description we shall outline the elements

of buganda grammar, knowledge of which is presupposed in the chapters

which follow. The remaining sections of the introduction are intended

to provide an informal pre-theoretioa! overview of Lugan&a grammar.



0.4.1 1KQBOLOSY

0.4.1.1 Vowels

There are five vowels in the underlying (also called morpho-

pfaonaaie) representation, ihey ares- i, e, a, o, u, Usually, tut

not alwayss they ar© redised as syllable peaks, !fie rules governing

the realisation of vowels axe informally summarised in 'Sable 0.1.

ilote tiiat generally, when the first of two abutting underlying vowels

is deleted or realised as nan-syllabic in the phonetic representation,

the second one is lengthened in compensation.

0.4.1.2 Consonants

The underlying consonants postulated in tills description are

shown in Fig.0.1. _

labial alveolar palatal velar

plosive P t (c) k

(W (a)
o

J &

nasal m n y CD)

approxixaaat ? 1 a

fricative t s

V z

Fig.0.1 IMderlyin/? consonants,
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m"IE 0.1 ibe Phonetic realisation of underlying vowols

Underlying Haonetie
Representation Realisation mviroament

N ft)
ft)

ft)

ft)

ft)

before ft)
after ft) or
ft) D/id
preceding
another vowel

following a
velar or

palatal
consonant and
preceding
another vowel

before any
vowel else-
where

elsewhere

/li + iso/ (liiso) •eye'
/si -f a/ fta) 'of'

/ki ♦ ulo/ ftasio) Ullage*

/li + ato/ Clyaito) 'boat*

/ai + sili/ ftisiii) 'fields'

/©/ ft)
ft)

before any vowel /leet + a/ ftosta) 'bring."
elsewhere /sek a/ ftoka) 'laughJ •

/a/ ft)
ft)

before any void /ka ♦ elu/ fteuu) 'clearing'
elsewhere /aa + ta/ ftata) 'milk'

before any vowel /tool + a/ ftos^a) 'take!'
elsewhere /tu •* sorn + a/ ftuaosa) 'we read'

before ft) /tuun + a/ (tuina) 'heap up'
after (f) or (v) /o + fu 4a/(ofasJ 'you are dying'
and preceding
another vowel

w after ft) in f~n + 1.1: u/ £ IwJ 'ww.'
final position '
in a phonological
phrase $>
optionally

ft) before any vowel /cm + ana/ ftwainaj 'child'
elsewhere

ft) elsewhere /eu + lulu/ ' reed'

/o/ » ft)
ft)

/u/ > ft)
ft)

(l) A phonological phrase is an utterance which is bounded by a potential
pause# It is the maximum domain of certain phonological processes (4#3#3)
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in order to bring out the fact that aosae consonants take port in a

very limited number of systematic contrasts at the moarphaphariemic

level, consonants with a very defective distribution in the underlying

representation are enclosed in brackets, (l).
Another general point which has to be made is that often the

same underlying segment is realised by several different phonetic

serpents, and conversely, the same phonetic segment may represent

several underlying segments. This is the source of many of the phono¬

logical problems we shall be discussing. For instance, an underlying

/p/ may be realised as fpjf, £p«J» [VJ or and an underlying /j/ as

Cf7. GO or (y). Conversely, £yj may represent an underlying /p/,
i

/$/ or /i/ (2). The rules governing tii© realisation of underlying

consonants are informally summarised in Sable 0.2. C&ily the main

alternations are shown. Jub-regularities and exceptions are not included.

As 'fable 0.2 dhows, it is not uncoaaon in Luganda phonolocy for

the opposition between two or more underlying segments to be suspended

in the phonetic representation. To represent underlying segments which

occur in positions where the opposition between underlying segments

is suspended in the phonetic representation capital letters will be

used in the informal discussion. Ouch underlying segments will be
W

called archi-aegnieats.^iiie archi-segment realised as a nasal henorganie
with the following stop the symbol /'&/ will be used; nasal plus consonant

sequences ill be symbolised as /lie/ and /C/ will be the symbol for

the first of two identical consonants which abut in the underlying

representation. Some infornial rules for mapping aroM-eegments on to

(1) It is important to note that some consonants with very limited
distribution in the underlying representation are quite common in
the surface representation. For example underlying /0/ is rare but
surface (cj occurs frequently as a result of the palatalisation of
/K/ before /l/.

(2) For the realisation of /!/ see Table 0.1
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phonetic represontutiona are given in Table 0.3«

A number of other symbols are also used in this description.

Underlying representations are written between t • .1.t lines // and

phonotio representations between square uraoice ..i £] in informal

statements. Formally both are expressed in tei- .3 of feature matrices.

The symbol + indicates boundaries between fonaativos and roots or

between one formative and another, Word boundaries are shown with the

symbol Boundaries are included in the underlying representation

because they are relevant in the statement of morphophonemic segment

sequence constraints. Finally the symbol , will be written below

a consonant to show that it has the value of one mora (l). The tern

mora may be provi sionally defined as the tone bearings capacity of a

segment (see 11.4.2). A strong consonant and a nasal followed by

another consonant will each have one mora.

(1) Short syllabic vowels will have one mora and Ion > liable
vowel® two aura©.
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TABLE 0.2 The phonetic realisation of imderlyln;: consonants

Underlying Phonetic
hopresentation iiealisation Environment Examples

/P/ ->

N

H

IP/

If/

N

N

>

>

fir] before

(vj before any other
vowel

Cpil when it abate with
/c/i
following /ii/

w initially and intesv
1 .. mome

words (see

0>J everywhere

[oil] when it follows /C/
• or /h/2

fra] clsOl/hOTQ

initially

afHr /te/
elsewhere

/C/
when it abuts with

/C/
elsewhere

when it abuts with

A7
elsewhere

[tij when it abuts with
/C/

(s) before or
in certain morpho-
phonoltgical environ¬
ments (see 9.1.2)

CO before £uJ in certain
morphophonological
environments (see
9.1.1)

(ti elsewhere

/ka + piai/(kayislj
'small hyena.'

/nu + pala/( uwala}
♦girl'

/C 4 peela/ (piejla]!
•guava' •

/N + pisi/(mrisi}
♦hyena' '
/ha 4 .huhn)
'to measure■

/ku + bant.-.,' ( i^aai
'to go wild'

/h + meae/ (nsesej
•rat' •

/inu + tima/ (mutinia}
'heart'

/Ba 4 kaai/ (Bakaai} or
(bakasi) 'women',
/Ni-jpUiXif Er*bu*'J <f**t
/ka 4 pazl/ (ka/?uai}
• small goat *
/Cifiuv) 'huae yAt .

/C 4 ruzau/ (f turnJ
•r- - '

/ki 4 funt ( ^
•to get'

/C 4 vau/ (vsuij
'ashes' '

/ku 4 vupfa/ (kuvaflaj
•to fish'

/ku 4 Ct 4 a/ (kut«ai
'to kill' •

/a 4 leet 4 e/ (ale isej
'he has bought •

/Bu 4 kakat 4 u/
((kitaikafuj • proof1

/ku 4 ta 4 a/ (l:uta»i
'to let go'
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underlying Hicnetic
^presentation uealieaticn .-zivirorcient

N

N

N

H

N

h/

->

->

M ->

C*)

£»«3
f

fcj

r»3

M

CatJ

CI]
u:j
&

(v)

(i3

(as |

(s]

Css]
I

fo.J

Ce}

Ci'J

5
everywhere'

when it follows /C/
ar /^/

in uiorpnophano-
logical environrsente
crucified In (9,1,3j
when ItUmd by /i/
elsewhere

following /a/ where
tii© nest consonant la

tl^vojd ie a nasal
Col\ owlrv.i a front
vowel // or /V
following a .son-

/v.,;
la ra.u ■ ■. . ;oao-

logical environments
specified in (9,1,2)
before £1 or £o/
in mcrpbopibono-
logical envirosxMsnts
©yjeeified in (9,1,1)
before [ ]
elsewhere

when it abuts with

/0/
el@ewhere

when it obuto with

/G/
elsewhere

wiien it abate with

/c/
oleewheie

wlsen it abate with
/o/ (see table 0,3)

/ku + di/3 4- a/ (kudi/Sa)
'to becoes© out of date'

/If 4 naku/ (mekuj
*dayef •
/ a + lu ^ as i i/
fgHmmtylj 'fighter'

/I ra ♦ naeaa/ ri-iunatna}
•e; I u

/ii 4 limi/ [niiiai)
'languages* 1

/N-hUfi+CLj IndapaJ J see
//i 4 ie/ CfiileJ
•clouds'

/tu 4 lo/ Ctdio}
/«*****»• ,/srn + Lol 4 i/ [swkozij
'worker'

/g*U 4 SUOl 4 U/
(/5.: ' J ' i:vo'

/lad* a/ [lada}
).ni!> '•so®

/C 4 ei:;a/ C®siga3
'coo ■■ ooAe'

/sekta/ £ • }
*

i..—4/1

Aft 4 flit/ (nasjini}
•water

/l 4/3 uai/ [piUlZlJ
'goat'
/C 4 cup®/ [esupal
•bottle' ' J
/k i 4 cacti, .c 4 e/
C Qcuuioujuai} * io feci
el&ted'

/C 4 jo-Eijo/ ffiainbiya)
s;..\iv "O;.' I '
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Underlying Phonetic
liepreeontailon liealisation ^nvironsaeat lixsmples

M

///

hf

->

->

M

/e/ ->

(yO
t

fia

CM

C3
do

I

w

£*J

Cks]
i

[a]

{*)

(k)

TsO

fa]

befferc Nor M
in certain aorpho-
honologioal

environments (see
9.1.2)
befbre J[aJ in certain
norphophonological
environments (see
9.1.1)
elsewhere

when it follows /b/
or /C/
elsewhere

when it abuts with
/C/ (see table 0.3)
following a nasal
wiiea the next
consonant in the word
is also a nasal

root initially in
naay words (see 8.2.2;
elsewhere

when it abuts with

XI
before or

in morphophono-
logical environments
specified in (9.1.2)
before [ ] in aorpho-
phonological
environments specified
in (9.1.1)
elsewhere

when it abut® with
/C/
before B-3 or
in certain norpho-
phonologlcal
environinente specified
in (9.1.2)

/6'a 4- © * ke j + e/
(JBesicesie) 'to make renal©d
preparations'

/mi + geCf + u/ Gan evra}
•at' •

/ku 4-j-aak + a/ (ku^aska)
•to flatter'

/mu •-> <Jpo/ fmuu»o_)
•salt'

/fflu +na/ (nrujia)
'lizard'

/C + iuuni/ (t:uani)
'anna lily' <
/ii + juma/ frituiaa)
'behind' '

. kd jOl:.-/ C 1-3
•to sweep'. »

/"*>/ cAyuj/iaa V juuni/ [nsayujniJ
•arum lilies*

/C -f ku/?ty (k»u/>q)
•roau r »

/mu 4 sale 4- i/ (posaei)
'provieioner'

/iBU 4- 'BUJlVlk + u/
(musa^.uth} 8 cheerl al *

/r.ra ;• lani/ f u i. J
•woman*

/ m 4- Gga/ (Lu.uQ
'river3 1

/mu 4- jig + i/ (buyisi]
'pupil, student'
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Underlying
representation

ihonetio
iiealieation Slnvironcient Examples

M before [u] in oez'tain
morptaophonological
environments specified
in (9.1.1)

/sou + Jig + u/ ("juyivoj
•learned*

m sooeti-nes inter-

vocfiiicaliy (see
13.2)

/fcu ■* gOyfl-}- r i (sago^a) or
Ho chase'

fu) elsewhere /gul + a/ (gula)
•buy,'

hi —> 0-3 when it follows /c/
or /H/

/ • +nt>/ tyo]
1uuaaaa bua

Cjl elsewhere /N
•hornbill' 7

I'lotes

(1) iVo adjacent identical underlying consonants are realised as one
strong consonant in the phonetic representation. Strong consonants
have been represented as long because length is the most important
feature that distinguished weak from strong- consonants. Jee (9.2)
and (15.1)

(2) -he distinction between /ii/ and /C/ is necessary because f. / is
postulated only in certain morphological environments before
consonants.

(3) in principle it is subject to the spirantization rules but no
examples have been found so far.
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TABLE 0.3 The phonetic realisation of archi-segments

Neutralised
Underlying Phonetic Underlying
Representation Realisation Environment Segments Examples

N

N

N

/J/

frJ

r.ml

w

oo

D1]

-> £b3

r*o
-> M

£<*0

-> KJ

CM
-> BO

before labial /m,n,n,n/
consonants ^ *

before labio¬
dental consonants

before alveolar
conasnant3

before palatal
consonants

before velar
consonats

following /N/ //J »b/
following /C/

following /n/ /l»d/

following /C/

before JiJ /8td/
following /n/ /j»j/and

/g/ before
/!/

following /C/ /j,j/ and
/g/ before

. , N
before/i / /k,c/
following /c/

/N+pisi/ [mpisij
'hyena'

/N+va/ fmvaj
' relish'V

/N+te/ fnte"]
'cow' '

/N+jukTi/ f'n jiiciJ
'bee* FJi

/N+koko/ [rjkoko^
'chicken11

/ku+saNB+a./ Fkusasroba^
'to kick*

_ t '
/ku+CB+a/ [kub: aJ
•to.steal'

/ku+liKCD+a/ rictuLi. :ndaj
'to wait'

/ku+CB+a/ [kud:aj
'to return' 1

/raa+Ji/ [ma} ill
'eggs'

/pu+luNJl/ [pulxijpjiJ
'well'

/ku+CJ+a/ fkuj-jal
'to come*" '

/Ki+Ntu/ £ci:situ]
'thing' '

/CKipi/ CctipO
'excessive'

Notes

(1)Son@ details are not shown in this tablej for example /b/ may also be
realised as j_bj word initially. See Table 0.2 and (1J.2).

(2) Passim, archi-segments undergo the spirantization rules like the
underlyig segments which are neutralized. Use voiced lingual archi-
segm^nts become [zjarid. £v7 respectively before /i/ and/u/ and the
voiceless ones[s] and^f!in the environments specified in (9.1.1)
(9.1.2).
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Jsisitjmlm

lAi^anda is a tone language* rone is used to convey both lexical

and grammatical distinctions. flMpi are two level tones high (/)
and low (N) and a falling tone which ia a combination of high plus

low (A}1« ihe distinction between high and low is a relative one; a

tone is high or low in relation to the preceding tone. Consecutive

high or low tones arc- perceive- as having the aaae pitch.

rjcamplee of lexical minimal pa-rs diatixu.ulahed by tonei

/ku + pel + a/ (kuweiaj 'to ben' /ku + pel + a/ (kuwetaj 'to beooaw
numerous'

/ku + pol + &/ {jotwoiajj 'to lend' /ku + pol + a/' [kuwola} 'to grew
cold'

/ku t (^al + a/ (kujialaj 'to count' /ku -i jbal + a/ [kuj^cUaj 'to producefruit'

The use of tone alone to make lexical distinctions is rather rare.

Usually it is used in conjunction with length for this purpose e.g.
/ \ . - \ /r \ - \ A | /_

/ku + sul a/ (jcusuiaj 'to remain, /ku + suul ♦ a/ JjcusuilaJ 'to throw
dwell' away'

. N / / _ \ / /" \ // /\ _ n ^ - A _

/jjulala/ (^ulalaj 'otherwise9 /pulaalaa/ CpuJauaxJ 'stale1
/ku ♦ sal -f a/ tkusalaj 'to cut' /ku + oaal t a/ £kusa:laj 'to pray in

l ie * oalein way'

lore frequently, however, tone is used to make graiiiaticai distinctions.

/a + ma&l + a/ (aoaslaj 'he plasters' /a + aaal <#> a/ Qub&iXa] 'anyone who
piasters•

/a + sii/2+ a/* fasis/a] 'he facts' /a + sii/3 + a/ (asitBaJ 'anyone who
fnctn'

bometiiaea tone is used together wxth length differencesi

/a + lim + a/ fcali maj 'he cultivates' /a ♦ lixa + a + a/ J^uLLiatJ 'anyone who
cultivates'

/a + si^+ a/ (asi/Sa] 'he ties' /a + si/S + a + a/ [a&ift&Q 'anyone who
ties'

Sometimes too© is also used to, ether with length and quality differences;

1 Tone is not marked in the standard orthography. Snoxall's 1967
dictionary includes tone; it is an improvement on standard practice.
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'he cultivate*1 'let him cultivate'

/a + mlfo + a/ (aaifiaj /a + ai£ ♦ a +Ne/ £asijteaj
♦he ties' ' 'let him tie'

liore will he said about tone in 11 #4

In the next oeotion we shall outline those aspocts of Lu anda

morphology and syntax which arc relevant to our phonological

scussion.

0.4.3 ilQj--.' jiOLQGY :Y..

0.4.3.1 ute noun piira e

The noun may consist of the folic .'ingj

i 'f*m \ [25 -nj1
hxasolca

Glass prefix + stem

L J
/nu ; •tu/ Jmu; ntnj »-»•r<-on'

class prefix ♦ root + suffix

£ ]
£ J

preprefix + class prefix + stem

2
A + nu. ' or//' [:mikr.cij 'wonrn '

A ♦ nru + Ntu/ £orru:ntuJ 'perron'

1 ;;n the di -cuesioii of tho noun t:/ ton ; ;.-;irn " urn to r~frr both
to an analysable base like /-kaai/ as well as to a root plus a
suffix like /kol i/. ho unit to which irefiros are
added. Another thins to note is that parentheses indicate optional
constituents which may or no too bo rv.ent. Curly bracketa -teaa
that one of the constituents must be selected. The overly simple
view of uvpmda -ior-holoar prcpontco kr~o vi.Xl be correctr-! in Part I.

2 Tho use of A/ to r- -r . rofi;-: :'r explained ?r the next
paragraph.
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preprefix + independent prefix 4 ete©

/V 4 ka 4 kaaif (akakaalJ 'a mmll woman'
/V 4 gu 4 •» biff, horrible

woman*

independent prefix ♦ stem

A® ♦ kasi j[icBkaz.i] 'a email woman'
/go ♦ kasi j [gukasij 'a big horrible waaeaa'

independent prefix 4 class prefix 4 stem

, oa + ou 4 sota/(wa&&teotaJ 'Kr.Bnake*

/pa 4 -fS 4 /Juzi/Cvajrabuzi) 'itr.Goat'
Class prefix + class prefix * stem

/nu 4 ii 4 ySati/fnuisbutiJ *pigiy'
/an * is 4 kuseele/(hutnkues ?xe} 'destitute

1 person*

Preprefix + class prefix 4 class prefix 4 stem

/V 4 HU 4 U 4 ySuti/ (oesuirabuti] 'pigmy'
A ♦ + S 4 kUBOGlej (pmu tj iOiHO II ©J

destitute person'

e shall no* disease the elements whioh make up the noun in turn.

The tareprefix (which is also referred to as the initial vowel in the

literature) is the phonological representation of a syntactic element

(or elements) which is (are) very difficult to character!oe, We shell

refer to that (those) elusive eleutmt(e) as X at the syntactic level,

yntactic constraints on the realisation of X have traditionally been

stated la terms of definiteaess (see Ashton e£ ^ 1954i 4C2 ff)• fhe

correctness or otherwise of this view will not concern us here.

'/hat we shall be concerned with are the rules governing the

phonological realisation of the syntactic element X as a preprefix (1).

(1) For discussion of the ssmantio/syntactio role of the preprefix in
addition to Aahton et al (19%) see also Johndon (19041393)»
Carter (1963), Oivon (1969). Kmld (1972) endfiewses (1971) •
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In th® example below the preprefiac ie one of the vowels [e, a# 0]t
there is vowel iximany and the choice of tl^o preprefix depends m

the next vowel in the word (the prefix vowel)i

(eoimtuj •thine**

(a p&tnixx) •people*

(oc&sntu] •person1

ooause of this vowel haracny the choice of the initial vowel is

predictable by rule* It will therefore be simply shown as /¥/ in the

underlying roproBantatien. Use three forms above will, for example,

have the following underlying repr&£j@ntationss

/V ♦ Kiutb/

A + paaW
A ♦ su&ta/

L® shall ocae bad: to this in (9*3*1)

vtoPg U)
She noun ataa auat always bo i^roceded by a prefix which forms an

integral part of the noun, iwo types of noun prefixes may be

distinguished: the noun class prefix and the independent prefix,

Iksm stems have an inherent feature ascribed to than in the

lexioon which specifies which class prefixes they can co-occur with (2).

traditionally 21 class prefixes are recognised end they tend to pair

for singular and plural e.g. classes 1/2? 3/4* 9/10 etc, She system

of numbering Bantu class prefixes was first introduced by i&eek in

the middle of the last century, it is convenient for doing oaaparotlw

studies because the elites pairings for number differ sometimes between

(1) She abbreviation *Q1I will be used for •Class'•

(2) fhis is a pre-theoretical chapter, aae description of the lexicon
presented here will be modified in (3*2.1)
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languages; in one language elans 9 saay have a class 6 plural and

in another a class 10 plural, fiowmsr the :&e©k«:*5inbcf (1) syeten

of class numbering has the unfortunate effect of obscuring the fact

that classes 1/2, 3/4 etc.. which go together as singular and

plural have & store intisate relation with each other than vlth the

rest of the class prefixes.

Another point shout these prefixes vhioh should he noted is

that is addition to being syntactic classifiers they are also

involved in a vague semantic aabcatagoriaatiaa of noun stems. 7ms®

is sane degree of semantic cohesion moos stems belonging to the

sane noun class, 'ihno classes 1/2 captain mainly humane; 9/10 mainly

sniaals; 14 abstract nouns; 15 almost exclusively infinitives and

15, 16, and 1? contain only locatives, nut the semantic content is

not very high in all classes; in seta® it is negligible. ihus classes

3/4, for example, contain rivers, ghosto, corpses, fixe end trees.

lioun class prefixes are shown in dfblo 0,4»

(1) Helnfcof (1932) modified He©;:1 a systcsa# sleek roecostrueted
IS classes for Or-Bantu; Meinhof added 3 aev ones.
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I'AliUl 0*4 Imwxte, noun class pgoflaaes

ijlook-
ISoinhof
number

Asm
class
prefix itasfcer

Uaaantio
sub-

Sxatapl© classification

1 /mi/ sing. /mi 4 Icaai/ (irajkaaiJ •vosaan' teaaan

2 tpeJ pi. /^Sa 4 kaol/ (fiaisaaij *votnea' human
la jfKi/ sine. /#& > tafce (citas^ge} 'ny father* human

1

AW aing. /Cm 4 Liakula/ (sseaakudaj human
'man's name*

/dm/ siag. /Csaa 4 raakula/ (nionakuJa} human
• 'girl's nam©

14/ slag. /4 4 aatcvu/ (hatovu) 'inan's name' human

2a /W pi. /pa 4 Gee 4 makula/ (^assemaiaiJaj Imam
..saeoairala arid other©1*

3 /w slag. /cm 4 tli/ (nxutis j 'tree'

4 M/ Pi. /mi 4 til/ {mitil} 'trees'

5 M sing. /li+ato/ Clya«toJ 'boat*

N aiag* /0 + ^,teK!b,
6 /msj pi* Asa 4 ate/ (hastoj 'boats'

7 fn/ siag. /Ki 4 iatu/ (CisntuJ 'thing*

6 IPJ pi. /pi 4 .itu/ (pi mtuj •things *
9 N sdag. A« + te/ fate} 'cow' animals

10 N pi. /II 4 te/ [nte} *covo'
f

11 AV sing. /it! 4 p&xtof £lt^8uto} •starasCfi'
10 /H/ Pi. /H 4 /kit©/ fafcuto} * stomachs *
12 /W aiag» /k& 4 tale/ {[katal©} *;asrk©t*

14 /pa/ pl* fpu 4 tale/ fy3utaJ©} •jjar'-ots'
13 /to/ sing. /tu 4 lo/ [tuJoJ 'sleep*

15 /W slag. /m, 4 gulu/ JkugiiJnJ 'leg*
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Black-
©inhof

number

.oun

class
prefix Mxaber

/W sing.

6 /me/' pi.

16 /pa/

17 Aw

10 /mx/

25 H

mGrttie
stab-

iixmplQ class; fxoa.t_.ers

/ka -i* ooa 4 a/ {kuoocui] 'to reed* verb
infinitive

/:ci 4 gulq/ £;aguJuJ 'legs*
/pa 4 no/ fvano} ♦here' locative

/k:: /; -? tag#/ {ka-jft©^©} 'on the locative
chair*

/m ♦ oo/ .jjnuno]. *in hero' looativ©

/o 4 Br > geffiJa/ [e/8u/;& ada] ' .a locative
• Bu^anda1

■lOtOS

(1) -here there is very little cohesion in the semantic conto.it of a
class no infoxoMtion is filled in.

(2) :k> attempt has been node to show piicnologioally conditioned
alternation in the sealieation of prefixes and the list of the
suppletive olaiia la prefixes is not exhaustive.

fhe iade-ije-ideat • xoSlt: lias to be distinguished Sraa the noun claoe

prefix (cf. Gregeseen 136?). tie olacs prefix is the unoerked psofiae

that a noun etea say takes it ie aorely the locus of the inherent

syntactic feature ( 4 clans A), aw independent prefix, however, has

ita own ees^aatio/ayntaotic content, it reeabagoriees any noun it w- ■&

with syntactically and uenanti cally, shifting it £eoo its inherent

olaes to a new one irapoeed by the independent prefix. Thou j. both class

and independent prefixes have usually the same fom, they have to be

regarded as different because their roles in the grenner are different.

iet us take the eteui of the /tax ■> kaz:i/ (wakael) •woman* which is
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inherently class 1/2 sari plstee it ■■ :'ter independent prefixee (l)

(i.) Dxfflinutivf

/ ka f }

;fi. ., ^3 J
(ii) along*'ting

[ J

[r J
I

(ill) '-..mentative

/(»>X -t . (C J
A j/3 J

(!▼) Aa@sfinta.tivs end pe,]or&«ive

(01,12)

(CI.14)

CI.11)

(61*10)

(ci.7;

(Cl.Q)

( /C * kasi/ (k«asi) %Mjpf horrible woman* (£1,3)
( /«u ♦ kasi/ feukasi] (C1.20)

/(.■a ♦ kasi/ Qpfcasl} 'hue©, horrible women' (CI.22)
(v) ihe class 15 ymtix/tn/ way also be used as a diminutive

independent prefix to denote very saall quantities of liquids o» .

C h * ' *

/tu + ta/ (tutaj *a drop of ailk* (C1.13)
/• : •-•■/ L v/0 5 J ' - ' »3J

i

/tu 4- edge/ (twet^e^ *a drop of beer' (d .13)

•&un .,;^tffiaes in ease iwun stems a oufflx oar: be isolutod froa the

root, ifae suffix lis always a vowel. Ao owa cuffis. playu an important

role in nosunaliixitian. (asston trt 19541573 ^Jf) • iiose we shall be
eoneemed only wtu those suffixes Which ouuse rsernhophei e

alternations

{1} ?or 4#t^ed -dieoueuaon of -..-ao Si.dcnt -ttsfi sseu «e© '" ^
<seflse» b,iV® o-z&ixve or

pejorative import de;«ndi3£ on the situation. The labels fc re do
not oovor all the bsmm in Wftieh they say be used.
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(i) ihe ogeeiive »oan suffix /i/ (1)

yerb yrfin^tivy

/ku v xoi+a/ (kukola) *ie uosSc*

/Ida 4- lest + a (kulesta) 'to bring*

/ku + ltfa^ 4 a/ Qeala^a) 'to uee*
(ii) the abstract noun suffix /u/

/ka + eap-uk •*• V (kasayukaj 'to be^>led

$iSF\Uxf*,

/nxi + fcol + i/ (nukosij 'uorkor1

/su 4- leet + i/ (paleseij 'bringer*

/t«u + lot/? 4 i/ QaiJa/Sl) •viewer*

/

jfesfrafft :>9yr

4 oapuk ♦■ u^fjBusojiufuJ ,elc£laeoo,

/ktt + koQg ♦ a/ Cfcukogjo) 'to be loan' /Bu 4 koGg 4«/ [J3ukov:uJ 'leanness*
» •

(iii) 12a© otativo noun suffix

verb infinitive

/ku + lual * alOoaJwaiJa) 'to fall sick /bu 4 lual ■> e/ [buJuitBeJ
' 'infiaaa person'

/k.u se% 4 a/ (»-uee: •to booooe
a tenant*

/«3u 4 »o% 4 ©/ [sjueesneeJ
'tenant' •

a» ooftoogi&al system

This is a very nuoh diooueaod aspect of Bantu greneiar in general

and of toijsaada in particular* '4® reader ie referred to Gregereen

(1967)* Asaton et al (12.4J* and uiesswaee (1994) for detailed

discussion and exemplification. (July the barest outline is ;iven in

thee® paragraphs.

iivory noun atom suet be preceded by at least one close prefix

or independent prefix* Any adjective* demonstrative or numeral that

oodifi.es that noun oust also have the sasae prefix* And so oust pronouns

which buaphorically refer to that noun* Soaetiass the concord is

'alliterative'* with the seas prefix form occurring before all the

(l) hot© that the appropriate prefix has to be selected In
nooimlisxtion 5 class 1/2/uu/ for bunan agents* class l4/(te/ for
abstractions etc.
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nuoernls, ad.30ct.ivo* md vsrbe that agree with a nounr e.g.

Glass 1 /V 4 eiu + Icasii ^®4H40#V4siu4 nenc jfjf 0 4 s» 4 iajs 4

C«pMMHtK>i nuneno: mJafieQ 'do yeu sec this Mr vcstao?'
Class 2 A 4 4 foci#" St ♦ ^8a 4 o# V 4 4 nenejJjf 0 4 4 layg 4 a/

[cytaknaas pmp&mnoi ygeJU^aJ *do you see thote big vc^an?'
Class 7/? + « 4 Upof? ¥ 4 Ki 4 o# ¥ 4 Ki 4 nenoj^ 0 4 Kf 4 toys 4 a/

(© citapsi cei ciaonoi eii&^a] 'do you see that big cook?
Class 8 A 4 ♦ tsspoff V 4 y0i 4 o# V 4 yBi 4 nene^jf o 4/?i 4 la^ 4 a/

(ejSit^Bet ^y©? psnmot pu<p*3 •do you aee those big books?•
However, concord is not always alliterative e.g.

Class 10 A 4 13 4 koicofJ?" ¥ 4 s,1te#" ¥484 oos^ 0 4 ad 4 la/S 4 a/
£e» ykok&s sens onoi oiie^&) 'do you aee those big ohlckeas?

In poese'esiveo the agreement is with the possessed noun: the

prefix of the possessed noun is copied before the possessive sharker

/w*

Class 1 possessed /tau 4 kasij*j? u 4 a*£jf ^ 4 bjukaee/

faulcazdwai waicaaajf '.rukaoa's wife'

Class 7 possessed /&i 4 tofolfgt ^ 4 Wuicasa/

foit^sooai wuisc^a] '.rukaea'o book*
Glass 9 possessed /u 4 koko^f ji 4 a# touisasa/

tyttokoyat toni&w] '^bkasa'e cbiofceo*
I

0U.3.2U fiftf ¥prb

Hie raorghology of the verb is ranch more oonplex than that of the

noon* i!be verb nay take a long chain of prefixes and suffixes.

Prefixes Siscussimis aid tables of verbal prefixes can be found in any

good grasaar,ue of to,pada (e.g. Gheouwos sl9i>4» Cole: 1967» luahton et al

1954)• to this study little will be said about verbal preflxea.
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liable 0.!? below is intended to show the order in which they axe

arranged and to give smews idea of the possibilities ©f combination.

Beg
8ubj»
Pron.

•banes/
Aspect

Idreci
Object
(I)

Direct
Object

(2)

indirect
Object Ot4H9

Hionctio
reelIaction

/W
/kXp-ie/
/kkyS-Hs/

£la^aj
G®aku^a]

•hitJ*

•you (pi.)
hit'

/bu/ /IV AoxpW (puliki^a) •you (pi.)
will hit*

/m/ AV /pa/ /imp*®/ (biii^akv^a} •you (pi.)
will hit
then*

/eju/ /u/ fp*l /to/ /ttsn+V (rauii/fatu-
turn)

•you will
send us to

get than*

/m/ Ai/ N /pa+e/ [jjuJi sa])a]| •you will
give s»*

/w Ai/ /Pa/ N /p»W [t&mJip&s
rape)
•

•you will
not give
theo to tae*

/to/ /W /#*/ /Pa/ /topw QtsempakapaJ •do not hit
thao*

/W /ma/ AV /fa/ /w /kiy£te/ CteaiaJjy8ata»
teopa)

•you will
not hit us
with than'

msa

(1) fii» verb stem can occur without prefixes in the imperative*

(2) if there axe any prefixes at ail, one of fchata most be either the
subject pronoun (l) or the negation operator.

(1) In a acre theoretical context what have teen described here as
subject and object relations should acre appropriately be examined
in tenia of case rclationa like agent or expertenoer for subject;
instrument for direct object (2) etc. (.•oc Fillsaoro 1968)
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(3) fii© negation operator can precede any prefix

in /jugonda* and in. jsetitu generally. it As neoeeeaacy to

distinguish t/Otwaen basic rsd extended vest forms. a» basic verb

sstm oaeisists of & root followed, by one of the sriffisDc /a/s /©/

or /ie/.

Usually the root is followed by the suffix /s/ whioh rsey 1*?

referred to as He basic verbal s?i££i3c.

i£g£32il2£L

/IajS * a/ Qefi&y '.jco! :
/l'u + la^ Chuia^eJ *to so©'
/nu «| Li •* /a -s- la/ 4 a/ (fiuii^alo^aj 'you will see fctes*

..voaotixaee instead of the basic verbal suffix the famative /«/ or /ie/

occurs. She distribution of thee© suffixes ie garafiraatioally determined.

Uhe suffix /ie/ occurs after tSie root in the perfto&tive fare of the verbs

/ran •*• la/ * :io/ (pu<i€ysy@j *yoo, (pi.) have soon'
/nu + go/ 4- ie/ (putjc/yeJ 'you have chased1
/ran s oosa * ie/ {husoctye;) *ya^i have read*
She suffix /e/ ocoure after the root in the following oases?

a) .in the near future. indicative^ negative form of the verbs^j
MB&M

/to v au + a + la/ •*• e/ {teoasJe/eJ 'you (pi.) will not see*
/te + /a 4 a 4 go/ # g/ jfte/aJg^SoJ 'they will not chat?©'
/te + tsj + a + sera ♦ o/ (WjuiecneJ 'you (pi.) will not read'

(1) Hhe near future formative should preferably be regarded as length.
Several problems are raised, by the morphological analysis in this
chapter. Discussion of possible solutions will be postponed until
the following chapter.
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b) in the present subjunctive, positivet

Examples

/ a + la/) + e/ (_ aJafie] 'let him eee'
/ a + gofi + e/ £ age/?*} 'let him chaoe'
/tu + som + e/ (tuGGrae} 'let us read'

o) in the imperative when there are direct object prefixes other than

the first person singulari

beagle?

/mu + 1 + e/ Qnuia^} 'see himi'
/jia + go/S + e/ [fi*GOf5o) 'chase them!'
/j£L 4 scm + e/ (cisatne) 'read it!'

ElGewliere the basic ve bal suffix /a/ follows the rootx

iacaaples

/li + gofi + a/ (ygOfiB,] 'chaee mel*
I

/a + g©£ + a/ (agc^aj 'he chases'
/a + naa + gop + a/ (anasgc^a} 'he will chase (in the near future)

The suffixes /ie/, /e/ and /a/ which occur with the root to form

basic verb stems are always the right-handmost formatives in a verb

form} where the root is followed by other suffixes they must be

inserted before those suffixes, This brings us to extended verb forms.

Extended verb stems consist of a verb root followed by several

suffixes. One of the suffixes /ie/, /e/ or /a/ is always the right-

handmost suffix; any formative wiucn separates the root from the

suffixes which occur in the basic form of the verb is called an

'extension'. Verbal extern,ions play a vital role in Luganda grammar

(see Ashton e£ al, op.cit.). we sliall focus on extensions which are

involved in morphophonemic alternation

S
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(1) Infinitive: (x) + verb root + basic suffix 1
/Ku + siliB + a/ {/us :^baj Ho plant1

/ku + ten + a/ (KntttoaJ 'to cut'

/icu + ~La.fi + a/ J.a/Sa] 'to see'

//at + oi + a/ {YukoJaJ 'to work*
/kh -r tullg + a/ (Kututjga} 'to sew'
(2) Causative (x) + root + causative + basic suffix

/fie, + siiiii + Vs + a/ ^gaaiimbisa) 'they cause to plant'
^ga + ten + Vs + a/ (^ateaesaj 'they cause to cut'
/fia + 1^6 + Ve + a/ [fiaJafilBaJ 'they cause to see'
//'a -f Kol + Vs + a/ [/akozesa) 'they cause to work*

/^sa 4 tu% + Vs + a/ ^atu:nzisa] 'they cause to sew'

or (patvuJpJ-iBa)
(3) Ctative/inchoative i, .) ♦ root + at.-;tive/inchoative * -'-asic suffix

/jsa + IsyS + Vk + a/ (podafiika) 'they are visible'

//Si + *61 + Vk + a/ [plkodoka] 'they can be done'

/pL + tulfe + Vk + a/ QSitusjijika) 'they can be sewn'
(4) Passive: (x) root + passive + basic suffix

/fia + la/5 + V/?u + a/ [fiaXapipva] 'they are seen'
//Si + ten + V/su + a/ (/&teae/5wa) 'they arc cut'

//?i + tu % + V/Su + a/ CpitutjiJifiva] 'they are sewn'
(5) Applied/prepositional: (x) + root + applied/prepositional + basic

//ia + ailiB + VI + a/ fcpasL:mbilaj 'thoy sew for/at'

//0a 5 Kol + VI + a/ (jpakoJjeiei) 'they work for/at'

//>a + tuhg + VI + a/ (fiatu:jLj-i£&] 'they new for'
(6) Ji.evers.ive: (x) ♦ root + reversive + basic suffix

/ySa + siHB + VI ♦ a/ (/5asinabula] 'they uproot'

/pa + tu% ♦ VI + a/ ^atui^uia] 'they unaev'
r

1 The symbol *X* stands for any prefixes and the brackets show that
they are optional
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From these examples it is clear that some suffixes trigger off

nutations in the preceding consonant; it is also clear that voweis

which have been left as unspecified /V/ in the underlying representation

may be fully specified in terms of some vowel harmony rule. Use precise

nature of the rules required to characterise these phonological

processes will be the subject of Uhapter

tOse aim of this seotion has been to prepare the ground for the

more theoretical diecussion. The emphasis has been placed on providing

information about luganda rather than on theoretical elegance, in the

rest of this study we shall attempt to reconcile these two goals.
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man*

MORPHOLOGY
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I« The case against 1A.

1,1 Preliminaries

In the past, studies of Luganda, and indeed of Bantu in general,

have seldom gone further than morphology. Almost any average grammar

of a Bantu language will contain a fairly thorough study of affixes,

particularly nominal and verbal prefixes and extended verb forms

(see Cole 1955* Ashton et_ al 1954* Chesswass 1954). Most descriptions

of Bantu languages have not been done within the framework of modem

linguistics and they are as a rule written by scholars who are not

primarily interested in theoretical issues. Yet even from the most

superficial glance at these grammars one point emergess the consensus

of opinion is that Bantu languages are agglutinative.

This belief has crept into theoretical linguistics. It is not

rare to find a Bantu language cited in the company of Turkish as an

archetypal agglutinative language. Thus we read in Palmer (1971:54) that

"In these languages the forms are always made up of clearly

identifiable parts. In Swahili, for example, the translation of

•he saw you' is allkwona. which seems to be a single word. But

it is in fact composed of four parts, a 'he*, li past tense,

ku 'you* and ona •see'.....All we have to do is to put the

correct elements together in the right order".

Linguists interested in typologies have suggested that languages could

be classified on the basis of the morphological model most appropriate

for the description of their structure (iiobins 1959* Matthews 1972a^L47ff).

Languages which can be adequately described using the item and

\ 1
arrangement model (1A) are classified as agglutinating. If the view

1 The labels item and arrangement (lA), item and process (IP) and word
and paradigm (WP) which are used by linguists to denote the main
morphological models in use axe all due to Eockett (1954).
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that Bantu languages are agglutinative is correct it should be

possible to describe them using 1A. If, however, IA fails to provide

an adequate framework for their description the claim that they are

1
agglutinative will be questioned .

Fran the outset it is important to note that no water-tight

compartmentalization is envisaged. It is very unlikely that there are

any pure breeds of agglutinative, isolating or inflecting languages.

This is a fact well-known to scholars, including Bantuists. Thus

Vfemer (1919*12) remarked about Bantu languages that "it would be

nearer the truth to call them 'partially inflected languages', or

•languages in course of acquiring inflection." Although the existence

of a non-agglutinative ingredient has been recognised for a long time,

it has not received the attention that it deserves. In this chapter

the failure of 1A to provide a satisfactory framework for the

description of Luganda morphology will be taken as a measure of the

degree to which Luganda and Bantu in general (since this language is

so typical of the family) is non-agglutinative.

1.2 Item and arrangement

Hone of the theoretical points which will be made in this chapter

is new. Yet they are worth making because, as far as 1 know, they have

never been made in connection with a Bantu language.

let us begin by summarising the main characteristics of 1A *.

1 The other theoretical conclusion which could be reached is that IA
is inadequate for describing agglutinative languages.

2 There is plenty of literature expounding 1A (iiarris 1942, Eockett 1947,
Hida 1949) as well as criticising it (Hockett 1954» Kontsondas 196J,
Itobins 1959, Matthews 1972a). Our discussion of IA and general outlook
on morphology is based on Matthews 1972a. The objections against 1
which are raised here are mainly applicable to the model outlined in
Gleason (l96l:51ff). Gone versions of IA e.g. Nida (1949), Harris
(1951)» Hookett (1947) overcome the shortcomings of IA by smuggling
in some process ideas.
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(i) The morphame is set up as the unique morphological prime.

(ii) The only relation between morphemes which is recognised is one

of sequence. Morphemes are assumed to be linearly ordered like

beads on a string.

(iii) An allomorph or altemancy relation is said to hold between

phoneme sequences (morphs) and morphemes. Mvery minimal distributional

unit is a morph. All morphs, except zero morphs are composed of

phoneme sequences. Morphs which are representations of the same

morpheme are called allomorphs or alternants of that morpheme. The

allomorph is the bridge between morphemes and phonemes. The distribution

of allomorphs may be phonologically or morphologically conditioned.

(iv) Process type statements whereby basic forms are postulated and

other forms derived from them by rule are very strongly objected to by

proponents of 1A. They argue that statements which involve basic forms

and processes are either arbitrary or of only historical interest and

in either case both irrelevant and misleading in a synchronic

description (llockett 1954» Lamb 1966, uampson 1970).

An 1A analysis of the Luganda sentence tetuligoba "we shall not

chase' ^ is exemplified in fig,1.1 below. The morphemes and the morphs

which represent them are both sequentially ordered and the experience

(i.e. allomorph) relation is shown by arrows whioh point from morphemes

to morphs which represent them

1 Only orthographic forms are given and no underlying representations
are postulated in order to avoid confusion since no basic (underlying)
forms are allowed in 1A. The orthographic forms can roughly be
regarded as phonemic representations as the Luganda orthography is
very largely phonemic. This practice will be used only in Part I,
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1st basic
Morphological person general verbal
Representation s negative + plural + future + GOB + suffix

Phonemic

liepresentation:
V

te

Y

tu

Y

li
y

gob
Y
a

Fififi»l

That kind of analysis is commonly found in Bantu grammars. At first

sight it seems to represent the facts of Luganda satisfactorily and

Luganda looks like a classical example of an agglutinative type.

Although it is true to some extent that this language is agglutinative

it is also equally true that it has a considerable synthetic element.

It is this latter element that will be focussed on in the rest of

this chapter. This will be done by highlighting problems of Luganda

morphology which cannot be solved by an IA model which assumes that it

is simply agglutinative.

1*3 Problems ia cannot solve

The problems which 1a fails to solve have been discussed in the

literature under the following five headingss

1.3*1 Fusion

In IA it is assumed that morphs will always be strung out like

beads on a string, with each morph having clearly demarcated boundaries.

The possibility of morphs fusing as a result of phonological processes

2
is not envisaged . there all morphs have determinate boundaries as in

fig.1.1 above IA works without any problems. I here morphs have no

1 The syntactic function of this suffix is very unclear, bee Cole
(1967*125) for a statement about its distribution; cf.also (0.4.2.2)

2 This is not altogether accurate. See (1,3*2)
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discrete boundaries, however, IA is faced with severe problems.

Let us illustrate with these examples:

Infinitive

ku&oba {kugo/'a} 'to chase'

kuloopa (kulospa^ 'to accuse'

kutunda (]cutu:nda3 'to sell'

kuleeta QcuJLestaJ 'to bring'
kulaga (kudagaj 'to chow*

kuseka {kuseka} 'to laugh*

These infinitive forms are all easy to segment according to 1A

principles, for example kugoba is analysable as follows:

Morphological Representation: Infinitive + GOB + basic verbal suffix

v

aPnonemic Representation: ku + gob +

Other infinitives too may be segmented in similar fashion.

Now let us consider the present perfect forms of the same verbs

in the 2nd person singular and 3rd person plural.

(Glass 1/2)

Iresent perfect

2nd person ■sif,nffnlar

ogobye fogobyej 'you have chased'

otunze (otu:nze} 'you have sold'

olaze (oJazeJ 'you have shown*

3rd person plural

laloopye {^aJo:pye} 'they have
accused•

fiatunze [j^atujnze} 'they have sold'

jBasese (jgasese} 'they have laughed1

Any attempt to segment perfective forms in the way in which

infinitives were segmented above soon runs into difficulties after
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isolating £ and ba as 2nd person singular and 3rd person plural
i

subject pronouns respectively and segmenting as the perfective

formative which occurs where verb roots end in labial consonants. In

the remaining examples segmentation does not work smoothly because

the boundaries between verb roots and the perfective alloraorphs are

not discrete; the final root consonant fuses with the perfective

morph in eadh example where the final root consonant is non-labial.

Thus, for example the s_ of aleese belongs as much to the verb root

as to the suffix. It would be arbitrary to assign it either to the

suffix or to the root. Discussion of the operation of the spirantization

rule which causes fusion is postponed until (9«/ ). The point we want

to make here is that the principle that boundaries between morphs are

always discrete in Luganda is untenable.

To deal with the problems raised by fusion the linguist must be

prepared to accept the possibility of one phonological bit representing

simultaneously several morphological bits. In addition to bi-unique

relations between raorphs and morphemes shown in fig.1,1 and fig.1,2.

a , rammar of luganda should be able to account for fusion for situations

of the kind shown in fig,1.3 where one phonological bit is related to

more than one morphological bit are not rare in Luganda.

Morphemic Representation: 3rd person plural + SEX + Perfect

V
Phonemic Representation; Jla

IlKs.hi

The perfective examplesalso reveal another fundamental weakness.

1 We are glossing over the problem of cumulation (see 1.3.2)
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The allomorph relation fails to bring out the fact that there is

some regularity of formation: where the verb root ends in a labial

consonant the perfective is formed by adding ye and where the

infinitive ends in a non-labial consonant that consonant alternates

with an alveolar sibilant with the same value for voicing and an £

is added at the end. Lists of allomorphs of the kind one finds in 1A

fail to distinguish this kind of rule governed alternation from the

capricious alternation which occurs in suppletion^.
In brief, one trouble with 1A is that it foousses on the

paradigmatic relations at the expense of the syntagmotic.

Consequently it is unilluminating where morphs behave like "A

series of WAVES flowing into one another, fusing at their boundaries,

with the ending point of one unit and the beginning of the next

frequently indeterminate" (Pike:1967s546)

1.3.2 Cumulation

While in fusion as a result of a phonological or morphophonemic

process contiguous morphs in adjusting to the phonological properties

of their neighbours end up by partially or completely assimilating to

them, in cmsmMMjm there is no assimilation process at work. One

phonemic sequence is always simultaneously paired with several

morphemes.

Ctae place to look for cumulation is in the concordial/pronominal

system.

1 The problem of fusion also arises elsewhere. For instance the root
initial consonant fuses with the nasal in the Ganda law e.g.
luliml (Xuiimi} 'tongue* (lu = class 11 prefix), nnimi Ga:imi}
'tongues*. The initial ^ of the root 11ml fuses with the'class 10
nasal prefix in the plural. See (10.2.1).
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Examplea

(i) agoba (ago^a] 'he chases' (a is the olass 1, 3rd person singular,
agentive pronominal prefix) 1

bagoba $ago/*} •they chase' (ba is the class I, Jxd. person plural,
agentive pronominal prefix)

gugoba (gugobaj 'it chases' (gu is the class 3» 3*d person singular,
agentive pronominal prefix)

glgoba Cfig°/>&] 'they chase' (gi is the class 4» 3*d person plural
agentive pronominal prefix)

egoba {egoygaj 'it chases' (je is the class 9t 3*d person singular,
agentive pronominal prefix)

(ii)ogoba fogorta] 'you chase' (o is the 2nd person singular, agentive
pronominal prefix)

akugoba [akugo/a) 'he chases you' (ku is the 2nd person singular
objective pronominal prefix)

amugoba (eunugo/'a) 'he chases him' (rau is the 3rd. person singular
objective pronominal prefix)

These words would probably be segmented as prefix + (prefix)

+ GOB + basic verbal suffix morpheme. It is only the prefix that we

shall be concerned with. From these examples it is clear that the

ooncordial prefix cumulatively represents several morpheme in each case.

There is no bi-unique relation between morphemes and morphs. The

examples in (i) show that the prefix represents noun class and number

when (i) is compared with (ii) it becomes clear that the prefix also

signals person distinctions and when (iii) is taken into account it

may be realized that the prefix furthermore represents case. Cumulation

is shown in fig.1,4. Contrast it with agglutination (fig.1.1)

1 Recall that classes generally pair for singular and plural, for
example, 1/2, 3/4. It 1b customary to regard such pairs as distinct
cla^s because that facilitates cross-language comparison (cf.0.4.2.2)

2 The customary Meinhofian way of listing olasses obscures the fact
that classes 1/2, 9/10 etc., which pair for singular and plural are in
fact the same olass differing only in number. The advantage of the
standard practice is that it facilitates comparative studies. For the
prefix pairing differs sometimes between languages; the same noun root
may have classes 9/10 prefixes in one language and 9/6 prefixes in
another.
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I
Morphemic Representation! class 1 + 3rd. person + singular + agentive case

Inhere is much arbitrariness in the ordering of morphemic elements

in fig, 1.4. There is no evidence to suggest that morphemes which are

cumulatively realised by a single morph are sequentially ordered at

the morphological level. This point will not be pursued any further.

The point we want to emphasize is that examples of the kind discussed

in this section are a strong counter-example to the claim that in

Bantu there is a straightforward one-to-one pairing of morphs and

morphemes and that therefore these languages can be adequately

desoribed using IA.

Of course, it may be argued that the oase against IA is not

proven by cumulation for there are versions of 1A where cumulation

is envisaged. Hookett (1947 *236) introduced the construct of portmanteau

morphs "which belong simultaneously to two (or theoretically, more)

morphemes and have simultaneously the meanings of both". But surely,

postulating portmanteau morphs is tantamount to conceding that the

biuniqueness principle is not absolute! that sometimes one morph may

represent several morphemes.

While the portmanteau morph is a step in the right direction, it

is objectionable because it obscures the distinction between fusion

and cumulation. The portmanteau brings out the fact that one morph

1 Obviously class and person are intimately linked. Normally only
classes 1/2 nouns may be 1st or 2nd person
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represents several morphemes but fails to show that in the oase of

fusion this is a result of phonological processes while in cumulation

there is no phonological explanation - it is all due to capricious

rules mapping several morphemes on to the same phonemic sequence

(Matthews 1972a,65ff).
1*3*3 Neutralization

Neutralization is another kind of situation where one phonological

bit "a always pairable with several morphemic bits. Unlike fusion

(1*3*1) and cumulation (1*3*2) neutralization causes no technical

problems for IA* Allomorphs may be isolated and assigned to the

appropriate morpheme without any difficulty. In the forms below, for

example mu would be treated as follows:

mukazi (mukazij 'woman' mu - class 1 noun prefix
mutl (mutijj 'tree' mu - olass 3 noun prefix

mugoba (mugo/'aj 'you chase' mu - class 1, 2nd person plural,
agentive prefix

amugoba (amugo^'a} 'he chases him' mu class 1, 3*d person singular
objective prefix

The segmentation is not controversial. However these data offer

a counter-example to the 1A principle that the morph is the only

signalling unit at the morphological level. If that were the case then

the morph mu - would be ambiguous in all the words above. But there

is no ambiguity. The combination of the prefix and the stem taken as

a whole excludes the possibility of ambiguity. The fact that the

ambiguity of a morph may evaporate once that morph is placed in a

word indicates that the word, in addition to the morph, has an

important role to play in morphological signalling (Matthews 19723^6).
1*3*4 &npty morphs

Fusion, oumulation and neutralization pose essentially problems

of the same kind: there are too many morphemes and too few morphs to
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match them with. Empty raorphs involve a problem of the reverse kind:

there are too few morphemea and too many morphs. This makes it

difficult to adhere to the 'total accountability' principle which

requires that every morph must be paired with some morpheme leaving

no residue. This principle is expounded in Hookett (1947). Hather

inconsistently Hockett in that same paper also introduces the notion

of 'empty morphs' which "have no meaning and belong to no morpheme."

The contradiction in the IA position of maintaining total

accountability may be illustrated by this fragment of a Luganda verb

paradigm:

(i) mbala (mbaJ.aJ 'I count' kubala [kxyiaUaJ 'to count'
ntema (ntema) 'I cut' kutema [kutema] 'to cut'

ngoba 'I chase' kugoba (kugo^a) 'to chase'
i

In these forms the morphs can easily be isolated) leaving no

residue. The raorphs (m,n,j} are allosnorphs of the 1st person singular
pronoun; Qcu} iB the morph representing the infinitive morpheme, (a)
at the end of each form represents the basic verbal suffix and

£-ba!,^al-J, Q-tem-] and represent the verb roots.

(ii) nziba (nayia) 'I steal' kubba Qcubia} ito steal'
nzita (nzita} 'I kill' kutta (kutia) 'to kill'

nzigula (nziguia) *1 open' kuggula (kngtuia] 'to open'

In these examples Cku] and (aj would again be isolated as the

representation of the infinitive and the basic verbal suffix morphemes

respectively. The segmentation of the 1st person prefix from the root,

however, would be problematic. On the basis of what happens in (i)
there would be a strong temptation to isolate as allomorphs

of the morpheme first person pronoun. But then the segmentation of the
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root would cause difficulties^. If the 1st person is said to be

realized by simply the homoganic nasal then one would have to
2

postulate verb roots with two allomorphs: c-ao, t-i-l and [-gui-J
after the 1st person prefix and £-b:-0» G-ti-J and (g:ui) after the

infinitive for the roots "steal", "kill" and "open". If this analysis

is used £*zi-3 remains as a residue unassigned to any morpheme i.e.

an empty morph.

As we pointed out above solutions using empty morphs are

inconsistent with the IA principle of total accountability. Their

use in IA entails contradiction. The alternative to empty morphs

within this framework is not satisfactory either because it is ad hoc.

What we are considering is a solution where the nasals fm,n,^ are
regarded as allomorphs of the 1st person singular morpheme and the

verb root morphemes are said to have the allmorphs (-Zit-}
and f-\?igul-Q and f-bi-J, £-t:-]| and [g:ul-3 respectively before 1st

person singular on the one hand and the infinitive on the other. The

assignment of Q-zi-J to the root is arbitrary. It could indeed be

equally arbitrarily assigned to the first person morpheme so that it

is regarded as having the allomorph (nzi-J in addition to the allomorphs

Cm»n» already recognised. There is no principled way of deciding to

which morpheme the (-zi-J morph should be assigned.

1.3.5 Overlapping exponence

Finally sometimes there occurs in Luganda interlocking exponence

whereby morphs representing different morphemes overlap to such an

1 This is a major problem in Luganda phonology. See too (9.2.2) and
(11.4.3.2)

2 -gul- is further analysable: -ul- can be isolated as an allomorph
of the reversive morpheme.
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extent that any attempt to segment a word into morphs cannot get

very far. Let me illustrate with the verb kutema (kuteraa} 'to cut':

(i) tutema (tutenia} 'we cut* (present tense)
tunaatema (jhina:tenia} 'we shall cut' 'near future)
tulitema (tujitemaj 'we shall cut' (general future)

(ii) tetutema £tetutema} 'we do not out' (present tense)
tetuiteme (tetusterae} 'we shall not cut* (near future)
tetulitema (tetulitema} 'we shall not cut' (general future)
An XA analysis would work for the forms in (i) as shown in fig,1.5.

Unessential details are emitted.

Morphemic Representation: 1st person basic verbal
plural + Tense + TEM + suffix

Phonemic Representation: tu
V V

+ (0 + tem +
jnaa I
(li J

V
a

The forms in (ii), with one exception, may also be as easily

segmented as those in (i). The exception is the negative near future

form. There is overlapping exponence in the representation of the near

future negative j which is a product of cumulation and

discontinuity in the representation of morphemes. This is shown in fig.1,6

Morphemic Representation: Negative + 1st person + Plural + near future +TEM

Phonemic Representation: te +tea&e^

1 The vowel of the morph representing the subject pronoun is always
realised as long in the near future negative form of the verb. We
shall claim that the vowel which represents the near future negative
morpheme is simply a copy of the underlying vowel of the subject
pronoun morph which is dropped by vowel deletion rules, leaving
behind its copy which is realised as long (11.4«3«1)»



Clearly the common belief that Luganda generally has a simple

agglutinative morphology is untenable. But this is not to say that

there is no agglutinative element at all in this language. The fact

that bits of it can be analysed adequately using IA suggests that

Luganda is to some degree agglutinative. The point of this chapter

has been simply to show that Luganda (and Bantu generally) is less

agglutinative than people usually say. In the process it might have

appeared that our goal was to discredit IA altogether. That is not

the ease. Although IA is inadequate as a framework for analysing the

whole of luganda morphology it is not without value. Chief among its

virtues is simplicity. It has only one primes the morpheme and only

two relations,composition (or representation in the more sophisticated

forms) and sequence. Vfaere an adequate description is feasible using

such a model it would be unwise to reject it and seek a more complex

one. It has been argued in this chapter that there are many occasions

when. IA fails to provide a satisfactory model for the analysis of

Luganda.

It is arguable that although IA may not provide the devices

required for describing the whole of Luganda morphology it should

still be used to describe the agglutinative parts of the language,

supplementing it where it fails by a more satisfactory approach. A

proposal of this kind has been made by Pike (1967*547)* Pike observes

that neither IA nor its rival IP^ gives a comprehensive view of

language. He therefore suggests that they should complement each other

in a description. Sticking dogmatically to one or the other, he argues,

leads to distortions.

1 IP is short for item and process, see Chapter 2.



Such eclectism may be commendable from a pragmatic point of
view, but it iB not theoretically feasible. No compromise between

IA and IP is possible because sane of their fundamental postulates are

incompatible. This has been noted by several writers. Hockett

(1954*394)» for example, remarks that if IA borrows the process

notions of replacive and subtractive morphs to account for recalcitrant

cases which cannot be dealt with in terms of morphs and their

arrangements contradiction sets in and the whole IA edifice collapses.

One cannot avoid the choice between IA on the one hand and process

morphology on the other. In this chapter we have demonstrated the

degree to which Luganda is non-agglutinating. We have argued that in

so far as Luganda morphology is not agglutinating it cannot be

aooounted for using an item and arrangement model. In the next two

chapters we shall consider two alternative approaches which do not

have the shortcomings of 1A.
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2. A WORD AND PARADIGM APPROACH

2.1 Word and paradigm

The first alternative to IA which we shall consider is word

and paradigm ( P), As its name suggests, VP morphology gives a

central place to the word. Since the tern 'word* is used in a

variety of senses, attempts to formalise WP must be preceded by a

olarification of the sense in which that term is used. Before doing

that, however, we shall first survey the literature on this subject

in Bantu linguistics.

2.1.1 The word in Bantu

A considerable literature has grown around the problem of

defining the word in Bantu, Much of it has arisen in connection with

the praotioal task of devising orthographies and seldom has it been

viewedjas a purely theoretioal question.
Some scholars have considered word division a crucial issue in

Bantu grammar. Opinion is polarised in two camps: the disjunctivist

and the oonjunctivist (Gregersen 1967»49ff)• Disjunctives define

the word mainly in semantic and syntactic terras and pay scanty regard

to its phonologioal properties. Thus van '«yk (1958)^ using the criteria

of isolatability, movability and substitutability arrives at a

disjunctive word division for Zulu and Northern Sotho. He isolates

locative prefixes, adjectival (but not nominal) preprefixes, copulas

and possessive pronouns as words.

Disjunct!visa has never been universally accepted. Already .

Jones and Flaatje (I9l6xxxxii) state that many groups of syllables

which would be written as two or more words in other orthographies

1 Van vyk's work is reported by Gregersen (op.clt.p.51) and not seen
by the writer.
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should be written as single words in Beohuana. As a concession to

disjunctive usage which was widespread at the time Jones and Plaatje

divide off "by hyphens those parts of the word which would in other

orthographies be written as single words".

This view gradually hardened into what came to be known as

oonjunctivism. Leading Bantuists today, particularly those influenced

by Doke, generally prefer this view. They argue that disjunctivisrn

imposes alien preoonceptions about the word and as a result distorts

the facts of Bantu. Whereas disjunct!vists use mainly semantic/

syntactic criteria to isolate words, conjunctivists employ predominantly

phonological ones. Doke (1929J12), for example, categorically states

that "stress is the word-builder in Bantu" and that "in each word or

word group in Bantu there is one and only one main stress".

This principle of word division has been queried. Gregersen

(1967*49) das observed that in view of the fact that the existenoe of

stress is not yet established for many Bantu languages it is not easy

to see the justification for Boke's claim that stress is the

criterion for word division. If Guthrie's suggestion that there is no

word prominence of any kind in his zones N (10,20,40) and P(20,30)

is oorrect Conjunctivists would have to find an alternative criteria

or admit that stress is not always and everywhere the crucial criterion

for recognising words in the Bantu field.

Guthrie has provided non-phonological basis for conjunctivism.

Guthrie (1948a*18) has argued for conjunctivism on syntactic and

morphological grounds. He arrives at an extreme form of conjunctivism

by pushing the criteria of isolatibility, interruptability and

substitutability. Guthrie is not satisfied with the standard orthography

which is disjunctive. He rewrites the Swahili sentence visu vya watotd
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ni vikubwa 'the children's knives are big' in just two words:

vlguvyawatoto nivikubwa. The average conjunctivist would be willing

to divide the sentence into three words: visu vyawatoto nivikubwa

Another kind of argument for conjunctivisra to which some

writers have given much weight goes like this: the conjunctivist's

words are the kind of words which even an unsophisticated native

speaker would recognize. Thus we read in Cole (l955»xxxiv) an

anecdote about an illiterate Sotho woman who, having been taught to

write her language in the standard orthography which is disjunctive

a few days later, turned out a conjunctively written piece and was

shocked when her instructor said she had failed to divide the words

correctly. Cole triumphantly concludes, "More conclusive evidence of

the inherent correctness of conjunctive writing for Bantu languages

could hardly be desired". (Cole op.cit.axxiv)

From this brief survey it is clear that the kind of conclusions

one reaches depend largely on the criteria used to isolate words,

dhe issue of criteria for defining words has received much attention

in linguistic theory (Bloomfield 1935t Nida 1949» Hockett 1958* Pike

1967, Iyons 1968). We shall only briefly mention them, They are

constancy of meaning at the semantic level} isolatability, positional

mobility and uninterruptability at the syntactic level and possibly

phonological criteria like the use of prosodic or segmental features

to mark word boundaries and the limitation of sane phonological

prooesses to the domain of the word.

2.1.2 The word in VP

Using the criteria sketched in (2.1.1) WF linguists distinguish

throe senses of the term word which are not always kept separate in

the literature (lyoms 1968. Matthews 1972a):
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(i) The phonological representation of a linguistic form. In this

sense the following are different words*

tusoraa {tusoma} 'we read'

musomi {jausomi] 'reader (person who reads)'
masomo ^aasomoj * chapters •

(ii) The graramatical unit which such a phonological sequence

represents. In this sense tusoraa may be referred to as the first

person, plural, agentive form of the verb kusoma 'to read'j mrusoml

as the class 1, singular, agentive nominal!zation of the verb kusoraa

and masomo as the class 6, plural, locative nominalization of the

verb kusoma 'to read'.

(iii) The abstract lexical item to which the grammatical words in a

paradigm may be said to belong. Thus tusoma, nrusomi and masomo can

all be said to belong to the abstract item -SOM- 'read'.

In VP the word in sense (i) is referred to as the 'phonological

word' (lyons 1968:196)^. The word in sense (ii) iB called the

'grammatical word' and the word in sense (iii) is referred to as the

•lexeme'. Following lyons (op.cit.) we shall write lexemes in upper

case letters.

2.2.1 Primitives and relations

Matthews (1972) postulates the following basic terms and relations.^
(a) A set of lexemes

e.g. -SOM- 'read'

1 Matthews (1972a:161) suggests instead of the term 'phonological word'
the use of the terra 'word-form' because the label 'phonological word'
is used by other linguists to refer to the word defined by phonological
criteria*

2 This outline of VP is based on Robins (1959) and Matthews (1965a,
1965b, 1967, 1970 and above all 1972a). Matthews' model is somewhat
simplified here.
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(b) A Bet of morphosyntactic categories

The term morphosyntaotic is used to denote elements which have

both a morphological and a syntactic role. The term morphosyntactic

category is used to refer to morphosyntaotic elements which contrast

within a single paradigm. Morphosyntaotic categories are usually

referred to in traditional grammar as 'minor grammatical categories'

e.g. tense, mood and aspect in the verbal paradigm; number and class

in the nominal paradigm and person in the pronominal paradigm.

(c) A set of morphosyntactic properties.

Morphosyntactic properties are itemB which oontrast within the

same morphosyntactio category. In the morphosyntaotic category tense,

for example, the properties past and non-past may be recognised, and

in the category number the properties singular and plural may be

distinguished.

(d) A relation 'is a term in'

Every property must be a term in one category and one category

only.* The condition means that one could not simultaneously assign the

property singular to both the category number and the category tense.

Furthermore, there must be at least two properties in any category

because properties in a category must contrast and contrast presupposes

the existence of at least two terms.

(e) A set of grammatical words

For each grammatical word two relations have to be specified*

(i) A relation 'belongs to'

(ii) A relation 'has the property'

1 Morphosyntactic properties and morphosyntactic categories will also
be referred to respectively as properties and categories for short
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Every grammatical word 'belongs to' some lexeme. Thus the agentive,

first person, plural, present tense form of the verb kusoma 'to read'

and the class 1, singular, nominalized agentive form of the verb

kusoma 'to read* both belong to the lexeme -5QM- 'read*. In the

former the grammatical word has the properties agentive, first person,

plural and present while in the latter it has the properties class 1,

singular, agentive nominalization.

Having postulated these basic terms and relations at the

grammatical level Matthews then goes on to posit the following terms

and relations at the phonological level:

(f) A set of phonemes

(g) A set of word-forms (i.e. phonological words)

Each word-form is a continuous sequence of phonemes

(h) A relation of realisation.

Every word-form is a realisation of some grammatical word. Thus,

for example, the agentive, first person, plural present tense form of

the verb kusoma 'to read' is realised by the word-form tusoma1.
2.2.2 Horpholexioal rules

Traditionally linguists distinguish between phonological

conditioning on the one hand and morphological conditioning on the

other. The alternation in the realisation of the nasal in class 9/10

which ensures that the nasal is always homorganic with the following

consonant is described in terms of phonological conditioning while the

suppletive representation of the Luganda verb 'to be' which is /-li/

in some environments and /-ft-/ in others is described in terms of
2

morphological conditioning . Matthews uses the term morpholexioal rule

1 The orthography is phonemic

2 Of course, the boundary between morpholexics and morphophonemics
is fuzzy, see Chapters 8 and 9*
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to characterise rules of the latter kind which specify separate

morphologically or lexically conditioned morphological alternation.

The morpholexical rule system has the following components;

(a) A reference component which states the syntaotic class to which

the output will belong e.g. noun-forms, verb-forms.

(b) A limitation component which stipulates the contexts and subsets

of lexemes to which a given morpholexical rule applies, The limitation

component will, for example, stipulate that in the formation of class

1a noun-forms the choice of the prefix which may be sse-. j6, ki-.

wa-t nna- etc... depends on the subset of lexeme to which the

grammatical word belongs; the prefix is zero before roots of proper

nouns, sse- before roots of some masculine proper nouns and honorific

titles, nna- before most feminine proper nouns and honorific titles
1

etc. •

(0) An operand component whioh states the syntactic class to which

the input belongs

(d) An operation component which specifies the precise change to be

effected e.g. prefixation of sse- before certain roots in the formation

of class 1a nouns.

Before illustrating the way morpholexical rules operate we shall

mention two more relations which Matthews considers fundamental to WP.

(1) Bxponence is the most important relation in a WF model. It holds

between one or more morphological elements on the one hand and

phonologioal elements on the other. Such phonological elements are

referred to as formativea; a formative is an exponent of one or more

morphological elements introduced by a morpholexical rule. Thus the

1 This sub-classification is broadly correct but there are many
exceptions
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sequence sse- in the word-form sseho 'sir* is a formative; it is

an exponent of the morphosyntactic properties class 1a and singular.

(2) Formation. Hie term formation is used in the traditional sense

to denote formatives which are exponents of the same morphosyntaotic

property. And the expression •focal terms' is used tonefer to any

class of lexemes, syntactic class or grammatical words in the context

of which a given morphosyntactic property is realised by, or in more

traditional phrasing formed by, a given formative. Thus the formatives

sse-, ki-. nna- and wa- are all formations of class 1a, singular. 1310

choice of any one of these formations is determined by the focal class

of the root. Thus, sse- is the formation of class 1a singular for

those noun roots which belong to the focal class which includes

masculine honorific titles and many masculine proper nouns; nna- is

the formation of class 1a, singular for those noun roots which belong

to the focal class which includes feminine honorific titles and most

feminine proper nouns, etc....

As Matthews himself points out, the formation relation is roughly

equivalent to the allomorph notion in IA. It is used to group together

formatives which function as exponents of the same morphosyntactic

property.

2.2.3 A word and paradigm sketch of huganda morphology

The operation of a word and paradigm grammar will be briefly

illustrated with Luganda examples;

(1) 'The derivation of the phonological word mukaai 'woman' from the

grammatical word which may be represented as

class 1, sg, kAZI

would take this forms

(a) Reference: class 1, sg, KAZI
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(b) Limitation: none

(o) Operand: the root /-kazi/

(d) Operation: prefix /an-/ before the root. This yields the

morphophonemio representation /ran + kazi/

(2) The derivation of katonda 'god* from the grammatical word class

1a, sg, TOUDA is slightly more complicated. It involves use of the

limitation component:

(a) Reference: class 1a, sg. TQKDA

(b) Limitation: noun roots with an index in the lexicon which

indicates that they are members of focal class X \
(c) Operand: the root /-toEDa/

(d) Operation: introduce the formative /ka-/ before the root. The

result is the morphophoneiaic representation /ka 4 toRDa/

(3) The derivation of taata 'fad* will be almost the same as that of

katonda; the only difference will be in the focal class stated in the

limitation:

(a) Reference: class 1a, sg. TAATA

(b) Limitation: noun roots with an index in the lexicon which
2

indicates that they are members of focal class y

(o) Operand: the root /-taata/

(d) Operation: prefix / to the root. This yields the morphophonemic

representation // 4 taata/

The derivations we have demonstrated up to this point are

relatively straightforward. It is simply the cumulative exponence of

class 1 and singular that is involved in (1)} and in (2) and (3), in

1 iMany nouns which belong to this focal class refer to individuals
of high social status e.g. kabaka 'king', kabona 'priest', katikkiro
prime minister, and so on,

2 Host members of this class are proper nouns e.g. Hale. Zirimmenya etc
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addition to emulation in the experience of class and number there

ia the problem of morphological conditioning of formations. These

solutions cannot be taken as compelling evidence for a WP analysis

of Luganda because even a model in which the word is not given any

theoretical status, but where the possibility of cumulative

exponenoe is envisaged, would facilitate that kind of analysis. The

case for VP will be strengthened, however, where, due to interlocking

exponence, morphological analysis is best done in terms of the word

as a whole.

The reader will recall that it was claimed in (1,3*5) that the

overlapping exponence of the kind shown in fig,1,6 oannot be

adequately accounted for in IA terms. Pig,1,6 is repeated here for

convenience s

near

Morphemic Representation: Negative + 1st person + plural + future + TEM

Bionemic Representation: te +

Zis*M

The chief merit of VP is that it provides an adequate framework for

the description of overlapping exponence; one of the main weaknesses

of IA is that it fails to account for overlapping exponence of the

kind found in tetuuterne 'we shall not cut'. A WP derivation of this

word would take this form:

Stage 1: Introduce the formative /tu/, the exponent of the 1st person,

plural subject pronoun:

(a) Reference: 1st person, plural TEE

(b) Limitation: none

(e) Operandi /tem/

(d) Operation: prefix /tu/ to the root yielding /tutem/
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Stage 2: The near future negative form of the verb is formed by

suffixing /e/ to the root of the verb, copying to its right the vowel

of the subject pronoun and prefixing /te/ before that subject pronoun:

(a) Heferenoe: negative, near future Primary stem of IBM ^
(b) Limitation: none

(c) Operand: /tutem/

(d) Operations: (i) prefix /te/ to the stem yielding /tetutem/

(ii) copy to its right the vowel of the subject pronoun to yield

/tetutem/

(iii) Suffix /e/ to the stem yielding /tetuuteme/.

'The important point to note here is that in stage 2 of this derivation

all the morphosyntaotio properties which belong to this grammatical

word are focal terms in the- formation of the negative, 1st person,

plural form of the verb and the exponenoe relation has to be stated

in terms of the word as a whole.

In chapter I it was argued that in as far as Luganda morphology

is non-agglutinating, it cannot be adequately characterised using IA

which was designed for agglutinating languages. In this chapter it has

been claimed that VP has the power to deal with all the problems IA

oan solve as well as those IA fails to solve. Although this is the

oase, we shall not use VP in the rest of the description for it

introduces more complexity into the grammar than is needed in a

description of Luganda. For WP is ideal for an archetypal inflecting

language like Latin but is cumbersome for Luganda which has relatively

1 The term 'primary stem' is used for want of a better nsune for the
form of the verb at the point in the derivation where it consists
of a subject pronoun followed by a verb root. It is not a term
current in Bantu linguistics.

2 This is realised as (tetuiteiaej. Lee (11,4*5»1) Tor the vowel
realisation rules.
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few inflecting elements. A more appropriate model, simpler than VP
and more adequate than IA will be sought in the next chapter*.

2 See Matthews (l972:147ff) for a discussion of the non-universal
nature of morphological models and suggestions about setting up
language typologies on the basis of the model most appropriate
for the description of particular languages; IA is ideal for
simple agglutinating languages and VP for predominantly inflecting
languages.
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3 ITEM MP PROCESS

3«1 Preliminaries

Like 1A and VP the label item and process (IP) was introduced

by Hockett (1954)• Like VP and unlike IA, the model characterised

by this label does not postulate that morphs must have discrete

boundaries and that they must be in a biunique relation with

morphemes. In this approach two types of morphemes are recognisedi

(i) morphemes which have one or more basic (underlying) form which

may be realised in a variety of forms depending on the phonological

environment in which they occur as a result of the operation of

phonological processes; (ii) morphemes which may or may not have
1

any basio form but whose presence triggers off phonological processes.

An example of (i) can be seen in the alternation involved in the

realisation of the class 9» singular morphemes. An IP linguist

seeing the alternation in

{rapisij 'hyena'
«

fnte} 'cow'
t

ftjkoko} 'chicken'
(

would posit an underlying /N/ and derives the morphs from it
O , .

by synchronic phonological processes of this kind: /N/ is realised as

a nasal hornorganic with the following consonant for reasons that can

be specified by the articulatory phonetician. This general statement

is to be preferred to the IA listing of £m,n,j} as allomorpha of the
morphemes in question which would fail to distinguish between the

phonetioally motivated alternation and the synchronically totally

suppletive alternation as is found in the realisation of the Luganda

1 For further discussion of IP the reader may consult Hockett (1954)}
,-outsondas (1963), Pike (1967) and Matthews (1970, 1972a).
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verb 'to be* as /Sa) in some environments and f-ii} or in
others. On the other hand a WP statement in terms of the primitives

and relations discussed in Chapter 2 would be cumbersome though

certainly adequate.

The use of morphemes which trigger off phonological processes

can be illustrated with the class 5 and singular morphosyntactic

properties. The presence of these two morphosyntactic features in

the derivation of a noun or adjective with a root beginning with a

consonant triggers off the strengthening of that consonant. Thus in

its class 5» singular form the word for branch, for example, is

with a strong £t:} but in its class 6, plural form it is

(Jnata^O with a weak (tJ (see 9.2.2 and 1J passim).
3.2. Morphology in transformational grammar

Hockett (1954) remarked that one of the major drawbacks of IP

compared to IA at the time was that the former was not as formalised

as the latter. Since then a lot of progress has been made towards

formalising IP, most of it within the theory of generative grammar.

This is rather surprising in view of the fact that morphology is not

recognised as a separate level in generative grammar but is instead

partitioned between syntax and phonology.

The present account of generative morphology will differ at some

points from the standard generative model^. Differences will be pointed

out as we go along.

3*2.1 The lexicon

In the standard theory of generative grammar the lexicon is an

1 The version of generative grammar presented in Chomsky (1965) will
he referred to in this Chapter as the 'standard* model.
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inventory of all the lexical items of a language. Each lexical

entry is a complex of semantic, syntactic and phonological features;

it also contains information about any idiosyncratic properties a

lexical item may have which cannot be predicted by general rules.

One possible objection to this view of the lexicon is that it

obscures the faot that at the highest level of abstraction human

language is medium free\ By introducing phonological matrices into

lexical entries generative linguists fail to reflect in their

grammars the fact that language is essentially an abstract system

independent of the modes in which it may be realised on particular

occasions. Language is not speech; speech is only one of many modes

in which language may be realised and a given deep structure can

equally well be realised as a spoken utterance or as a smoke signal.

It ie arguable, therefore, that pairing seraantic/syntactic matrices

with phonological matrioes at the highest level of abstraction in

the lexicon gives speech primacy over all other modes of realisation

which in principle appears unwarranted. (lyons 1968j59ff)-

These objections to the introduction of phonological matrices,

though serious, are not overwhelming. One implicit assumption under¬

lying the decision not to include phonological matrices in the lexicon

is that phonological matrices never have any role to play in syntactic

derivations and therefore it is unnecessary to drag them through

syntactic operations.

Several recent studies have shown that this assumption is not

well-founded. Bresnan (1971) and Zwicky (1975) among others have produced

1 Saussure (1916) writes, "language is a form not a substance". This
insight has been most fruitfully explored by the glossematicians
(of. Hjelaslev 1945).
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strong evidence pointing to intrusions of phonological information
into syntax. Zwioky has shown invasions of phonology into syntax in

examples like these:

(1) Noam has, and Morris will, put up with critoisms of SFE.

(2) * John has, and liary will, "bought that book.

(3) * John has, and Mary will, buy that book.

Conjunction reduction produces a grammatical sentence in (1) because

the past and future tense forms of the verb 'put' are homophonous. In

(2) and (3), however, conjunction reduction produces ungrammatical

sentences because the past and future tense forms of the verb'buy'

are not homophonous. Analogous invasions of phonology into syntax also

occur in Luganda. For example, hornophonous epistemic and deontic modal

verbs may not be juxtaposed.

(1) Asobola okugenda 'he may go* (possibility, probability or permission/
ability)

(2) Aylnza okugenda 'he may go* (possibility/probability or permission/
ability)

(3) Ayinza okusobola okugenda 'he may be able to go' (possibility and
ability)

(4) Asobola okuyinza okugenda *he may be able to go' (possibility and
ability)

(5) * Avinza okuyinza okugenda 'he may be able to go' (possibility and
ability)

(6) * A.obola okusobola okugenda 'he may be able to go' (possibility and
ability)

In view of facts like these the lexicon incorporated in this

grammar will include phonological information, like the lexicon in the

standard theory. However, it will differ from the standard theory

lexicon in one important respect. Unlike the lexicon in Chomsky (1965)

our lexicon will consist of two parts which, following Schachter and

Fromkin (1968) we shall call the first and second lexicon respectively.
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The first lexicon will contain entries of lexical items. Each

entry will he a pairing of syntactic and semantic feature complexes

with a phonological representation. It will also include any

idiosyncratic properties of that lexical item e.g. rules to which

it is an exception^. The second lexicon on the other hand will contain

the morphophonemic representation of grammatical formatives. As in

the standard model transformations can introduce grammatical morphemes

which are not entered in the first lexicon. The second lexicon will

incorporate the phonological matrices of such morphemes (Jacobs and

Rosenbaum, 1968). Furthermore, it also turns out that in Luganda

there are different constraints on morphophonemic segment sequence

regulating the input to these two lexicons (4.2.2).

3.2.2 IP morphological derivations

In generative grammar morphology is not recognised as a separate

level: morphological derivations take place partly in the syntactic

component and partly in the phonological component. Morphological

operations will be performed in the following way in the present version

of generative grammar which incorporates the Jacobs and Rosenbaum's

(1968) proposal to have two lexical passes and Schachter and Fromkin•s

(1968) proposal for a second lexicon:

(1) Categoriel rules of the base generate underlying phrase markers e.g.

NP

II (oun ) Adj (ective )

(2) At the conclusion of the categorial rules lexical insertion rules

1 The complex of semantic and syntactic features is equivalent to
the WP lexeme and the phonological representation of a lexical
item in the dictionary is equivalent to the root in V/P.
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introduce lexical items into underlying phrase markers. This is the

first lexical pass :

H

'

/kasi/

Adj.
. ^ -n
/nene/

(+ verbal ^
verb y

H *)

(+ noun )
common^

(+ feminine ^
human ^
adult ^
singular^
class 1 y

This constitutes the deep structure representation of our HP.

(3) Two transformational rules operate on that deep structure to

convert it into a surface structure

(i) The class prefix (CP) transformation rule copies out the

features A singular^ and ^ class to the left of the noun.

H

'"/kazi/^ singular^
^t- olass 1 y + noun

+ oooiion

+ feminine

+ human

+ adult

•f singular

+ olass 1

1 The phonological representation of lexical entries in a more formal
representation would be in tezsas of feature matrices.

2 stands for any other features this item amy have
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(ii) The agreement transformation copies the class prefix before

any constituent that is in agreement with the noun. Adjectives,

quantifiers, pronounc, demonstratives and verbs.

The output of these transformations is the syntactic surface

structure.

(4) 'here the syntactic surface structure bracketing is too complex

for production as speech it is reanalysed and simplified by

readjustment rules (4,2.3)

(5) Next phonological matrix insertion rules (PMIRs)^ introduce

the phonological representation of grammatical morphemes created by

transformational rules from the second lexicon. This is what Jaoobs

and Roeenbaum (1968) refer to as the second lexical pass. In our

example

the result of making the first and the second lexical pass is the

morphophonemic representation.

In part I we have discussed the transduction from syntax/

semantics to morphophonemics. In part II we shall diacuss the

transduction from morphophonemic to surface phonetic representations.

root

1 The term FMIR is borrowed from Vanek (1970)
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4. THE PHONOLOGICAL rODEL

4.1 Standard generative phonology

This description of Luganda phonology is made within the

framework of generative phonology developed by Chomsky and Halle
1

and their collaborators . In this theory phonology is not an

autonomous components it cannot be discussed in isolation from the

rest of the grammar. Before sketching the phonological component,
2

therefore, we shall present an overview of the whole grammar .

(*) Hie lexicon. The lexicon is an inventory of all the lexical

items of a language. It contains all the idiosyncratic information

about lexical items which a competent speaker must have. It

incorporates on the one hand the semantic and morphological/syntactic

characteristics of each lexical item and its phonological representation

on the other (3.2.1). The phonological part of a lexical representation

consists of maximally non-redundant distinctive feature matrices in

which columns represent systematic phonemes and rows list features.

(ii) The semantic component. Hie semantic component is purely inter¬

pretive. It supplies semantic readings for deep structures using

projection rules.

(iii) The syntactic component. Syntax is the central component. There

are two levels of syntactic representation, namely deep and surface

1 We shall refer to studies in generative phonology until (1968) as
'standard generative phonology' or 'the standard theory'. The
leading references are Halle (1959» 1962, 1964); Chomsky (1964);
Chomsky and Halle (1965, 1968); Stanley (1967); Harms (1968);
Kiparsky (1968) and Postal (1968). Of all these studies Chomsky
and Halle (1968) is the most important.

2 In its short career generative grammar has undergone many
modifications. The version sketched here is based on Chomsky (1965).
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structure. Deep structures are generated by the c&tegorial and

the lexical insertion rules of the base. Ihe categorial rules of

the base generate underlying phrase markers. They apply recursively

in order to account for the creative aspect of language. Lexical

insertion rules introduce lexical items into the phrase markers

generated by the categorial rules, 'ihe output of these base rules

is the deep structure of the sentence.

Jext transformation rules apply to phrase markers which satisfy

their structural description in order to map deep structures on to

surface structures, dome graamatical morphemes not present in the

deep structure may be introduced by transformational rules into the

surface structure.

iv) The phonological component. Like the semantic component, the

phonological component is interpretive; it supplies the phonological

interpretation of syntactic surface stinctures. The following rule

systems are used to convert surface syntactic representations into

phonological representations.

a) Readjustment rules. The surface syntactic representation on entering

the phonological component goes to the readjustment rules. V.here

necessary readjustment rules simplify syntactic bracketing, breaking

complex phrases into smaller units which oan be produced as phonological

phrases. The other functions of readjustment rules will be mentioned

presently.

b) boundaries. 'The morphophonemic representation consists of segments

and boundaries (or junctures). 'Ihe formal representation of boundaries

is similar to that of segments. 'Hie feature •segment* is used to

characterise both; segments are specified as {+ segment} and boundaries

as £• segment}. The only difference is that if an item is specified
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as (+ segment) this also implies that it is also specified for some

other feature which have phonetic content while an item specified as

(- segment) must necessarily lack any features with phonetic content.

Three kinds of boundaries are recognised: formative boundaries,

word boundaries and phonological phrase boundaries. Formative

boundaries are characterised by the features ~J 1+ formative boundary]
They differ from other boundaries in that they are an integral part

of all lexical items and grammatical formativea. Phonological phrase

and phonological word boundaries are introduced by readjustment rules,

c) Lexical redundancy rules. There are two kinds of lexical redundancy

rules^:

(i) Segment structure rules which predict the redundant feature values

of systematic phonemes on the basis of well-formedness conditions

which apply to individual segments everywhere in the language

(ii) Sequence structure rules (also called sequential constraints)

which predict redundant feature values on the basis of the environment

in which a segment occurs in the underlying representation.

In the standard theory the domain of redundancy rules is limited

to a single morpheme; they are not allowed to apply across morpheme

boundaries. Furthermore, the range of operations redundancy rules can

perform is limited. They can only add features and feature valuesj

they are not allowed to delete or permute them at all.

Lexical redundancy rules fully specify lexical representations

before the application of phonological rules and turn maximally non-

redundant lexical representations into fully specified systematic

1 The term 'lexical redundancy rule' was introduced by Chomsky and
Halle (1968). Before 1968 they were also variously referred to as
•morpheme structure rules' by Halle (1959) and as 'morpheme structure
conditions' by Stanley (1967).
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phonemes. Lexical representations are fully specified, by redundancy

rules and turned into systematic phonemic representations before

phonological rules (p-rules) apply because Stanley (1967) argued

against the practioe in early generative phonology of showing a plus

or minus value for every distinctive feature, and a zero for every

redundant feature in the lexical representation on the grounds that

zero was being used improperly as a third value in what was supposed

to be a binary distinctive feature system. He proposed that the

problem of zeroes could be solved by employing redundancy rules to

fully specify lexical representations before they are operated on by

IVrules.

d) Phonological rules. There are two kindB of phonological rulesj

cyclical rules and non-cyclical rules. Cyclical phonological rules

apply first within the innermost brackets and then outward within the

next set of brackets. At the end of each cycle boundaries are deleted.

The most persuasive evidence for cyclical rules has come from supra-

segmental phonology; arguments for cyclical rules in segmental phonology-

have generally been unconvincing.

It is the non-cyclical rules that have been found to be well-

motivated. The output of the redundancy rules (i.e. fully specified

systematic phonemic representations) enters the IVrule component as

the next stage in the derivation. Those segments whose phonetic

realisation is in a relation of invariance with their systematic

phonemic representation get a free ride through the B-rules. Those

segments whose phonetic realisation is not in a relation of

invariance with the systematic phonemic representation are operated

on by phonological rules which bring about the required modifications,

Fhonologioal rules can delete, permute or substitute features and
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feature values. The only limitation on them is that they oan only

apply to matrices which satisfy their structural description. There

is a cost attached to the use of phonological rules. The more

phonological rules are used in a description the less highly valued

it is. In view of this the positing of every abstract underlying

representations which can only be converted into surface representations

by using many P-rules is avoided unless it enables the linguist to

capture some linguistically significant generalization which offsets

the cost attached to the application of P-rules.

The output of the P-rules is operated on by low level rules

which specify the precise point on the universal phonetic soale at

which a given feature is realised in a given utterance. This is

achieved by using multi-valued phonetic features (instead of the

binary features used elsewhere in phonology).

'The representation arrived at after all the rules of phonological

component have applied is the systematic phonetic representation. Low

level rules specifying phonetic detail are seldom applied and

consequently the systematic phonetic representation is often very

similar to the phonemic or grossly allophonic representation of a

structuralist linguist.

e) Distinctive features. Distinctive features are used to characterise

surface and underlying segments in phonology. At first all features

were defined in acoustic terms (Jakobson, Fant and Halle, 1951)•

Since Chomsky and Halle (1968), however, distinctive features have

been defined in purely articulatory terms.

The standard theory is summarised in fig.4»1 on page 70.
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SYNTACTIC COMPONENT

Categorial rules

Lexical insertion rules

*
LexiconV

Deep structure

I
Transformational rules

I
Surface structure

V
PHONOLOGICAL COMPONENT

V

V
Systematic phonemic representation

Phonological rules

V
Systematic phonetic representatior

X A diagrammatic representation of standard gener
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This review of generative phonology has been based on the original

version of the theory only, e have not mentioned the later veraion

in which the concepts of markedness and naturalness are central

(Postal.: 1968, Chomsky and Halle 1968) because the present £tudy

is based on the original rather than the modified theory (see

discussion in 5*3)

4»2 'Hie model used in this description

The model used in this description of Luganda derives from the

original standard theory but it diverges from it at several points.

In this section our model is explained and our departures from the

standard theory are justified.

The present writer's version of generative phonology is

schematically summarised in fig.4*2. The numbered boxes in that
2

diagram contain the following devices :

BOX 1: Positive conditions stating constraints on morphophonemio

sequences in representations of lexical items

BOX 2: Positive conditions stating constraints on morphophonemio

sequences in representations of grammatical formatives.

BOX 31 Morphophono1ogical constraints

BOX 4* Phonological word constraints

BOX 5: Phonotactic constraints

1 Chomsky and Halle (1968) do not introduce markedness until the
epilogue. The bulk of their book is written in the framework of
the original theory.

2. All these terms will be explained below.
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Input to
.first
lexicon

Input to
second
lexicon

Fig. 4.2 A dlagransaatic representation of the isodel tised.
in this description.
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4.2.1 -Distinctive features

Most of the features used in this study are derived from the

feature system proposed by Chomsky and Halle (1968). However,

unlike these authors, we shall not insist on defining all features

in physiological terms. IVe have followed. Lriefoged (1971) who argues

thats

...we do not have the choice of thinking either in acoustic

or in physiological terms, 'fhe patterns that arise in the

sounds of a language are due to intersecting causes (....)

oorne patterns can be explained in terms of acoustic events,

others in terms of artioulatory events,

therefore, though most of the features used in this study are

articulatory, where necessary we have used acoustic features. For

further discussion, see (5*1).

4.2.2. Positive conditions

Positive conditions (PC's for short) were first introduced into

generative phonology by Stanley (1967). Phey serve as filters allowing

only well-formed lexical representations to enter the lexicon and

preventing any inadmissible morphophonemic sequence from being

introduced by lexical insertion rules and ROB'S (3.2.2). PC s aot

both as input conditions on the lexicon and as output conditions on

lexical insertion rules and HOIi's in order to ensure that no in¬

formed morphophonemic representation ever occurs: every morphophonemic

sequence must obey the well-formedness conditions expressed by PC's.

PC's define the set of possible morphophonemic representations in a

1
given language .

1 As we shall see presently (6.3) well-formedness conditions on surface
representations are sometimes different from constraints on
underlying representations. Consequently some permissible morpho-
phonemio sequences are not allowed in the surface representations,
and conversely some permissible surface sequences are not allowed
in the underlying representation. Such anomalies axe sorted out by
phonological rules (4.2.5)
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Two sets of PC's are required. One set expresses admissible

morphophonemic representations of lexical roots and another set

expresses permissible norphophonemic sequences in morphs

representing grammatical formatives. Before morphophoneraic

representations enter th 1-"icon the —° checked by the appropriate

set of PC' s. They are re-checked once again before being inserted

into the underlying phonological representation as fig.4.2 shows.

4.2.3 Readjustment rules

Readjustment rules will have a very limited role in this

description. They will only be used to insert phonological phrase

and phonological word boundaries. In principle readjustment rules

will have the power (as in the standard theory) to break complex

surface structures into simpler units corresponding to phonological

phrase8J in practice, however, they will not perform that function in

this description because all the utterances described here axe too

simple to require any further simplification,

4.2.4 Redundancy rules

Redundancy rules predict the phonetic realisation of morpho¬

phonemic representations.* Stanley (19&7) placed the following

limitations on redundancy rulest

(i) redundancy rules may only add features; they cannot alter features,

(ii) redundancy rules should be unordered; since they can only add

features it is unnecessary to order them as it makes no difference

which feature is filled in first,

(iii) redundancy rules apply and re-apply until all features are fully

specified.

1 Redundancy rules were first introduced into generative phonology
by Halle (1959). 'The present discussion of redundancy rules is
based on Stanley (1967) and Brown (1969» 1972).
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(iv) redundancy rules apply only within and never across morpheme

boundaries.

The first three limitations on redundancy rules will be

accepted but the last one will not. Following Brown (1969» 1972) 1

shall withdraw the restriction which forbids redundancy rules to

apply across morpheme boundaries. Brown has shown that it is

unnecessary to restrict the application of redundancy rules to a

■ingle morpheme because, as a rule, segment sequence redundancies

which are found within a single morpheme are also found across

morpheme boundaries. When redundancy rules are restricted to the

domain of a single morpheme very frequent recourse to B-rules is

necessary in order to cliaxacterise cross-morpheme boundary

redundancies. This is undesirable for two reasons: (i) it reduces

the value of the grammar because there is a cost attached to the

use of B-rules (Chomsky and Halle 1968:296) and (ii) it obscures

the important fact that constraints on segment sequence which hold

within individual morphemes usually also hold across morpheme

boundaries within a phonological word and even within an entire

phonological phrase in some cases. It is arbitrary to characterise

redundancies within a morpheme using redundancy rules and

redundancies across morpheme boundaries with B-rules. Thus both

within and across morpheme boundaries a nasal consonant is always

hornorganic with a following consonant in Luganda:

a) homorganic nasal plus consonant sequences within morphemes

/fcu + ^?uNB + a/ Cfc^u:mbaJ 'to mould in clay'
//cu + tuifD + a/ Qcutu:nda3 'to sell'

»

/ten + tuUg + a/ (kutu^gaQ 'to sew'
i

b) homorganic nasal plus consonant sequences aoross morpheme boundaries
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JA + /Sogo/ jjabogoJ •buffalo'

/ . ♦ te/ (htej •cow'
i

/li + go/ [r/ G'oJ ' Ieop;_rd'
I

hirailsxly, the rule which prohibits the juxtaposition of

syllabic nonconsonante applies equally within and across morpheme

boundariesj

a) no juxtaposition of syllabic nonconeonants within a morpheme s

/lu + nu e/ flunwej 'index finder'

/ 1 -f fSia/ fci^SyaJ •bowl'
/lu + lio/ Q-ulyo:J • family, kindred'

b) no juxtaposition of syllabic nonconaonants within a ijhoaological

word.

/nm + ana/ (kv/auiaj 'child'

^i + alo/ ^ya:JoJ • villages'
/li + eihro/ Q.ye nrjvuJ 'banana'

I

c) no juxtaposition of syllabi# non-consonants within a phonological

phrases

/V + muiitu // V + rau/ (pausntwoinru] 'one person'

/V +/5a + anaj^' V */>a + o/ (p^atna»ygo) 'those children'
Clearly the same constraints apply in these examples within and across

morpheme boundaries. In the present description redundancy rules

will therefore be allowed to apply anywhere in a phonological phrase

each time their structural description is satisfied.

rwo types of redundancy rules have been proposed in the

literature} segment structure rules and sequence structure conditions.

We shall discuss them in turn.

1 dee 0.4.1.1 for a discussion of unspecified /V/ and (11.4*3«1) for
a more detailed discussion of the realisation of underlying vowels*
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Segment structure rules, Segment structure rules fill in redundant

features of individual segments which can be predicted, independent

of the environment in which it occurs because certain feature

combinations presuppose or entail certain other features. In Luganda,

for example, nonconsonants cannot be both Q- round) and £+ front)
consonants cannot be (+ nasal) without also being C+ voice) and

C+ stop) (See 5*2.1)

Sequence structure conditions, sequence structure conditions are

algorithms for predicting feature values which are redundant in

certain segment sequences. Thus a sequence structure condition will

state that high non-consonants axe realised as non-syllabic before

any low nonoonsonant (see 11.4.5.1):

/li + ato/ 0.ya:to) •boat'

/ma + ana/ (mwatna) 'child'

Redundancy rules of both kinds will be expressed using If-Then

conditions (Stanley 1967:424). An lf-Then condition consists of two

parts: a structural description (SD) and a structural change (SC).
It is an instruction to fill in any unspecified values in a matrix M

if M satisfies the SD of the rule so that it also satisfies the SC of

that rule. An If-Then condition is expressed using this schema:

If (SD) A ( £b) )

Ifcen (SC) C

e.g. IF H-consl f^cons)[rlow J (+ low]
I

Then (^syllabic)
i.e. a high nonoonsonant is non-syllabic when it precedes a low

nonoonsonant.
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Output of the redundancy rales. In the standard theory the output

of the redundancy rules is the fully specified systematic phonemic

representation, and fully specified systematic phonemes constitute

the input to the B-rules.

Brown (I972»41ff) has convincingly argued against the introduction

of the level of systematic phonemics between lexioal representations

and P-rules on the grounds that systematic phonemios squeezes out

the valuable ooncept of the archiphoneme if one is consistent and

fully specifies all lexioal representations before P-rulee apply. Of

course, the need for archi-segments is recognised by Chomsky and

Halle (1968:64) and archisegments are used in their description

(e.g. op.pit.. p.85). 2he point we are making here is that it is rather

inconsistent to insist on having fully specified systematic phonemes

while at the same time allowing archisegments to ocour.

In order to exploit fully the useful notion of redundancy the

level of fully specified phonemes should be abandoned. Underlying

segments should be speoified only for those features which are

distinctive in the particular environment in which they ocour. For

example, a nasal followed by another consonant in Luganda needs to be

specified simply as because all its other features can be

predicted by redundancy rules; on the other hand, a nasal consonant

occuring intervocalically needs to be more fully specified. Turning

all lexical representation into fully speoified systematic phonemic

representations would obscure the fact that /N/ in /HC/ has more

redundant features in the underlying representation than a nasal

consonant elsewhere.

In view of this the level of fully specified phonemics will be
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abandoned, and following Brown (1972) we shall stipulate that the

output of the redundancy rules is not a systematic phonemic

representation but a systematic phonetic one. Redundancy rules will

be realisation rules: for the vast majority of itemB the transduction

from underlying to surface representations will be accomplished by

redundancy rules alone without the intervention of B-rules (4.2.5)

4.2.5 fhonologioal rules

In the standard theory all partially specified lexical

representations after being fully specified by redundancy rules enter

the B-rules. B-rules apply causing mutation in anomalous matrices

which satisfy their structural description and also to nonanomalous

sequences which need no modification. The input to the B-rules is the

systematic phonemic representation and the output is the systematic

phonetic representation.

The principle of 'vacuous rile application' to matrices which

are not anomalous has been questioned in several recent publications

(e.g. Botha: 1971; Brown: 1972). Brown has pointed out that it is

unnecessary to make all underlying representations go through the B-

rules regardless of whether they are affected by them or not. She has

proposed that only anomalous matrices should go to the B-rule loop to

be modified; matrices which need no modification should not get a

free ride through the B-rules but should instead be converted into

surface phonetic representations by redundancy rules alone (4.2.4).

Brown's proposals are incorporated in this model. Only anomalous

sequences which would violate some output condition will enter the

B-rule loop (4.3). The raison d'etre of F-rules in this grammar is to

avert violations of output conditions.

To accomplish this task B-rules will have the power to delete,
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substitute and permute features which they are given in the standard

theory. They will be formally expressed using context sensitive re¬

write rules: A—r'B /C-^D. We shall come back to F-rules in the

following section.

4*3 Output Conditions

Kisseberth (1969» 1970) has argued that an adequate phonological

theory must not only express structural similarity but also

functional unity between phonological rules. In standard generative

phonology only formal similarity between rules is recognised: the

abbreviatory devices of the standard theory collapse adjacently

ordered rules which have similar structural descriptions or structural

changes. Kisseberth has pointed out that it is a linguistically

significant fact that structurally dissimilar rules may have the same

effect, in his apt phras^ing, formally different rules may 'conspire*

to bring about the same result.

In this study we shall approach the question of rule conspiracies

in terms of output conditions on the phonology, A conspiracy will be

said to occur when structurally dissimilar rules have the same effect

of warding off sequences which would violate a given output condition

if allowed to occur in the surface representation. Rules united in the

same conspiracy have the function of ensuring that underlying sequences

which are potential violations of output conditions are appropriately

modified to ensure that they satisfy the well-formedness conditions

stipulated by the output conditions (Sommerstein: 1974).

Traffic rules. The function of the traffic rules is to direct to the

B-rule loop for modification any morphophonemic sequence which would

otherwise violate some output condition . Brown (1972) has suggested

1 See for example the vowel realisation conspiracy in (11.4«3*1)
2 The use of traffic rules was first proposed by Lees (i960) as a

possible alternative to ordered rules in syntax. He adumbrated the
notion of 'traffic laws' each equipped with a 'control unit' whiclK
would direct the order of application of rules.
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that traffic rules be incorporated into the redundancy rule sub¬

component to direct any underlying sequence which would be an

inadmissible surface representation to the F-rule loop for

modification. They add the diacritic feature [+ P-rule to any

matrix which satisfies the structural description of P-rule X and so

identified the matrix enters the appropriate P-rule.

Stanley's If-Them conditions are used to express traffic rules.

Traffic rules will perform the same function in this description

as in Brown (1972). However, unlike Brown's traffic rules ours will

not be placed in the redundancy rule sub-component because we regard

redundancy rules purely as realisation rules; they can only specify

redundant phonetic features and they are not allowed to add any

diacritic features. Traffic rules on the other hand cannot fill in

phonetic features; they can only add a diacritic feature which

indicates the P-rule which provides an anomalous underlying

representation with the required remedy.

An underlying representation whioh iB rejected by some output

condition is directed to the P-rule loop in the manner shown in fig,4«2.

After the anomaly has been sorted out in the P-rule loop the matrix

cycles once again through the output conditions. After all sequences

in the underlying representation which are potential violations of

output conditions have been removed, underlying representations go to

the redundancy amies to be fully specified and brought to their

phonetic realisation.

Implication sets. Implication sets*will be used to express conspiracies

1 We have borrowed implications! sets from Lass (1969)who introduced
this device in order to state meta-rules expressing sound shifts
in diactronic phonology. An alternative formalism for expressing
conspiracies has been proposed by Bommerstein (1974).
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in phonology (Lass: 1969). An lrapllcatlonal set is a schema which

shows that a given output condition necessitates the use of oert&in

phonological rules. It can be interpreted as an instruction to apply

a set of rules in order to avert a violation of a given output

condition.

An implications! set schema will have two parts which may be

conveniently referred to as the left-hand right-hand side respectively.

The left-hand side will be a statement of the output condition* It

will be expressed in the form of a negative condition (Stanleyt 1967)*
The right-hand side will consist of the rules which conspire to ensure

that the output condition is not violated. The two parts will be linked

by an implication sign which indicatee that the rules on the right are

motivated by the output condition on the left.

The output condition states that a and b cannot be adjacent to each

other in the surface representation.There ore two strategies which

can be used to prevent a from abutting with b: (i) where a is derived

from an underlying sequence consisting of CAB A is deleted) (ii)
where a is derived from an underlying sequence consisting of AB an

epenthetic d is inserted Three types of output conditions will be

used in this description, namely, morphophonological constraints,

phonologioal word constraints and phonotaotic constraints.

1

1 Upper case letters stand for morphophonemio representations and
lower oase letters for surface representations. Implications!
sets are used in Chapters 9» 10 and 11.
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4*3*1 Morphophonologioal constraints

Morphophonological constraints are the least general of all the

output conditions. They only govern surface phonetic sequences which

are exponents of certain morphemes: phonetic sequences which are

permissible elsewhere in the language may be inadmissible in surface

phonetic sequences which represent some particular morphemes (see

chapters 8 and 9)*

4*3*2 Phonological word structure constraints

Phonological word structure constraints are output conditions on

phonological sequences within a single phonological word. They never

apply across word boundaries. Rules of this kind are well-known to

generative linguists (cf. Chomsky and Halle, 1968:12-14) •

4*3*3 Phonotactic constraints

Unlike morphophonological constraints which apply only to some

subsystems of the phonology and word structure constraints whose

domain is limited to a single word, phonotactic constraints are

2
ubiquitous in the surface representation. All systematic phonetic

sequenoes without any exception must conform to their well-formedness

conditions. In addition to their filtering function phonotaotio

constraints also serve as surface phonetic sequential redundancies.

Our phonotactio constraints are modelled on Shibatani (1973)'a

surface phonetic constraints (SFC's). Now, the idea of a system of

rules for expressing surface phonetic redundancies has been considered

and rejected in the standard theory. Postal (1968:214) dismisses it

1 Froaodists too have always stressed the need for rules of the
kind mentioned in (4*3*1) and (4*3*2)• See Palmer (1970).

2 The systematic phonetic (surface) representation is roughly
equivalent to the phonemic or grossly aXlophonic representation of
the traditional phonemioist.
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In these words s

•••an independent phonotactics is necessarily and in all oases

useless and redundant in its entirety. It describes or accounts

for not one fact which is not accounted for without it.

Postal's position has been Bhown to be untenable by Shibatani (1973)
and Sommerstein (1974) who have demonstrated that, oontrary to the

prevailing view among generative phonologists, surface phonetic

redundancies cannot always be predicted on the basis of morphophonemic

redundancies by using morpheme structure conditions. Autonomous riles

are needed to express surface phonetic redundancies where there is a

discrepancy between morphophoneiaic and surface representation

redundancy. We shall return to this point in (6,3) and in chapter 11

(passim).

What we are attempting to^ do in part II is to synthesize
developments in generative phonology since 1968. In the model
we have ended up with (see fig. 4.2) there fes a coherent
relationship between realization rules and output conditions
at different stages of a derivation. In the generative
literature we have surveyed it is clear that only fragments
of such a model exist today; and stratificationalists nave

provided us with only the bare bones of such a model (cf«
Lamb: 1966). As far as I know, this thesis is the first
work where the relationship between realization rules and
output conditions is explicitly stated and various kinds of
output conditions are inter-related coherently in a detailed
phonological description.
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5. Phonological features and segments

5.1 Distinctive features

Recall that in (4»2.1) it was Btated that both articulatory

and acoustic features will be used in this description.

The acoustically defined features used here are 'grave*

(vs 'acute') and 'strident' (vs 'mellow'). Both features will have

the acoustic characteristics described in Jakobson, Fant and Halle

(1951).
The majority of features, however, will be physiologically

defined and will have the characteristics ascribed to than by

Chomsky and Halle (1968). The articulatory features borrowed from

Chomsky and Halle (op.cit.) aret 'obstruent' (vs. 'sonorant')j
nasal (vs 'nonnasal')} 'continuant' (vs, 'stop')} 'anterior' (vs.

'non-anterior')} voiced (vs. 'voiceless') 'low' (vs. 'nonlow')}

round (vs. 'nonround'), High (vs. 'non high'). ^
Two less widely used physiological features will also be

employed, namely the features 'lingual' (vs. labial) and 'advanced

tongue root' (vs, 'nonadvanced tongue root'). Lingual consonants are

produced using the tongue as the active articulator while nonlingual

consonants (i.e. labial and laryngeal consonants are not) (Cf. Brown,

1972} Lass, 1973). 1« Luganda there are no laryngeals. Therefore all

nonlingual segments will therefore be labial.

The feature 'advanced tongue toot' (a.t.r.) is borrowed from

Stewart (1967). It will be used to distinguish those vowels which are

produced with the tongue root in an advanced, forward position from

1 The corollary in parenthesis is in every case only used in the
informal discussion.
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those which are articulated with the tongue root in a non-advanced

position.

Note that there is one important feature which has not yet

been mentioned. It is the feature Consonantal. This feature is

different in kind from the features listed above. It has no phonetio

content. It is simply a classificatory feature characterising the

most general set of natural classes found in phonology. Consonants

will be ([+ consonantal} and vowels will be £-oonsonantajQ.
It is important to note that the thirteen distinctive features

listed above do not all have exactly the same status in Luganda

phonology. Some occur only in a few phonological subsystems or

characterise only a handful of underlying segments while others have

very much wider currency. The feature 'advanced tongue root1, for

example, is required only for one vowel harmony rule (9.3.2)} the

feature 'high' is only needed in diachronic discussions or in very

abstract synchronic solutions where seven instead of five underlying

vowels are posited; and the feature 'strident' is only used

distinctively to classify consonants involved in the spirantiaation

rule (9.1.2). Elsewhere it is redundant.

3.1.2 Non-lexical features

'Hie features mentioned in (5.1.1) are needed to classify non-

redundantly segments which appear in the lexical representation. In

addition to these lexical features there are a few features which

though sdDsent from lexical representations are important in that they

play a role in surface phonemic contrasts. They are the features

'syllabic' (vs. 'nonsyllabio'), 'long1 and'raised^
The definition of the feature 'syllabic? which is used here is

that proposed by Brown (1972). Itedundancy rules will specify as
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C+ syllabiqj any segment that functions as a syllable nucleus and

as syllabic] any segment that funotions as a syllable onset.

The feature syllabic is absent from the lexicon because the syllable

is regarded as a unit of phonetic distribution rather than as a

unit of morphophonemic patterning. Ve shall come back to the
i

syllable in Chapter 11 .

We shall also borrow from Brown (op.cit.) the feature 'raised'

which will be used to characterise nonconsonants. A raised non-

consonant is produced with the body of the tongue lifted up from the

floor of the mouth and slightly fronted. For further discussion of

this feature see (14.5).

Finally the feature 'long' will be used to specify differences
2

in duration found in the realisation of underlying segments . It is

used to capture the relationship between surface phonetic segments

which are primarily distinguished by quantity. It will have three

values on an arbitrary scalej £>1 long} i.e. 'short'} (o long] i.e.

•normal' and Q+1 long] i.e. 'greater than normal duration'5. All
these values will be relative. Using this feature, the distinction

between the alveolar flap Ci], the weak alveolar stop GO and the

strong alveolar stop CdO can be stated as follows; is £-1 long]}
id] is £> long] and G^O is (Vl long]. Die discussion of this feature

»

will be taken up again in Chapters 11 and 12.

1 For a discussion of constraints on segment sequence in the under¬
lying representation see (4.2,2) and (6.1).

2 The feature 'long' used here is equivalent to the feature 'rate'
suggested by Ladefoged (1971*56)

3 Recall that unlike olassificatory features, phonetic features are
multi-valued and not binary.
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5*2.1 Segment structure rules

Segment structure rules fill in redundant feature values

which can be predicted independent of the environment in which a

segment occurs. In the list below the order of the miles is not

theoretically significant.

Segment structure rules for consonants

(1) If f+ cons ~1
t lingual]

Then f+ anterior](+ grave J
All non-lingual (i.e. labial) consonants are anterior and grave

(2) If n oona ~l
obstruent

Then £ strident]
All non-obstruentsoi&rt non- strrident

(5) If f+ cons']
[± nasalj

Then (+ voice]
All nasal consonants are voiced.

(4) If f+ cons "1
Li- obstrj

Then Q- nasal]
There are no obstruents which are nasal.

(5) If p cons "1
y nasalJ

Then (j stop]
All nasals are stops.
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(6) If IT conB
|+ obstr.
+ grave
± lingual

I
Then p anterior!

stop Jt
All grave, lingual obstruents are also nonanterior stops.

(7) If 7 oons

+ obstr. 1
- stop J

*
Then |+ strident!

anterior]€
All nonstop obstruents are also strident and anterior

(8) If + cons ~~]
•» obstr I

nasalj

b
-

Then p- voiced!
stop JE-

If a consonant is not obstruent and nonnasal it is a voiced

nonstop.

(9) If 7 cons "J
- grave J
~ anteriorj

J'
Then [+ lingual]

Any nongrave, nonanterior consonant is also lingual.

(10) If > cons ~j
+ anterior I
-i■ lingualJ

I
,

Then Q- grave^
Any consonant which is lingual and anterior is nongrave.
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Segment structure rules for nonoonsonants

(11) If P cons"!
t grave)

{'
Then ^ round]

Nongrave nonconsonants are unround.

§(12) If P cons "1
[+ roun<y

1
Then (+ grave}

Round nonconsonants are grave (back).

(13) If - cons. "J
i+ grave I
i - round}

Then {+ low}
Grave unround nonconsonants are low.

A Classifioatory matrix. Pig. 5*1 is a classificatory matrix showing

the distinctive feature specification of underlying consonants word

initially before /a/ and of vowels following /t/. Segment structure

rules illustrated in this seotion and sequential constraints which

we shall discuss later fill in all the feature values left

unspecified in this matrix. In fig.5.1 feature relevant only to a

very limited number of rules are put in parenthesis.
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Fig.5.1 Typical underlying phonological segments of Luganda

cons. obs. nas. stop ling. vo. ant. £str) grv. low rnd. ^atr^i
p + + + mm - (-)

t + + + - + (-) -

c + + + mm - (-) -

k + + + - I mm j +

b + + + - + (-)
d + + + + (-) -

C

t + + + + mm (mm J **

e + ♦ + + I mm J +

m + + -

n + + -

J + - mm

1 + + + +

P + - mm mm (mm J

1 + - - (-) -

j + - - - {mm J -

£ + + . - - (+)
V + - mm + (+)
s + + - - (+) -

z + - + (+) mm

i mm mm

e mm mm

a mm +

0 -

u -

+ +

+

(-)

(+)

(-)

(+>

(-)

Key to abbreviations: cons. « consonant ling. = lingual
obs. = obstruent vc. = voice
nas. = nasal ant. a anterior

(str.) «= (strident) grv, = grave
rnd. m round ^atr.) ^advanced tongue root.)
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5*2.2 ouprase/saeatal features

There are two tone features, 'high level tone' and 'low level

tone' in the underlying representation. All underlying nonconsonante

will have either a high or a low tone. The first segment in an /NC/

or /CC/ sequence will also have a tone in the underlying representation

At the surface phonetic level in addition to a high tone and a

low tone there is found a falling tone which is a combination of

high plus low tone in the same syllable

Quantity is another important prosodic feature (5*1)* The feature

'long' as we shall see in Chapter 11 is intimately connected with

syllable structure and tone.

5*3 Harkedness theory

In the original generative phonology model which has been used

in a modified form here lexical representations are specified as + or

Jr°r
-[each relevant feature or left blank. The evaluation measure used
to determine the value of the grammar is a simple count of features

(and other formal devices). It is assumed that the value of the

grammar is in inverse proportion with the number of symbols usedjfor
notations are selected with a view to capturing linguistically

significant generalizations.

Leading generative phonologists have rejected this approach on

the grounds that it is overly formal (Postal11968; Chomsky and Ballet

1968), They have argued that the basic assumption in the original

version that plus and minus feature values contribute equally to the

complexity of the grammar is ill-founded. For some features some

values are more 'neutral', 'normal' and to be expected than others

(Postal op.cit.. I65) e.g. it is more natural for vowels to be voiced

rather than voiceless; it is more normal for front vowels to be
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unround, and so on. Another objection levelled against the original

version is that it fails to take into account the high degree of

mutual expectancy between features which is found in language, e.g.

it is natural for nasal consonants to be voiced stops; it is not

normal for liquids to be nasal and voiceless. Chomsky and Halle

(1968j400) sum up the deficiencies of the original theory by stating

that it is overly formal and it disregards the intrinsic phonetic

content of features. Because of these defects the original theory is

abandoned.

more attention to the content of features; to this end it incorporates

the notion of aarkedness. Lexical representations are specified as

marked (l-l) or unmarked (U). For each feature universal marking

conventions translate the M and U specifications into the appropriate

+ or - value for the feature in question. The natural value for a

feature will be + or - depending on the feature composition of the

segment and the environment in which that segment occurs, e.g.

For an obstruent, however, the unmarked value for this feature

is £ voice}:

Although markedness theory is ingeneous and appealing, we have

not incorporated it in the present model because it raises many as

yet unanswered questions. If in formulating the original theory

phonologists erred in over-emphasizing formal simplicity, in the

The new approach they propose to replace it[is meant to pay
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Kaxkedness version they err in over-emphasizing universality (Lass

1972, 1973)* of the assumptions that the Markedness theory is

founded on is that there is a universal set of possible natural

classes which should be the same for all languages. On the basis of

that assumption universal marking conventions can interpret the

unmarked and marked values for any feature in a given environment in

any language; and the same universal criteria can be used to evaluate

the grammar of any language. As Lass (I973i3) points out what is not

taken into account is the fact that in addition to universal natural

classes there are language-specific classes of segments which form

natural classes, sometimes only with respect to certain types of rules

at a certain period in time. In Luganda, for example, /i,a,u/ and

/e,o/ form different natural classes in relation to the suffix vowel

harmony and nowhere else (9»3»2).

The weakness of •naturalness/markedneos' theory is that is falls

to harmonise meta-theoretical considerations of simplicity with

internal economy of individual phonological systems (Lass 1972)^• Thus

while olioks and front rounded vowels may be rare in the languages of

the world, as the ilarkedness theory would predict, there is nothing

odd or unnatural about them in Xhoaa and Lwedish respectively. The

same can be said about strong consonants in Luganda; strong consonants

are not widespread in the languages of the world but in Luganda there

they occur their phonological status does not differ from that of other

consonants (9»2,1).

This deficiency, it would seem, cancels out the apparent

advantages of the markednese theory over the original version.

1 Matthews (1972a) also discusses the issue of universal and
restricted models in Linguistics in an illuminating way.
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6. MORPHOPHOBEKIC RHDUN13AHCY

6,1 Positive Conditions

Positive Conditions (PC) express morphophonemlc sequence

redundancies and also act as filters, permitting only admissible

sequences of underlying segments to enter the lexicon and to be

introduced in the phonological representation by lexical insertion

rules and HCLR's (4.2.2)1.
2

PC's are expressed using the following conventions :

+ i formative boundary

C : (+ consonant]
V t £• consonant}
R t the constraints expressed within the bracket reapply

(i) Positive Conditions on lexical roots:

00(c) c (V) v(c)fi ( (c) c (V) v(c) )R>!
cc

This condition states that:

a) A lexical root consists minimally of either CV or CC.

Examples

CV /ku + pa + a/ {icuwa:} 'to give1

/ku + gu + a/ {kugwa} 'to fall'

/33 + go/ Co So} 'leopard'
I

/ma + ta/ (mata} 'milk'

1 See fig, 4*2 above.

2 The conventions for expressing PC's are borrowed from Brown (1972),
Rote also that her PC on underlying segment sequences in
Lumasaba only differs from ours in a few respects, e.g. in
liumasaba the first consonant in a CC sequence must be a nasal
while in Luganda it may be either a nasal or a consonant
identical with the following consonant.
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/ku + On + a/ (icumia} 'to refuse, grudge

/leu + CS + a/ (kussa^ 'to breathe*

/mu + GB + i/ {mubii} 'thief'
t

b) A lexical root may begin with the sequences CCV, CV, CW, YC} VCC.
Examples

CV /lu + rnuli/ Q.umuJiJ 'reed*

/mi + sili/ {misiXiJ 'fields'

c) ®io maximum sequence of V is W.

Examples

YY /ku + teevuuft + a/ {kute:vu:ipiaj 'to swarm (of maggots)'

1 All roots of this form are verb roots. Of course, they can be
nominalised as in the last example. See Chapter 9 for further
discussion.

CW /mu + laalo/ <{muia:J^a} 'herdsman'
/mu + naana/ [IronajnaJ 'eight'

VC /li + iso/ |?Li:so] 'eye'

/li + ato/ £lya:to} 'boat'

CCY/mu +N($u.tL/ Cmix', mbutij ' P'J™j
/mu + Czukulu/ (muzsukuiu) 'grand-child'

t
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/ran + fmyteeto/ (pufuj/esto] 'door-post'
/nru + nrua/ (nramwaj 'mouth'

/ku + zaal + a/ [kuzasiaj 'to give birth'

d) The maximum sequence of C is CC. The first of the two consonants

is either identical with the second or a nasal.

Examples

/mu + Cto/ (mutsoj 'pillo\y'
«

/ku + CtuHk + a/ (|nit:ujf|ka]J 'to rise up (of smoke)'1
i

/CteMgeCteHge/ Qies^getjei^ge] 'half-full'■ '< 1 /

/mu + sallgo/ {crusaj^gq) 'crime'
i

e) The final segment in a root is either C or V

Examples

V /ku * li * a/ {kulya!} 'to eat'

/ku + fu + a/ Qcufa:} 'to die'

C /ku + sim + a/ QcusimaJ 'to dig' ^
/ku + go/ + a/ Qcugc/aJ 'to chase'

Fuller expansion of these conditions predicts roots of this kindi

CVCV /lu + naku/ [lunakuj 'day'

/lu + muli/ [luraulij 'reed'

CVCVCV /N + senene/ GisemeneJ 'grasshopper'

/pi + sasilo/ C/isasiXcQ 'rubbish'
CWCY /au + naana/ {munasna] 'eight*

/mu + saala/ GfiusajJ.^} 'wages'

1 Only verbal roots can end in C. This seems to be a general
rule in Bantu.
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CVCCV /ma + guNBa/ (jaaguxmbaQ 'bonea'

/tfu + gaCga/ ^ugagieQ 'wealth'
CW /imi + rana/ (mumw^ 'mouth'

/lu + nue/ Q.unwe3 'index finger'

VCCV /li + allda/ Q.ya:nda3 'charcoal'
t

/li + eUvu/ £lye:^vu^ 'banana'
I

CVCWCV /mu + sumaali/ JjiusumajliJ 'nail'

/JCI + palaata/ [civalaste) 'bald head'

CVC /ku + lim+ a/ [lcuiima] 'to cultivate'

/ku + kol + a/ {jpikala^ 'to work*

CWC /ku + saa^ + a/ (kusa^a} 'to smear'
/ku + siig + a/ (Jcusiiga] 'to smear, contaminate'

CVCWC /ku + talaag + a/ QcutaiaxgaJ 'to beseige'

CVCVCC /ku + talafg + a/ CpitalagssQ 'to rust'
i

CVCCVCYC /ku + siKDogom + a/ OfusiJndogoma] 'to wail'
»

CVCCVCC /ku + sillziCg + a/ {JcusixnzlgiaQ 'to travel sadly, drearily'
• i

(ii) Positive Conditions on grammatical forraatives

+ £(y (c) )(v) V ( (c) c)' +
This condition states that

a) A grammatical formative may minimally consist of V or C

Examples

V /e + kaNpala/ [p kaxmpala] 'in Kampala' (class 23, prefix)

/o + go0 + a/ [ogcjBaJ 'you chase* (/©/ is the 2nd person, singular,
agentive pronoun formative)

C /N + te/ QiteJ 'cow' (N/ is the class 9, singular formative)
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b) Possible segment sequences in a grammatical formative

are V, C, VC, CV, CCV, CV, VCCV, CW,

Examples

V /a + goE + a/ 'he chases' (word initial /a/ is the 5*dL
person, singular, class 1, ^
agentive pronoun formative)

C /S + te/ [ntej 'cow' (/N/ is the class 9» singular formative)
i

/C ♦ tabi/ [tie/ij 'branch' (/C/ is a class 5 singular formative)
VC /a + go/ + VI + a/ [pgo/efaj 'he chases for/towards' (/VI/ is

the prepositional verb suffix
formative)

/a + go/ + VS + a/ jago/esa] 'he causes to chase' (/VS/ is the
causative verb suffix formative)

CCV /tu + a+ KDi + gop + ie/ Qwa:ndigo/yeJ 'we would have chased'
• (/HDi/ is the conditional

formative)

/%a/ Ojga} 'when, while' (/Nga/ is an adverbial formative)
"i

CY /tu + go/ + a/ Ofcutfo/aJ 'we chase' (/tu/ is the 1st person, plural,
agentive formative).

/wax + Htu/ [musntuj 'person' (/mu/ is the noun class I, singular
• formative)

CYV /tu + naa + go/ + a/ [tuna:go/a] 'we shall chase' (/naa/ is the
near future tense formative)

/tu + Kia + go/ + a/ Qrucaigc/a} 'we are still chasing' (/Kia/
is the emphatic progressive
aspect formative)

VCCV /a + go/ + VCDe/ [agc/edsej 'he has chased for' (/CDe/ is the1 perfective formative for the
prepositional form of the verb).

c) The maximum sequence of V is VV

/tu + naa + go/ + a/ Omna:g</aJ *we shall chase* (/naa/ is the
near future tense formative)

1 In the nature of tilings only humans (class 1/2) can be 1st or 2nd
person; it is only in the person that class distinctions are
relevant in the pronominal paradigm.
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d) The maximum sequence of G is GC

/a + li + CDe/ (guXidaeJ 'he has eaten' (/GDe/ is the perfective
'

for verbs whose root
consists of /GV/).

/tu + a + MDi + goS + ie/ Q;wa indigo#yeJ *ve would have chased'
• (/NDi/ is the conditional

formative)

e) A grammatical formative may begin with 7, VG, CV,

V /a + go/? + a/ (agc$aj 'he chases' (/a/ is the 3*d person, singular,
agentive pronoun)

/o -f go/1 + a/ [ogo/>a] 'you chase' (/o/ is the 2nd person, singular,^ agentive pronoun)

7C /a + go<jS + 7s + a/ [ago^esa} 'he causes to chase' (/7s/ is the
causative suffix formative)

/a + go£ + 71 + a/ (agt^eia J 'he chases/or'(/v I / is an aff>iieA/prepob<b<»io
. , formative). '

ltiA+ ftl* & ta/ A^cii *ee'
6.2 Phonological grammars

We have expressed morphophonemic redundancies using Stanley's

positive conditions. An alternative device which has been proposed in

the literature for this purpose is the phonological grammar.

In his review of Chomsky (1957) Lees (1957) stated that the

Syntactic structures model was unsatisfactory because it had no way

of distinguishing between admissible and inadmissible non-occuring

phonological sequences. He proposed the incorporation into the

grammar of a subsystem of rules which would generate all and only the

permissible phonological sequences in a given language. Lees's

proposal has been taken up by the leading generative phonologists
f>

(cf. Halle:1959» Stanley 1967). They have developed the concept of

redundancy (4»1, 4«2.4) to account for accidental gaps in the lexicon

and to define the notion 'possible morph in language

A number of scholars have argued for the use of phonological
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the notion 'possible morph' (Cf. Householder, 1959» 1965* 1971.

Contreras and Baporta, 1962; Cheng, 1966; Pudge, 1969J Sampson 1970).

These scholars envisage a phonological grammar i.e. a system of

phonological rules, analogous to the base rules of the syntactic

component, which enumerate all and only the well-formed phonological

representations of a language. The enumeration of well-formed

phonological sequences has, as a rule, been seen in terms of the

syllable (Cheng, op.oit.: Pudge op.cit.). Pudge regards the syllable

as a phonological prime. He introduces a device which he calls a

syllable generator to enumerate all and only the well-formed syllables

of a given language^.
There is a very strong temptation to write 'a purely phonological

grammar to generate purely phonological words' (Householder 1971*133)•

However, the writing of purely phonological grammars appears to us

unnecessary. The analogy between base rule in syntax and phonology

appears to me a false one. Base rules in syntax are truly generative.

They enumerate an infinite number of well-formed sentences in order

to account for the creative aspect of speakers' competence. For all

practical purposes there is only very restricted creativity in the

competent speakers U3e of his knowledge of the phonology of his

language. This being the case, a device analogous to the base rules

of the syntax is excessively powerful when all that is needed is to

enumerate the relatively short list of well-formed syllables of a

language. When Lees (1957) adumbrated the idea of a phonological

1 Sampson (1970) uses his phonological bases for the same purpose.
Base rules generate well-formed syllables and a set of conversion
rules map them onto phonetic representations.
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grammar there was no device in generative phonology for distinguithing

between permissible and impermissible non-occuring sequences. Since

then Halle and Chomsky have developed a system of redundancy rules

which perform this function (Cf. Halle, 1959; Chomsky and Halle 1968)

and also Stanley 1967). When these weak but descriptively adequate

devices for expressing phonological well-formedness are available,

there seems to be no justification for introducing phonological base

rules analogous to syntactic base rules into the model.

Proponents of phonological grammars, of course, might say that

phonological base rules need not be recursive as there is no

creativity in the adult speakers use of the phonology of his language.

The question that could be asked in that case is: if the rules of

the phonological base are not going to be recursive, is it useful

to consider them equivalent to the rules of the syntactic base? Our

answer to that question would be in the negative. That is one reason

why we have used Stanley's positive conditions to express morpho-

phonemic redundancy and Chomsky and Halle's redundancy rules to

express surface phonetic redundancy.

A further reason for preferring PC's to phonological grammars

is that it is difficult to see how the latter could be incorporated

into generative phonology without causing too many problems. It is

not easy to see how a phonological grammar would be related to the

rest of the model (Of. Matthews:1972a)

6,3 The autonomy of surface redundancy rules

.Recall that in (4.3.3) a distinction was drawn between morpho-

phonemio and surface redundancy rules following Shibatani (1973)

and contrary to the standard view. In this section we shall substantiate

the claims for an autonomous surface phonotactics independent of
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morphophonemic sequence constraints.

Admittedly, some constraints apply to both morphophonemic and

surface strings e.g. in Luganda both in the underlying and surface

representations an oral consonant cannot be followed by a nasal

consonant in a consonant sequence; therefore sequences like */bra/,

*/tn/, */krj/ are inadmissible in the underlying representation, and
sequences like *£bm3, H [ta] and are inadmissible in the surface

representation.

But there are instances where different sequence constraints

hold at the two levels and different rules are required to characterise

them. One obvious example of the discrepancy between morphophoneraic

and surface phonetic segment sequence constraints involves vowels:

whereas in the underlying representation several nonconsonants can be

juxtaposed, in the surface representation syllabic nonconsonants cannot

be juxtaposed within a phonological phrase. Positive conditions allow

a maximum of two nonconsonants to abut in individual roots and

grammatical formatives but when several roots and formatives are

concatenated three nonconsonants may abut:

Examples

(1) /V + mu + tii j^V + ga + o j^/ 'that tree'

(2) /V + ku + li + aj9'V + ma + eNvu/ 'to eat bananas'

(3) /V + ku + ti + aj9"V + lcu + a#f"o + li/ 'that fellow's funk'

(4) /V + lu + a^V + N + soNga V + zi + 0/ 'for those reasons'

(5) A + N +/6ua #V + ji+a#V + ji+o/ 'that fellow's dog'
Surface phonotactic constraints prohibit the juxtaposition of syllabic

nonconsonants within a phonological phrase. Several different rules

apply to alleviate a violation of this constraint (11.4»P.1). She

items in the examples above are consequently realised as:
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(1) (pautyojgwcQ

(2) JpkuJ-yajmexi-jvuJ
;

(3) Cokatyo:kvosii}

(4) £plwejnao:jge:zo]
(5) £e:inbwe:yo:yoJ

For an exanple of a clash between morphophonemio and surfaoe phonetic

sequence constraints involving consonants see (11•4»3«2).
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7 A DIACHRQKIC INTERLUDE

7.1 Background

In this chapter we shall sketch the development of Luganda

from the parent Bantu language. This sketch of the diachronic

development of the language is intended to throw some light on

synchronic morphophonological processes which are a result of the

morphologization of formerly automatic phonological alternation.

The picture of historical changes presented here is a very simplified

one; controversial issues are not explored.

Let us begin by noting that it was only in the last century

that Bantu languages were first written down systematically

(Kiswahili, records of which span several centuries, is an exception)''.
Therefore doing diachronic Bantu linguistics is really groping in the

dark. True, the earliest records of Bantu, written in the Arabic

script go back to the tenth century, but they contain only a few

words. There are a few records dating from the early sixteenth century

Portugese manuscripts but they are grossly inaccurate. Italian and

English mid-sixteenth century sources contain a few words but they

are too sketchy to be useful. For all practical purposes, there are

no records dating before 1800 against which reconstructions can be

tested.

Fortunately, because of the great number of patent similarities

between Bantu languages the situation is not desperate; reconstructions

of the parent language have been made and many of them have not been

controversial.

1 Cf. Boke (i960, and the works cited there).
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7.2 Reconstructions of the parent language

There are two schools of thought in Bantu diachronic

linguistics! the philological approach and the empirical (practical)

method. The philologists (Meinhof, 1932? Bourquin, 1955? Homburger,

1914) have employed the standard tools of internal reconstruction

and the comparative method. Meinhof called his reconstructed parent

language Ur-Bantu (UB). Guthrie, on the other hand, uses what he

calls the empirical method. His reconstructions were originally

meant to he synchronic in character. He calls his reconstructed

language common Bantu (CB). The reconstructions of common Bantu

(called starred forms) were meant to he simply expressions of regular

correspondences devoid of any diachronic implications (Tucker 1962*126).

Guthrie insisted on the synchronic nature of his reconstructions

because, in default of historical records, one is working in a field

of prehistory where there is no hard evidence on which firm

conclusions can be based (Guthrie: 1967J15)• Others very reasonably

tried to impose a historical interpretation on Guthrie's reconstructions.

Gleason (l96li307) remarks:

Guthrie can only thinly veil the fact that the techniques of

comparison used are a selection from those of traditional,

historically oriented comparative linguistics.

Guthrie himself eventually conceded that his so-called synchronic

statements had possible diachronic implications (Guthrie 1967:23). In

view of this fact philologists' and empiricists' reconstructions will

be regarded as having the same status and we shall draw on them

freely in the following pages.

In addition to Meinhof's Ur-Bantu and Guthrie's common Bantu

there is a third type of reconstruction, namely Greenberg's (1948)
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Proto-Bantu (PB). In theory Proto-Bantu is supposed to involve a

phonemicisation and "notational normalizations" of Meinhof's

reconstructions. But in practice it would be misleading to regard

PB as a mere phonemic!zation of UB for in several cases substantive

changes are made. Specifically, one might wonder whether Greenberg

is right to phonemicise UB K as /s/ and Yas /z/ since the phonetic

differences between ileinhof's and Greenberg's sounds is considerable

(iCShler-Meyer: 1971)• However, for the most part Greenberg's

phonemicisation is satisfactory and it will be used here, "where it

appears to us inadequate an alternative phonemicisation will be used.

Wxus Meinhof's t and k which Greenberg phonemicizes as /s/ will be

symbolised by /c/ following Guthrie (1967, 1971) J Meinhof's Y which

is rendered as /z/ by Greenberg will be symbolised by /j-/ following
Coupez (1954). Furthermore, evidence will be presented for phonemicising

some of Meinhof's Y 05 ft/ i.e. Guthrie (1967» 1971)'e /y/» As for
voiced stops alternating with continuants, with the stops occuring

after nasals and the continuants elsewhere, they could equally well

be phonemicised using the continuant symbols fji , 1, Y/ (Meinhof »1932)
or the stop symbols /b,d,g/ (Greenberg:1940)• From the point of

view of the phonological system it is a matter of no great importance

whioh set of symbols is chosen.

As for the vowels, in principle we accept Greenberg's

phonemicisation of UB. However, in order to avoid confusion which

would arise later in the synchronic description instead of Greenberg'S

graphs we shall employ the more commonly used graphs with a cedilla

under extra-high vowels. See table 7*1 overleaf.
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Table 7.1 Reconstructions of the parent Bantu language vowel system

Meinhof (U3) Greenberg (KB) Guthrie (CB)1
A
i i i

X

i e i

e £ e

a a a

o D 0

u o u

A
u u u

X

Table 7.2 Reconstructions of the parent Bantu lan/ruafce consonant system
Meinhof (UB) Greenberg (KbY SyrabolB used here

p p P

V b b

m m m

t t t

1 d d

n n n

t

1

k s c

k k k

Y g g

I 2

0

1
#

n

Hote Meinhof'a palatalised _t and 1_ as well as his velar nasal n

could be phonetically reconstructed but the evidence suggests that

they were not phonemic.

1 This symbol!sation is used by many leading Bantuists today
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Because Meinhof's reconstructions are phonetic rather than

phonemic he also reconstructs semi-vovels together with consonants

and vowels. There should "be no difficulty in phoneraicizing his

semi-vowels as alternants of the corresponding vowels as table

7.3 shows:

Table 7.5 Iteoonstructions of the Parent Bantu semi-vowel system

Heinhof (UB) Greenberg Symbols used here

w o u

A

w u u
i

y e i

A

y i i
z

7*3 Sound change

For the most part the parent Bantu phonological system has

been preserved in Luganda (Cf. Meeussen, 1955» Tucker, 1962;

Guthrie, 1971). However, there took place a few major changes in

course of the transition from Proto-Bantu to modern Luganda.

7»3»1 Vowel mergers

Proto-Bantu had seven vowels, of these only five survive in

Luganda"'. The two extra-high vowels merged with the high vowels next

below them:

Proto-Bantu lie

V
luganda i e

1 In a very abstract analysis cf this language a seven vowel
system could still be argued for; see Chapter 9 (passim)
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A three height distinction gave way to a two height distinction.

This could he looked on as simplification - one phonological feature

fewer would be required to characterise a five vowel system.

7*5*2 henition

7*5*2.1 Spirantization

As it so often happens in language change, simplification in

one subsystem was offset by complications it caused in another sub¬

system, Vowel merger sparked off splits in the consonant system.

Indeed most of the complications in Bantu phonology are a result of

the merger of /i/ and /u/ with /i/ and /u/. Except where the extra

high vowels /i/ and /u/ are involved the Proto-Bantu consonant system
I "V

has been retained in Luganda with virtually no modification. The

summary of the correspondences below is based on Keeussen (1955)»

Guthrie (1971) Hamburger (1914).

Proto-Bantu Luganda

/P/

*/-u low vowel)
X

1 For the purposes of this study the differences between PB, CB
and UB explained in (7*2) ore not important. We shall refer to
the parent language as Proto-Bantu.
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Proto-Bantu

*/«/

luganda

— /ra/

N

H V-i

/*/ */~u
7.

*/-i
X

*/-u

V-i

./-i

V-u

*A/^

A/

-A/

A/

V-i

V-u
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Proto-Bantu

/)V */-i

From these sound correspondences it is clear that were it not

for the high vowels /i/ and /u/ the iroto-Bantu consonant system
i %

Elicit have been preserved almost intact in Luganda. Almost all the

major changes were triggered off by the merger of */i/ and */u/ with
i z

*/i/ and */u/:

(D

(2) 'b>

d
o

t
S

So long as a seven vowel system was maintained the spirantization

processes in (1) and (2) above were phonologically conditioned and

predictable. The fricatives that occured before the extra-high

vowels were allophones of stop phonemes. With the merger of the

\
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extras-high vowels with */i/ and */u/ the conditioning environment

disappeared and as a result it was no longer possible to predict

the occurence of spirants. Henceforth the feature fricative which

hitherto had been redundant was upgraded and became distinctive^.
The two assimilation processes stated in rules (1) and (2)

on the previous page are very similar both formally and

functionally. Ve shall therefore collapse then as (5):

(5) f cons "J r 1 / f- cons "I2
Invoice J (ffa J ' ^jSgraveJ
Functionally, the assibilation induced by /i/ and the

labialization induced by /u/ are complementary: they both contribute

to the bribing about of more forward articulations. Both spirantization

processes had the effect of shifting the articulatory setting of

Lugaada towards the front of the mouth (Cf. Honikman:1964).

Spirantization has been extensively discussed and exemplified

in the literature (Cf. especially Heeussen: 1955) we shall therefore

give only a few samples:

Proto-Bantu Luganda

(i) Assibilation

*/-gige/ /-zige/ Q-zigeJ •locust*

*/-kig'e/ /-sige/ [^sige] •eyebrow*

(ii) Labialisation

*/-gubu/ /-vupxi/ Q-wyj'u3 •hippo'
^/-lojidu/ /-fudu/ Q-fudu} 'tortoise'

1 These are familiar developments in language change (cf. Hoeningswald.:
I960)

2 We are characterising /i/ as IPeons 11 and /u/ as f- cons "1
* + high * j+ high I

- low j- low IIP grave]f L+ grave J
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delated to spirantization is the palatalisation induced by

/i/ in a preceding nasal. This process ha« received less attention
i

than spirantization in the literature because it was rather sporadic.

groto-iiantu ha-anda

(Guthriej 1970: /-jula/ (rj-ffaJ 'nasal mucus*

*/-funi/ (iieinhof:1932: /-joft-i/ Q-nopiJ 'bird*J 1 196, -pxu.) J J J
This palatalisation can be captured by rule (4) which is a

sequential constraint:

(4) If p cons"l P cons"l
y- nasaij I t high I

• I- low I
I gravej

'Ihen p grave ~1
y- anterioj

7.3.2^0bstruent weakening

The sound shifts discussed in the last section involved processes

whereby obstruents, which are optimal consonants, were changed into
■j

spirants, ipirants are more vowel-like than obstruents .

Lenition was a general process; it was not limited to

spirantization. The other lenition process was what shall be referred

to here simply as weakening. Voiced stops alternated with continuants,

with continuants occuring everywhere except after nasals, and stops

occuring after nasals. In the voiceless series only */p/ weakened.

It was realised as V) before and as Cw) before any other vowels^.
The point to note here is that whereas after the merger of */!/

1

*

1 l.'e shall disregard the palatalisation of nasals for the moment.

2 for detailed discussion of weakening- see (11«>1), (13*2) and appendix I.
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with */*/» */*/ with */u/ the necessary environment for the

automatic alternation of stops with fricatives was lost and splits

giving phonemic status to /s,z/ and /f,v/ followed, no phonemic

restructuring took place in the case of weakening because the

environments in which stops alternate with continuants has been

preserved. It is still possible to state that stops occur after

nasals, and continuants elsewhere (see 11.1)

7»5»3 Strengthening

The lenition process of spirantization was induced in Proto-

Bantu by */i/ or */u/ following an obstruent. At the other end,

the presence of */i/ before a consonant induced strengthening. Any

PB consonant preceded by */i/ has a strong reflex in Luganda.

Examples'*
Proto-Bantu luganda

V-fib-/ /-CB-/ £-bs-J 'to steal1
1

*/-3im-/ /-Cm-/ Q-ms-3 'to refuse, grudge1

V
/-Ct-/ C-ts-1 * to kill'

/

V-jicLuk-/ /-CDuk-/ Q.djuk-0 'to run'

.Afij-/ /—GJ—/ G-j-s-3 'to come'
*/-j±no/ /—Cjvo/ G-jv<q] 'tooth'

/-Cgad-/ G-g:ad-3 'to shut'
1

In all these examples the source of strong consonants is a

Proto-Bantu syllable with /i/ as its nucleus preceding a consonant

at the beginning of a following syllable. The historical development

of strong consonants is recapitulated in the synchronic derivation of

strong consonants which allows absolute neutralization (9*2.2,1).

The siim of this chapter has been to paint the background against

which the synchronic problems discussed in the next two chapters must

be seen*

1 The examples axe baaed on Meeueaen (1955)
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8 HORI-'HO'-SOHOLOGY

8.1 The abstractncss of both phonetics and phonology

Chomsky and Halle (1968:293) observe that since electrical

recordings became possible phoneticians have been aware that even

the most painstaking phonetic transcription by a first rate

phonetician is not a faithful record of what is actually uttered

by a speaker because transcription involves 3ystematization and

abstraction to varying degrees. The phonetician, like any other

scientist, is never confronted by the 'raw data'; he always sees

the data through the lenses afforded him by his theory. This should

be borne in mind in the discussion of the issues raised in the

abstractness controversy in phonology (lliparsky, 1968b; I-Iyman,

1970; Derwing, 1973) which is the subject of this chapter: no

matter how determined a phonologist may be to hug the phonetic

ground he will inevitably indulge in some abstraction since

phonetics itself is to a certain degree abstract.

Kiparsky (op.cit.) remarks that all three logically possible

answers to his rhetorical question 'How abstract is phonology?'

have been given by modem linguists. Prague and neo-j31oomfieldian

linguists opted for a relatively non-abstract phonology. Whenever

they postulated morphophonemic representations they ensured that

they were not too far removed from phonetic representations:

morphophonemic representations were chosen from the set of forms

which actually occured in some environment.

At the other extreme, glossematicians (cf. Hjelmslev:1943)

and other linguists influenced by them (cf. Lamb, 1966; Fudge, 1967)

have opted for a "completely abstract" phonology in which morpho-

phonemes have "absolutely no properties which are even remotely

phonic". (Fudge:1967).
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Transformationalists have discussed thoroughly in the

literature the shortcomings of each one of these two extreme

approaches (Chomsky and Halle, 1965; Postal, 1968) and have

favoured a compromise which takes the best from both without th®

faults of either. Kiparsky (1968b:1-2) puts it this way:

Like fully abstract morphophonemics, it (generative phonology,

FK) recognizes that there is an underlying phonological

pattern which is not necessarily identical with the phonetic

pattern (..,.), which fully concrete morphophonemics is forced

to deny. On the other hand, it recognizes that this pattern,

while abstract, is not arbitrary, but in general related to

the phonetic level (....), a relationship which fully abstract

morphophonemics, with inexplicable joy, throws overboard.

Process morphophonemics is the only form of theory which trieB

to do justice to the fact that abstract morphophonemic

patterning is to a large extent (but not wholly) determined by

concrete phonetic form."

In this chapter and the next we shall show, with special

reference to Luganda what has already become evident from the general

abstractttese debate, namely that the generative phonologist trying

to steer between the Lcylla of concrete morphophonemics and the

Charybdis of totally abstract morphophonemics has not always been

successful; too often he has veered towards excessive abstractnesa.

The issues at stake could be formulated as two complementary

questions:

(1) where does one draw the line between synchrony and diachrony?

(2) where does one draw the line between morphology and phonology?

We are no nearer the answers to these old questions than our
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predecesors ever were.

8.2 The oline "between synchrogy and diaohrony

For Saussure deciding where to draw the line between synchrony

and diachrony was a straightforvard matter: "the opposition between

the two viewpoints, the synchronic and the diachronic, is absolute

and allows no compromise." (1916:83). He could therefore feel

justified in stating categorically that:

Everything that relates to the static side of our science is

synchronic; everything that has to do with evolution is

diaohronic.

Saussure's belief that there is a discrete boundary between

synchrony and diachrony is not shared by generative linguists. The

method of postulating abstract underlying representations which are

mapped on phonetic representations by phonological rules is very

similar to the internal reconstruction technique used in historical

linguistics. It is therefore hardly surprising that the underlying

representations posited by generative linguists in sjmchronic studies

often recapitulate diachronic developments. Although generative

phonologists do not claim that synchronic derivations can only be

valid if they recapitulate history (cf. Chomsky and Halle: 1968:251)#

they would agree that the resemblances are not fortuitous. But even

so, in principle at any rate (though the practice of some linguists

suggests the contrary), underlying representations and phonological

rules are justified on the basis of synchronic morphophonemio

alternation alone^. rihe crucial issue here seems to be deciding what

1 Some linguists e.g. the Stratificationalists (of. Lamb 1966) and
Sampson (1970) deny the synclironio validity of underlying
representations and P-rules in phonology altogether. Matthews
(1972a) contains a reply to their criticisms.
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counts as valid synchronic evidence.

Ms point was brought to the fore by Xiparsky (1968b).

Kiparsky pointed out that generative phonologists usually incorporate

in their descriptions the principle of "absolute neutralisation"

whereby very abstract underlying representations which are never

realised in the phonetic representation are posited in the underlying

representation (cf. Chomsky and Halle, 1968x233$ Hyman, 1970, Lightner,

1965; Vago, 1975$ Selkirk and Vergnaud, 1973). It is claimed that

these very abstract underlying representations enable the linguist

to achieve greater descriptive adequacy than ', less abstract underlying

representations where only conditioned alternation is allowed. Hyman

(op.cit.) in his discussion of dupe phonology, for example, attempts

to explain the labialisation of consonants before oertain surface

DO's, the palatalisation of consonants before other (aj's and the

fact that consonants are neither palatalised nor labialised before

yet another set of CaJ's by postulating three underlying vowels /a/,

/£/ and fjJ which are absolutely neutralised and are realised as (&}•
A consonant can then be naturally expected to be palatalised before

0Q derived from /£/, labialised before Ca3 derived from jj/ and

unaffected before [ft] derived from /a/, lie bases his arguments on

pattern congruity and naturalness.

2he case for absolute neutralisation has been questioned by

Kiparsky (op.cit.) and several other linguists after him (Harms, 1973$

Derwing, 1973). Hie objection _ raised against absolute

neutralisation is not that it is not explanatory, for it is, but

rather that the explanation it affords is neither synchronic nor

purely phonological. It is morphophonological.

In his important paper on morphophonology Martinet (1965x20-1) writes*
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Nous nous trouvons la sur la frontiere entre la phonologie

et la morphologie, entre le domaine des variations

phonologiques qui sont toujours imposees par 1•environment
/

phonematique cu prosodique, et qui s'expliquent

synohroniquement, hie et nunc, en fonction de cet environment,

et oelui des variations des signifiantB qui ne sont qu'un
/ / \

legs de la tradition et ne se justifient que pax reference a

des conditions depassees depuis des siecles on des millionaires.

Martinet believes that morphophonology could be dispensed with if

definitive criteria were found for separating synchronic phono-

logioally conditioned alternation from morphologically conditioned

alternation which is a historical relic. Similar assumptions underly

the principle of absolute neutralization. Because they do not

recognize the validity of morphophonology advocates of this prinoiple

extend the range of purely phonological alternation to include

morphophonological alternation, The issue which this over-extension

of autoraatio phonological alternation, raises concerns the nature of

synchronic explanation in a remotely psychologically plausible grammar

(Matthews 1972a*208-18).

There are two main sources of difficulty. First, there are no

unambiguous criteria for distinguishing between purely phonological/

synchronic alternation on the one hand and morphologioal/diachronic

alternation on the other. Secondly, there is no discrete boundary

between synohronic/phonologioal alternation and diachronic/

morphological alternation} there are many points along the oline that

separates these two extremes. There is no algorithm for deciding

which alternations are synchronic and which alternations are diachronic.

We shall illustrate the problem with a discussion of the surface and
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underlying representation of two consonants In Euganda.

8.2.1 fhe representation of /p/

Underlying /p/ in Luganda can be realised by a variety of

phonetic representations ranging from the patently phonologioally

conditioned to the morphologically determined.

In the majority of cases the realization of an underlying /p/

is purely phonologically conditioned:

0) /P/->cq / w-
Examples

/h + pisi/ {ppisij 'hyena'
t

/E + pa + a/ {ppa:J *1 give*

/M + puKgu/ £inpu:^gu]] 'eagle'
/ll + peta/ fmpetaj 'rihg*

t

(ii) hilyl / -/i/ if not preceded by a consonant

Examples

/ka + pisi/ OcayieiQ 'snail hyena' but /N + pisi/ ChpieiJI 'hyena'
i

/lu + pii/ D-uyis} 'slap' but /W + pii/ [rapi:} 'slaps'
t

/lu + pina/ Quyina} 'string of but /il + pina/ (mpinajl 'strings of
banana ' banana
leaves' leaves'

/ku + pit + a/ Qcuyita] 'to call* but /N + pit + a/ (mpitaj 'I call'
»

(iii) /p/—J (kJ / - any vowel except /i/ if not preceded by a consonant

Examples

/ku + pa -(• aJ £kuwa:]J 'to give but /h + pa + a/ {rapa:} 'I give*
i

/ku + pol + a/ QeuwoiaJ 'to lend' but /N + pol + a/ [mpataj 'I lend'
i

/ku + pug + a/ Oeuwug^ 'to swim' but /H + pug + a/ [mpugsQ 'I swim*
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/nru + pala/ CpuvalaQ 'girl but /N + pala/ {apalsQ 'tomboy'

The three types of alternations above are all at the phonetio

end of the speotrurn; they are regular and productive. However,

this is not true of all the surface realisations of /p/.

(iv) Consider these examples:

/C + pipa/ [pjipa] 'barrel' but /ma + pipa/ [mapipaj 'barrels'
i

/C + peesa/ Cp:e:sa3 'button* but /ma + peesa/ {mapessa] 'buttons'
t

/C + peela/ C?:et£a3 'guava' but /ma + peela/ (Jmape :_£aj 'guavas'
i

/C + pata/ [p:at©3 'hinge' but /ma + pata/ Qaapata^ 'hinges'
t

/C + paapaali/ (p:a:pajli} but /ma + paapaali/ JmapaspailiJ
'paw-paw' * paw-paws*

/ku + co(Jp + a/ fkucop:aJ 'to become destitute'^
/ku + lecp + a/ {kuXep:a3 'to contend, struggle1

t

/ku + tiCp + a/ Ckutip:a3 «to tie tightly'
t

The realisation of underlying /Cp/ as £p:} can be accounted for
I

by these informal rules

(i) /p/-^CPO / /c/-
i

(ii)

Por further discussion of the derivation of strong consonants

see (9*2) and (11,3)

Let us consider further examples of invariant /p/ in addition to

those given in (iv) above:

/ku + pirn + a/ [kupina} 'to measure' /N + pim% a/ (Jnpima} 'I measure'

1 The /c/ before /o/ is a token of the palatal affricate phoneme /c/
and not a symbol for the arohi-segment £+ consj
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/ku + pekuk + a/ jkupekuka} 'to wander /H + pekuk + a/ (mpekukaj 'I wander
about * about'

/ku + papal + a/ (kupapaiaj Ho flutter' /N + papal + a/ (mpapaJa) 'I flutter*

/ku + paapaal + a/ [kupe:pa:J.a]| Ho fly' /N + paapaal + a/ {mpaxpaj-laJ
' (way of flying'

/ku + pul + Vk + a/ QcupulukaJ Ho /N + pul + Vk + a/ [mpuiuka} *1
escape' • escape'

Furthermore, there are a few /p/'s which are realised as long in all

environments; all the examples I have found so far are either loan

words or proper nounss

/C + pikipiKi/ £p*icipicij 'motor-cycle'^
/zi + C + piKiplKi/ QsipxicipiciJ 'motor-cycles'

/C + paiiBa/ (p»ataba*J 'cotton'
i t

// + Cpaapa/ [psazpaj 'Pope'
t

/^a + Cpaapa/ [flapzazpaj ' opes'
/0 + CpooICino/ [psoscino] 'title of county chief of Buddu county'

i

/^a ♦ CpooiCLno/ ^apxocino} 'Chiefs of Buddu county'

'The fact that some underlying /p/'s have several surface

alternants and others are realised invariantly as (p) causes severe

problems. Ihe question which arises is whether Luganda has two

underlying /p/'s, one which alternates in the manner described at

the beginning of this section and another which is realised everywhere

as /p/ (except after /c/ where [:} is mandatory). IFnis last one

could conceivably be represented in the underlying representation as /pj/.

1 It is also arguable that the underlying representation of this is
// + CpiKipiKi/ and /zi + CpiKipiKi/
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However, there would be a strong oase against postulating an

underlying /p:/. It would be extravagant to introduce a whole set

of distinctive features to characterise /p:/ as invariant /p:/
I I

occurs in about half a dozen words only. It would be more

economical to mark with a diacritic the words in which it occurs.

On the grounds that the invariant /p:/ has a very defective

distribution the linguist can deny it norphophonemic status for

underlying representations, among other things, are supposed to

capture some important generalisation. In an extreme case like this

one the decision is easy.

But how general is general? How many irregularities make a

regularity? Of course, these questions cannot be answered definitively.

That is one reason why morphophonological statements are required.

After listing the handful of items containing invariant /p*/ one
i

would still be left with /p/'s some of which weaken interlocalically

and initially and others which do not. It would be tempting to

postulate two underlying /p/'s which are different in the underlying

representation but are absolutely neutralised in the phonetic

representation. In a synchronic description this sleight of hand

would amount to nothing more than the use of phonological features

as diacritics (Kiparsky:1968b).

Postulating two /p/'s in the underlying representation (i) /p/
1

which weakens to or Cw] medially and initially and (ii) /p/
2

which does not weaken anywhere would only differ superficially from

stating that there are some lexical items represented by phonological

sequences containing a /p/ which is an exception to the weakening rule

1 The realisation of /G + p/ as fp:J is accounted for by the
strengthening rule (9.2.2.2) ana it therefore poses no problem®.
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which /p/ is normally subject to» The absolute neutralisation

solution is objectionable in a synchronic grammar because it involves

false claims. It claims to explain synchronically in purely

phonological terms what, it seems to me, cannot be so explained.

The reason why some /p/'s undergo alternations from which others

are exempt is not that they are phonetically or phonologically

different but rather for historical reasons.

The weakening and non-weakening of /p/, we shall tentatively

suggest, can be diachronically explained in terms of the proposals

made by Wang (1969). Viang suggests that sound change may be implemented

in a manner which is phonetically abrupt, but its spread through the

lexicon is gradual. Consequently as a changce creeps through the

lexicon, it may not have the chance to affect all forms which satisfy

its structural description until after a very long time - if ever.

If one examines a language in the course of its evolution one will

notice forms which are eligible, but which for no apparent reason

seem to be exceptions to a sound law simply because the change has

not yet reached them. Another point that Vang makes is that as a

change works its way across the lexicon it may be intercepted in

mid-course by a competing change which robs it of its input . Again

the result is that some forms which are eligible to undergo a rule

are unaffected by it.

In the case of Luganda /p/ it could be argued that words with a

non-weakening /p/ form a phonological residue. They have not yet been

affected by the sound law which weakened Rroto-Bantu */p/ initially

1 The notion of competing changes was not invented by Wang. See for
example Yendryes (1902) who already expressed that idea.
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and interconsonantally in Luganda. This diachronic explanation is

quite plausible and illuminating, I would claim.

If this account is correct, in the underlying representation

the distinction between the weakening and non-weakening /p/ should

be made with a diacritic in a synchronic description, and the

explanation of this should be left to diachronic linguistics for the

distinction is synchronically phonologically unmotivated. The trouble

with the diacritic use of phonological features involved in the

absolute neutralization solution is that it creates the illusion of

a sync*ironic phonological explanation where none is possible

(Kiparsley 1968b).

8.2.2 The representation of /?>/

The representation of /j/ raises problems similar to those

encoun ered with /p/. Usually the realisation of /j/ is purely

phonologically conditioned.

(i) / /H/-

A + jig + a/ Cfi+iga3 *i learn' but /ku + jig + a/ Qcuyiga^ *toJi J learn*

/li + jeej + a/ [p~fe:ya] '1 mock' but /ku + jeej + a/ [kuyetya} 'toJ/J mock*

/H + ja^a/ 'crab* but /ka + je^a/ [kaysyB&J 'small

/h + joga/ [VuogaJ 'hyrax' but /ka + joga/ (kayoga] 'small
J/J hyrax'

A + juu/ •house* but /ka + ju/ fcayu] 'small house*

This kind of alternation between stop and continuants, with stop

occuring after nasals and continuants initially and intervocalically

is common in Bantu. See (11.1) for further discussion.

(ii) Consider these examples:

/C + jiySa/ ;iy3aj 'dove' but /ma + j^Sa/ (mayrySa] 'doves'
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/C + jehgo/ f^:c:^rgo] 'wqve' but /ma + jeligo/ £maye:^goJ 'waves*
i > /

/C + jahge/ Cfja^Ge] 'maize flower' but /ma + jaNge/ QnayajngeJ 'maize
" -j i flowers'

/C + jute/ £^:ute} 'boil' but /ma + jute/ fmayute] 'boils'
i

The following informal rules can account for the realisation of

/J/ [j0!
(1) /.)/—My] / AV—
(ii) /C/-^M /-fjO
For further discussion of the derivation of strong consonants see

(9.2) and (11.3)

(iii) Consider these examples

/N + jiNB + a/ {[Vviijrnba] 'songs but /lu + jiKBa/ QLuyismba} 'song*
Ji i i

/h + jehg + a/ fn :e:rt gaj ' stir but /tu + jelig + a/ Qtuyeswga] 'we stir
4 , up' , up'

/h + jaiffi + a/ (Wiasmba] 'j help'but /tu + jaUB + a/ [tuyaimbaj 'we help'
J | i »

/h + juNB + a/ ^iiuimba] 'house' but /lea + jui.Ja/ Qcayujmba] 'small house'

Vhen a sequence like / ft A ^j v(v) occurs it is
converted into a surface representation by rules of this kind:

(D /V-^CjxO / —/J/f
(2) /j/->* / ^i0~
Thie is the Cauda Law operating (cf. 10.2.1)

(iv) e can provisionally state that elsewhere /j/ is realised as Orb

/jilJB + a/ [yismbaj 'singl' /ku + jiNB + a/ (kuyismbaj 'to sing'
t t

/jel% + a/ [ye:/jgaj 'stir upi • /ku + je% + a/ (kuye:jgaj 'to stir up'
/jailB + a/ [yasmbaj 'helpj • /ku + jaKB + a/ (kuyambaTJ 'to help'

t •

/jultg + a/ (yu:jga] 'joinj' /ku 4 jullg + a/ (Icuyujjga] 'to join'
/ /
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in addition to these phonologically regular and synchronically

explicable alternations /j/ has other alternations which are

morphophonological. These latter can only be explained when the

diachronic dimension is also taken into account.

1 have in mind the deletion of root initial /j/ after a CV prefix.

Examples

/tu + jagal + a/' (jbwa:gajla3 'we want' but /a + jagal + a/ [ayagaiaj 'he
wants'

/ku + jak + a/ Qcwaska} 'to blaze* but /e + jak + a/ IjsyakaJ 'it burns'

/fia. + jaNBal + a/ ^ajmbajLaQ 'they but /a + jaNBal + a/ {ayatmbalaj 'he• wear' • wears'

/nru + jal + a/ [mwajJUQ 'you spread but /a + jal + a/ [pyaiaj 'he spreads
out' out'

/tu + jol-ta/ "£two:faQ 'we carve' but /0 + jol + a/ [pyolsj 'you carve'

/mu + jot + a/ [mwojta] 'you wan but /a + jot + a/ [ayotaj 'he warms
yourselves himself at
at the fire' the fire'

/tfa + jogel + a/ pfosgeJla} 'they talk' but /a + jogel+a/ (&yogexeJ 'he talks'
/ku + jonoon + a/ Hcwojno:n^3 'to but /e + jonoon + a/ [eyonosn^J 'it

spoil' spoils'

The debtion of /j/ in this environment is sporadic. If occurs in just

a little more than half of the relevant items listed in Snoxall's

(1967) dictionary. There are forms like those in the list below whioh

satisfy the structural description of the /j/ deletion rule and yet

do not undergo it.

hxamples

/leu + jay# ■+■ a/ 0cuy^tfa} 1 to be inert, weak'
/ku + jagaajag + an + a/ (Vjuya~'a;yagana} 'to be ill at ease*

/tu + jagaajag + an + a/ Qnyaga:yagazuQ 'we are ill at ease'
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/ku 4 jalffi + a/ [kuyasmbal 'to help'
i

+ jaNB + a/ (J^ayasmba} 'they help*
/ku + jaj Vk + a/ QcuyayukaJ 'to be frayed'

M 4 jaj + Vk + a/ [ziyayuka] 'they are frayed'

/ku 4 jolEB + a/ (kuyo:mba3 'to quarrel'
•

/mu + joNB + a/ jmuyojmba) 'you quarrel'
»

/fi* 4 jool + a/ ^ayo:J_a] 'they collect, pick up in hands
/tu 4 jool 4 a/ ftuyosia]] 'we collect, pick up in hands'

/ku + joNk 4 a/ [kuyoitjka} 'to suck'

//3& +

I

joNk 4 a/ ^ayoiylca] 'it (baby) sucks'

So far we have considered the deletion and non-deletion of /j/

root initially when it is preceded by a CV prefix and followed by

a nonhigh back vowel /a,o/. Occasionally /j/ is deleted when it is

preceded by a CV prefix and followed by a front vowel /i,e/. But this

is rare.

Examples

/mu + jiko/ [mwikoj or (puyikoj 'mason's trowel'

/mu + jiniino/ jmwi:ni:no] 'uninvited (adverb)'
/ku + jeytfak + a/ (kwes^aka] 'to sleep*
/ku + jel 4 a/ (kwe:_£a] 'to sweep' but /a + jel + a/ [ayelaj 'he sweeps'
No deletions of /j/ before /u/ when it is preceded by a CV prefix

have been found so far.

It is tempting to account for the delation and non-deletion of /j/
in terms of absolute neutralization. One might postulate two different

underlying /j/'s which are neutralized in the surface representation.

The trouble with this suggestion is that it involves the use of

phonological features to identify exceptions and in the process oreates
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the illusion that there are systematic phonological differences

between the two /j/'s. It is preferable in my view to use exception

features to distinguish the two segments in a synchronic grammar.

The task of explaining how those exceptions arose is best left to

historical studies.

Vie shall suggest a tentative explanation for the deletion of

/j/ which is analogous to the one we proposed for the realisation

of /p/ in (8.2,1). Perhaps there is a sound change still creeping

across the lexicon deleting root initial /j/ after a CV prefix. I

shall claim that it started off with /j/ in that environment followed

by the low, back vowels /o,a/. It seems about half of them have

already been affected. Meanwhile the rule has been generalised to

front vowels and a few /j/'s are deleted before /i/ or /e/. The

residual items which synchronically are exceptions to the deletion

rule may in time all be affected by it if no rival change intercepts

it (see (8.2.1) and the references cited there). Until /J/ deletion

becomes generalised - if it ever does - it should be treated as a

morphcphonological rather than as a purely phonological rule.

8.5 The cline between phonolo,:r^ and morphology

In the last section we discussed morphophonologic.al problems

which arise at the confluence of synchrony and diachrony. In this

section we shall briefly introduce the problems which form the subject

of the next chapter, namely the morphophonological alternations which

occur at the intersection of synchrony and diachrony; phonology and

morphology.

In extreme cases a purely synchronic phonological explanation on

the one hand and a purely morphological/diachronic explanation on the

other is the only one that could be reasonably proposed (8.2). At
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the phonological end there is the kind of rule which palatalises

velax obstruents before /i/; at the other end there is the kind

of alternation found in the suppletive realisation of the verb

•to be1 in Luganda which has two roots in the lexical entry /-li/

and /-ySa-/ the distribution of which can only be explained

diachronically and morphologically.

What we want to do is chart the controversial area between

these two extremes - i.e. alternations which historically were

probably phonologically automatic but which synchronically are to

varying degrees morphologised without their phonological basis

becoming totally obscured. This is the domain of morphophonology

(cf. Matthews 1972b). In the following chapter we shall show the

many shades of morphophonological rules.
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9 MORPHOFHOHOLOGICAI CONSTRAINTS

9.1 Spirantization

It was pointed out in (7.3*2.1) that diachronically fricatives

arose in Luganda as a result of the spirantization of oral

consonants before the Proto-Bantu close vowels */i/and */u/.
L 2

Originally spirantization was an automatic phonological process

which applied across the board each time the structural description

of the rule was satisfied. After the merger of PB */i/ with */i/ and
2

*/u/ with */u/ spirantization ceased being an automatic phonological
7

process. But it did not disappear altogether.

9.1.1 Labialisation

There still exist in Luganda some islands of labialisation (see

0.4.2.1).

Examples

/leu + ku + at + a/ Qaxkwa:ta] 'to freeze (of water), to turn (of milk)'

/ma + ku + at + u/ (makwa:-fu3 'turned (milk)' (class 6)

/flu + ku + at + u/ (yjukwas-fuj 'state of being turned' (class 14)

/ku + goND + a/ [kugosnda] 'to be soft'
i

/mu + goND + w [mugoj^vu} 'soft (e.g. of mango)' (class 3)
;

/flu + goHD + u/ (Jijugo:/jvu] 'softness' (class 14)
i

/ku + layS + Yk + a/ 0axisy?uka] 'to be on one's guard'
/mu + lafl + Yk + u/ (muiaySu-fuJ 'alert* (class 1)
/flu + lay3 + Yk + u/ (jgujsflu-fuj 'alertness' (class 14)

/ku + jig + a/ [jaxyigaj 'to learn'

/mu + jig + u/ [muyivuj 'learned'

/flu + jig + u/ pfuyivuj 'learning'
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/ku + koCg + a/ fkukog:a3 'to grow lean*

/ran + koCg + u/ (mukovju] 'lean* (class 1)

/ku + geCJ + a/ {kuge^sa} 'to grow fat*
/vxn + geCJ + u/ {jougeviu} 'fat' (class 1)

/fin + geCJ + n/ ^a,:iev:u3 'fatness' (class 14)

The word final /u/ in all these words must be a reflex of PB

*/u/ since it causes the same mutations as the Proto-J3antu vowel.
X

Note, however, how restricted the range of the labialisation rule

has become, '..hereas originally it affected all non-nasal consonants

now it is limited to lingual ones; labial non-nasal consonants
1

undergo no spirantization .

/ku + koop + a/ (IcukojwaJ 'to be tired'

/nu + koop + u/ {mukoswuj not *(muko:fuJ 'tired (class 1)

//$vl + koop ♦ u/ ^Sukoiwuj not 'tiredness* (class 14)

/ku + € + siNB + a/ pewe:si:rnba] 'to stand upright'

/mu + e + siNB + u/ [rawe:si:nbuj not *(mwe; si :^vu) 'upright* (class 1)
/fin + e + si ID + u/ Q$M)sliaba] not *fewe:8i:/nvnj 'uprightness' (class

In the transition from Proto-I3antu to Luganda non-nasal labial

consonants were not exempt from srirantization before */u/ as these
I

reconstructions taken from Guthrie (1970, Vols.3 and 4) show:

1 Though they do not undergo spirantization, the forms ending in /p/
are subject to the rule described in (8.2.1) which weakens /p/ to
(y] before /i/ and to [wl before other vowels if not preceded by a
consonant.

Proto-Bantu

* /-puanan-/
1

Lu.randa

/-faanan-/ £.fa:nan-} 'to resemble each other'
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Proto-Bantu

1

*/-bu/
I

*/-bui/
x

*/-bun-/
x

Luganda

/-fukul-/ f-fukui-J 'to dig up, fling up
earth'

/-vu/ C-vu] 'ashes'
<4

/-vii/ (J-vij] 'white hair'

/-vun-/ £-vun-] 'to break, snap'

As the direction of the sound change has been towards squeezing

out labialisation, nasal consonants i/hich from the start were beyond

its reach are still exempts

/ku + ygugum + a/ {kiyJuguma] ' to be warm •
/C + /ugum + u/ fbsuguinu} 'heat'

/ku + lam + a/ jkuiama)) ♦to be in good health, sxtrvive'

/imi + lam + u/ (mujamuj •alive' (class 1)

//3u + lam + u/ ^uJamuJ 'life, health' (class 14)

Furthermore, it is important to note that even where the

structural index of the labialisation rule is present sometimes it

fails to apply: some lingual non-nasal consonants are not turned into

labial fricativesJ

/ku + kal + a/ (kukaiaj 'to be dry, empty'

/Ki + kal + u/ [ci'kaiuj not [c' \avaj 'dry* (class 7)

/ySu + kal + u/ ^ukaJLu] npt [j&X:ava] 'dryness' (class 14)

1 IMs morph has a long final vowel in the surface representation
in modern Luganda. This suggests that it has two underlying vowels
which are adjacent to each other (see 11.4*5»1)» 2he problem is
how to decide what the first of these two vowels is in a

synchronic derivation: is it /u/ or /i/?
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/leu + pol + a/ {kuwaXa} Ho grow cold.'

/ma 4 pol 4 u/ {mawojuj not '(mawovuj 'cold, food* (class 6)

/^u 4 pol 4 u/ uwojLu] not [^Juvovu] 'coldness' (class 14)

/ku + vuND + a/ Qcuvu:nda]
t

/id + vuND + u/ (civu:ndu] not [civu;njvu] 'rotten' (class 7)
• /

/gu + vuliD + u/ ^gavusndu] not pjuvuj/^m^ 'rottenness' (class 14)1
i

There is a clear pattern here. The non-application of the

spirantization role can he predicted on the basis of the value of a

non-nasal consonant for the feature 'anterior' on a phonetic scale:

it is mandatory to apply the spirantization rule when the labialiaing

/u/ follows a velar or palatal consonant; the rule may or may not he

applied to a coronal consonant depending on the root in which it

occurs, and it never applies to labial consonants anywhex*e.

as the reader might recall, we stated in (0,4.2,2) that

spirantization in Luganda is now a morphophonological process. It

only applies where the /u/ in question is an exponent of certain

grammatical morphemes, not every /u/ calls forth spirantization: only

aii /u/ which represents abstract/stative nominalizing/adjectivising

morpheme causes spirantization. Otherwise /u/ does not cause

spirantization.

hxamples

/mu + kuligu/ [muku;fjgu] 'high ranking chief
»

/K1 + pagu/ [civagu] 'small bunch of bananas'

/lu + kuku/ CLukuku] 'skin disease'

/Ki + pe6cu/ (cipecsuj 'prodigy' ^
i

1 The first /c/ in /Ki + peCcu/ is the symbol for the archi-segment
[+ cons}.
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/li + fudu/ (JjfuduJ •tortoise*
i

/mu + rCutu/ {nrulcutu} 'can.al1

/flu + tulutufltu/ ^utulututsu} 'pimples'
/II + bu.u1u.u1u/ {nsu:JLu:Iu3 'pickaxe*

«

Having established the fact that spirantization is morpho-

phonologically conditioned the question which we may ask next ist

why has spirantization survived in some forms after it dropped out

as a major automatic process? A possible answer to this question is

that /u/ continues to cause mutations in a small section of the

phonology because of the strength of paradigm pressure.

It is a well established fact that paradigm coherence is

sometimes a very strong influence on phonological change. Kiparsky

(1972) has shown that there is a "functional factor in phonology

and morphology, which we may call paradigm coherence. This says that

allomorphy within a paradkqn tends to be minimized." sometimes even

"at the cost of complicating the system of rules" (op.cit., 208-9»

emphasis his). In purely formed terms spirantization adds to the

complexity of the grammar and one might expect it to be lost as a

result of simplification in the course of linguistic evolution. Yet

it has survived. Its survival is probably due to its functional

utility: it serves to impose some kind of regularity in the formation

of stative/abstract nouns/adjectives which are derived from verbs.

Spirantization has been lost where it was automatio and non-

functional} it has been preserved where it was/is functional.

The kind of alternation found in the spirantization process will

be discussed using a morphophonological constraint (4«3*1) for it is

a process which has a basis in phonetics but is only triggered off by
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some raorphosyntactic feature.

•re shall postpone discussion of the formalisat ion of this

morphophonological constraint until (9.1.2)

9.1.2 Assihilation and palatalization

n (9.1.1) we have seen hoi a Proto-Eantu labialisation process

came close to being lost and has only survived in Luganda in

morphological environments where it is functional. The related

process of assibilation had a similar fate though it was allowed

slightly more leeway and has survived in several paradigms. The

theoretical points made about /u/ in the last section equally apply

to /i/.

The reader might recall that in the transition from Proto-

Bantu to modern Luganda close /i/ caused spirantization: non-nasal
1

consonants followed by /i/ turned into the sibilants /s/ and /z/
1

depending on whether they ware voiceless or voiced (see 7.3.2.1).

Here are some more examples taken from Guthrie (1970 vol.3 and vol.4)i

Eroto-Bantu Liy :anda

V-pigo/ /-e.igo/ {^sigoj 'kidney, seed'
I

*/-bin-/ /-zin-/ Q-z -3 'to sing, dance*
1

*/-tim-/
*

/-sim-/ (^sim-3 'to dig*
L

/-zimu/ f>zimu3 'spirit, ghost'
t

*/-kiligo/ /-siligo/ [}-sis^go3 'neck'
7-gige/

X
/-zige/ C-zigeJ 'locust'

The important point to note is that diachronically these

alternations were purely phonological but synchronics!ly they are

morphophonologioal: while their phonological basis has remained

unchanged, they have come to be severely restricted. Assibilation
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occurs only where the /i/ in question is an exponent of one of a

few morphemes. It has persisted, just like labialisation (9.1.1)

in environments where it serves some morphological purpose:

(i) Assibilation occurs in the formation of the perfect aspect in

the simple, unextended stem of the verb (0.4.2.2).^
Examples

infinitive perfect aspect

/ku + leet + a/ [irujLe:ta] 'to bring' /£a. + / + leet 4 i%e/ fffale :sej 'they
have brought'

/ku + kol + a/ (jcukoJaj 'to work' f£% + / + kol + i + e/ fSakoze) 'they
have worked*

/ku 4 loHD + a/ Ocuio:ncLa] 'to chpose Ma. + / + loIlD + i + e/ ptelosnze) 'they
' ' have chosei

/ku + lek + a/ fkuieka^ 'to leave' Ma. + / + lek + i + e/ Q^alese) 'they haver
left'

/ku + jig + a/ (kuyigaj 'to learn* /£& + j6 + jig + i + e/ ftfayize} 'they have
learned'

/ku + jiCg -h a/ (kuyigza] 'to hunt' /y& + fb + jiCg + i + e/ ft?ayiz:e3 'they' have hunted*

Note that even v/hen a formative representing a morpheme which

triggers off assibilation is available the rule does not apply if the

consonant before the /i/ formative is labial (also see 9,1.1).
2

.Examples

Infinitive perfect aspect

/ku 4 loop + a/ £ruio:paJ 'to denounce' Ma. + / + loop + i+ e/ ^?aio:pyeJ 'they
have denounced'

/ku + lajg + a/ (kujl^Sa] 'to see' /fia + fb + lag + i + e/ ^?ai^Sye) 'they
have seen'

1 The analysis in (0.4.2.2) was very grossj /i/, the perfect aspect
formative was not separated from the non-basic verb suffix /e/.

2 It is on the basis of the realisation of the formative representing
the perfect aspect morpheme after labial, non-nasal consonants that
we have postnlated/i/ as the underlying representation of this
formative: /i/-^ [y] before a low vowei (see 11.4.3)*
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There are some exceptions to the rules outlined so far for

the formation of the perfect. A few mono-syllabic roots form their
A

perfect as follow;::

infinitive perfect aspect

/leu + fu + a/ [kufasj 'to die' /6% + / + fu + CD + e/ f&afud:ej •they
^ 'have died*

/ku + vu + a/ QcuvaJ 'to cone from' /fla. + 0 ♦ vu + CV + e/ ^avudxej 'they^
-ave oosae from1

/ku + gu + a/ (kugwa} 'to fall' /£a + / + gu + CD + e/ 'they have fallen'

[ftoLgud ' e^
\ £

(ii) The causative morpheme also triggers off annihilations

infinitive causative

/ku + paat + a/ [kuwasta] 'to peel* /ku + paat + VS + a/ EkuwassisaJ 'to cause
to peel'

/ku + kol + a/ (kukoiaj 'to work' /ku + kol + VS + a/ (kukozesa} 'to cause
to work'

/ku + lolID + a/ (jculojndaJ 'to choose' /ku + loliD + Vs + a/ (jaiXomzesa] 'to
' cause to ohoose'

/ku + lek + a/ [kuiekaj 'to leave' /ku + lek i V'. + a/ frulesesaj *to oause
to leave'

/ku + Jig + a/ paiyiga] 'to learn' /ku + Jig + Vs + a/ [kuyizisaj 'to cause
to learn'

The causative formative is involved in vowel harmony. V/e shall

come bade to it in (9»3»2)

(iii) The nominal!sing suffix which derives agent!ve nouns from verbs

is another morpheme which triggers off as3ibilation:

1 .;e shall not discuss the derivations involved here as they are
not crucial to the argument in this section.

2 For a fuller discussion of the formation of the causative see

Ashton et al.(1954*340 ff)
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infinitive

/ku + leet + a/ {kuiejta} 'to bring'

/ku + kol -r a/ (kukoZaJ 'to work'

/ku + Jig + a/ {ku/igaj 'to learn'

a»centive nominalization

/mu + leet + i/ [pilessi] 'bringer'

/mu + kol + i/ [mukozi] ' worker'

/mu + jig + i/ [rauyizi] 'pupil, student'

As in the other paradigms, no spirantization occurs here after

labials:

infinitive 1, :entive nominaligation^

/ku + lajS + a/ [kui^tfa] 'to see' /mu + IsyJ + i/ (muiaySi] 'viewer'
/ku + loop + a/ Qkuio:pa] 'to denounce' /mu + loop + i/ QauXospi] 'accuser'

(iv) Assibilation is met with in experiencer nominalizations, however

with this suffix assibilation seems to be regular when /l/ is involved:

infinitive experiencer nominal!.zation

/ku + taKB + VI + a/ jkutajmbulaJ'to /mu + taKB + VI + i + e/ (mutajmbuze:]
' travel' 'traveller' *

/ku + lual + a/ 0cuJ.wa:ia3 'to be sick' /mu -f lual + i + e/ [inul.wa:ze:] 'invalid'

/ku 4 naanaag + \1 + a/ Ccunajnasjila] /mu + naanaag + VI + i + e/ Qnunajnatj-ize
'to stutter' 'stutterer'

/ku + koUg + VI + a/ (kukowgait] 'to /mu + koNgol + i + e/ [rauko;»goze:3
J shirk' * 'shirker'

Assibilation is sporadically activated by the experiencer morpheme

when a velar consonant precedes this suffix:

infinitive experiencer nominal!zation

/ku -1- pit + a/ [kuyita] 'to pass' /mu + pit + i 4 e/ [rauyise'passer-by'

1 This and all the other labels for secondary grammatical categories
are only rough approximations of their semantic content.
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As we said above this rule is sporadic. It fails to apply to

several items which satisfy its structural description.

Examples

infinitive cxperfericer nonlnalization

/ku + pit + a/ [uuyita] 'to call, /nu + pit + i + e/ {jiuyite} 'invited
invite' guest'

/ku + loHD + a/ (kulo:nda} 'to /mu + loHD + i + e/ QmJo:ndej 'chosen
* choose' * person'

In the case of these words it is difficult to justify an

underlying /i/ before /e/ since 'there is no nutation and the two

forms are not realised as (7:ruyitye:J and * [nulo sndye :J as our

vowel realisation would predict, with underlying /i/ being realised

as non-syllabic before a low vowel.

Finally labials axe never affected by the assibilation rule:

Examples

Infinitive experiencer nomi-nalizaticm

/ku + ga£ + a/ (IcugjyjaJ 'to put in /au + gaA-t- i + e/ {muga/feO 'commander'
command'

/ku + sij$ + a/ {kusiyga} 'to imprison' /nru + sijS + i + e/ (nmsibeO 'prisoner'

Again the underlying /i/ which we have posited is not realised as (jrji
/ecu + gajS + i + e/ is not realised as x'(iaug^gye:J and /nu 4- eyS + i + e/
is not realised as However, the fact that the two forms

have a long final vowel in the phonetic representation is a strong

indication of the fact that they have two adjacent underlying vowels

finally. On the basis of the spirantization which occurs elsewhere in

the paradigm we can provisionally assume that the penultimate

underlying vowel is A/.
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The spirantization triggered off by the experiencer morpho-syntactic feature

is less regular than that conditioned by other morphemes. One can

only speculate about the reasons for this. One possible explanation

is that paradigm coherence is not an important a force in the case

of the realisation of this morpheme as it is in the other cases we

have discussed because experience!' noninalizations are less common

than the other morphemes which trigger off spirantization and

therefore regularity of formation is not as functionally important

in the case of the experieneer morpheme as it is in the other cases.

She formalization of the assibilation rule is discussed in (9.1»3).

Palatalisation. Closely related to assibilation is palatalization.

In (7.3.2.1) we noted that nasals were palatalized before PB */i/

diachronicolly. Synchronically this rule has been retained and it

applies in the same grammatical environments as spirantization but

its scope has been reduced. Like the spirantization rule it now

affects only lingual consonants.

Examples

infinitive Perfect aspect

1

-e) 'they
pinched*

/ku + pon + a/ Jkuwona) 'to be cured' /fta + $ + pon + i + e/ (JSaMojie) 'they
ire cured'

But labial nasals are not pale,talized:

infinitive

/ku + turn + a/ (kutumaj 'to send'

perfect aspect
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infinitive

/ku + lum + a/ pculumo] 'to bite'

/ku 4 vuin + a/ [kuvuma] 'to abuse'

/ku 4 sim + a/ Jkusima] 'to dig'

Perfect aspect

!£a. 4 / ♦ lum + i + e/ (/aiumye}
'they have bitten'

jp& + /-H vura + i + e/ pfavumyej 'they
have abused1

i? a + / + sim + i + e/ ^asioyej 'they
have dug'

As we saw with /u/ in (9.1.1) not all high vowels cause

spirant!zation. Only high vowels which are exponents of certain

morphemes cause spirantization. Thus in the examples below the presence

of /i/ does not cause assibilation of non-nasal lingual consonants (or

palatalization of nasals)because it does not represent a morpheme
which triggers off spirantization.

Examples

/mi + lolfgooti/ (raulo irj go: tij ' : - f ;t *
I

/N + ju.Ki/ [jij-ucl] 'lee'
/lu + muli/ (lumulij 'reed'

/flu. + luIiJi/ p?ulu:jtja] 'well*
/a + ni/ [anij 'who'

/una + jini/ [inuyini] 'handle of hoe or spade'

In the remainder of this section ve are going to discuss more

formally the spirantization and palatalization processes diser.ased

in (9.1.1) and (9.1.2).

After underlying- repres entations have been inserted by lexical

insertion rules and HII.l's they enter the output conditions which

check whether they will form admissible phonetic sequences, if left

unmodified. Let us suppose that the following underlying representations

enter the output conditions:
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aperitive nomlnalisations

/mu + leet + i/ [mule: si] 'bringer'

/eiu + jig + i/ [muyizi] 'pupil'

/rau + luan + if (nruJLwa^-0 'fighter'
stative nominalizations

/mu + la^g + Vk + u/ [iaui^u-fu] 'alert'
/mu + jig + u/ (muyivu] 'learned'

Ve shall be concerned only with v/hat happens to them in the

morphophonological subsystem.

a) horphophonological constraint 1. The above morphophonemic

sequences would be prohibited by norphophonological constraint (liC) 1

which states:

MC1 + cons I
- strident I
- ,nasal i

+ nasal \
[3" anterior^ \
Q grave J

'V

- cons

+ high
- grave
+ M.1

v
t. i

-j
MC1 states that a ^non-nasal, nonstrident consonant i.e. any¬

one of /p,t,c,k,b,d,J ,g,^,l,j/ occuring in a verb root or stem
cannot be followed by a high vowel if that vowel is an exponent of

I'Lj. Similarly a nasal consonant with a positive value for either
the feature anterior or grave cannot be followed by /if if that /if

is an exponent of where is a set of morphemes which trigger off
2

spirantization or palatalization . All our five aorphophonemic

1 The feature strident is redundant else here but it is used
distinctively here to define the natural class for this particular
rule. See (5.1) and the references cited there.

2 Members of this set have been discussed in (9.1»1) and (9«1»2).
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sequences are rejected as potential inadmissible phonetic sequences

by MC1.

After being checked by KC1 our morphophonemic representations

are also checked by other morphophonologucal constraints. hone of

then except /nru + la/3 + Vk + u/ is found to be subject to any other
morphophonological constraint. The others are passed on to word

structure and phonotactic constraints while /nru + lay6+ Vk + u/ is
narked as potentially ill-formed by a suffix vowel harmony rule

4

(9.3.2) . All our five forms do not violate any word structure

constraint. They are therefore allowed to go on to the phonotactic

constraints. There /rau + lee + ti/ and /mu + luan + i/ are marked as

inadmissible phonetic sequences by a phonotactic constraint on vov/el

sequences (11.4 .3.1)^. On leaving the output condition filters

derivations enter the traffic rules.

b) Traffic rules 1a and 1b. Since they have all been rejected by a

morphophonological constraint all our five morphophonemic sequences

go to the traffic rule component. There they are directed to P-rule 1

to have their anomalies sorted out;

Traffic rule 1a

Then 1+ ?-rule 1J |_ - -rule ij
f" M

Traffic rule 1bi If - cons

+ high
+ grave

-v L'fi _

V Y
tbm [+ ' -rule 1} [ + i'-rulc 1]

1 For the sake of clarity we shall not discuss these operations hex*
though they are involved in our derivations. ' e shall take them
for granted.
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c) ft-gule 1. Thus narked our five morphophonemic representations

enter the P-rule loop to be operated on by P-rule 1. As in Tirown

(1972) when the appropriate P-rule applies the feature [+ P-rule Xj
i

is automatically deleted. , rv

B-rule 1. + lingual
- strident
- nasal
c/L voice

+ nasal

(J .. : or)
\ gravej

- stop
+ strident
o£ voice

f$ rave

f anterior" \prave >

- cons

+ high
J5 grave
+

1 1

- cons

+ high
- grave
+ M1

The operation of this rule has the following results:

morphophonemic representation

/mu + leet + i/

/mu + jig + i/

/mu + luan + i/

/aru + lay5 + Vk + u/
/nm + jig + u/

output of 1—rule 1

/nru + leesi/

/mu + jizi/

/imi + lua^ii/
/rnu + lfy3V-fu/
/mu + jivu/

Those matrices which have some other anomaly are operated on

by any other relevant P-rule. For example /mu + leesi/ is operated

on by the vowel deletion rule (11.4.3.1). 'hen all the anomalies

spotted by output conditions have been sorted out by the B-rules,

matrices re-cycle once more through the output conditions. The aim

of this is to check whether in sorting out the original anomalies

no new ones have been created. If new anomalies are found matrices

1 The feature £+ P-rule xj will not be included in the SD of ?-rules
as it is always presupposed by the application of the rule. It is
only needed up to the point when an anomalous matrix enters the
appropriate P-rule.
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return to the P-rule loop to he modified. This is done until no

more inadmissible potential phonetic sequences are found. When

that stage is reached matrices enter the redundancy rule component

to he fully specified.

Note that P-rules are not extrinsically ordered. Following

Koutsoudas (1972, 1973) and Koutsoudas, Sanders and Noll (1974) we

do not envisage extrinsically ordered phonological rules. It is

assumed that the ordering of B-rules is determined hy universal

principles outlined hy these authors (see 9.2.2.1). 1,'e shall stipulate

simply that P-rules apply anywhere their structural description is

satisfied.

We shall summarize the morphophonological constraint discussed

here in an implicational set which explicitly brings out the fact

that P-rule 1 exists only to prevent violations of MC1 (see 4.3)J

Implicational set I

+ cons

- strident

- nasal
- + ( ,'»1 CJ UJX.L

+ nasal

[+ anterior)
£ grave)

+ lingual \
- strident I
- nasal I

[voice

+ nasal

£ anterior)
g- gravcj

One obvious question . raised hy the data we have surveyed is

whether in a synchronic description we should postulate two underlying
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/i/'s and /u/'s, one which causes spirantization (and in the case

of /i/ palatalization as well) and another one which does not. We

shall address ourselves to thi nd related problems in the rest

of this chapter.

9.2 otron;. consonants

strong consonants are the most peculiar feature of Luganda

phonology. As we observed in (7*3»3), diachronically strong

consonants arose in root or stem initial position when a weak

syllable'' with an */i/ nucleus was lost in the development of 1/uganda
t

from xToto— antu and ate mora together with tone was passed on to the

following consonant which was as a result realized as strong and
2

tone bearing . This claim is based on these data from Guthrie (1970,
3

vol.J and 4):

(1) Verb roots and stems

huganda

/-Cj>/ [-bs-]
/-OB + VI/ [-bjil-]«•

J -f

/-Or + VI-/ [- :ad-J
*

/- - [- :uJL~]
/—0J + VI-/ [-Jsul-]

I

/-CJ-/

Proto Bantu

*/-JiW 'to steal.'

, X■/-Oibid-/ 'to sink'
1

■/-jigad-/ •to shut'
a

V-jiehd-/
7

•to open'
L

'-/*"j i-fud-/ •to become
X full'

-/ 'to come*

1 The term 'weak syllable1 refers to /ji/ as we shall see in a
moment. 1

2 The realisation of strong consonants is discussed in Chapter 13.

3 bee also Heeuasen (1955)•
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Rroto Bantu

*/—jixo—/ 'to refuse, grudge'
t

*/-jinik-/ 'to soak, dip in
1 water1

•/-jilc-/ 'to come (go) down'

*/-jit-/ 'to kill'
1

Luganda

/-Cm-/ Q-n:-]

/-Gji+ Vk-/
/-Ck-/ §**}
/-ct-/ C-tj-}

(2) Iloun stems

kroto Lantu

V-Jif1/
♦/-jijukudu/

1
V-jina/

1
*/-ji.no/

1

•water*

•grandchild'

•name'

•tooth*

Lu,. randa

/-Czi/

/-<izukulu/ £-z sukulu]

/-Cjia/ [-jl:a]
/-Cjao/ [-Ji:o]

Root or stem medial strong consonants arose where the second

of two adjacent EB vowels was */i/. So far we have found only one
t

example of a Proto-Bantu reconstruction which supports this claim.

It is Guthrie's (1970, vol.4) reconstruction for 'to spit1 which

is */-tui-^ -/. Its Luganda reflex is /-fuCJ-/ £-fuj
Che correctness of this hypothesis is borne out by the

correspondences between stem medial strong consonants in Luganda

and WC sequences where the second vowel is /i/ realised as a £vt]
dipthong in cognate forms in closely related neighbouring languages.

Consider the following Luganda forms in comparison with cognates in

the dialect of Runyoro spoken in .Jugangaizi county:

Lugaagaizi Luganda

/-koilgoiVure/ f»ko:^-oivurej 'ankle' /-ko goCvule/ {[-koj/^govjule}
/-koig + a/ f-koiga] 'to grow thin' /-koCg + a/ ^-kogsa}

1 Bugangaizi is in Mubende district. See Map 1. My informant was
Mr. Stephen Ssennyonga, a bilingual speaker of Luganda and Lugangaizi.
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Zw&nr&Szi iwcanda

/-hiig + a/ [-hisra]} 'to hunt' /-jiCg + a/ f-yig:a]
t

/-toigo/ ["-tosgoj *1 larch to June /-toCg + o/ £-tog:oJ
rainy season' *

/-lain + am + a/ f-lainana] 'to sit /-la<En + am + a/ [lan:amaj
with legs •
stretched out'

/-sai^a/ jj-saij-aJ 'man' /-sadJ + a/ £-sa|:a3
/-suij-a/ [-suija] 'fever* /-suCJ + a/ Q-suJ-jaJ

i

/-^5oigo/ £-j6o±goJ 'snappishness' J-jSoOg + o/ ([-ytfogjo}

It is important to note that the strengthening rule did not

apply blindly everywhere /i/ was followed by a consonant: In the
t

following examples taken from Guthrie (on.cit.) of Rroto-Bantu

sequenoi of QjiC^a; ^ lot oned
though it is preceded by a front close vowel.

(4) Bxamples

l^roto-hantu Luganda

*/-pida/ 'pus'
t

*/-piga/ 'cooking stone'
A

C x J
[ ]

I

*/-bido/ 'soot*
A

C x 3
i

*/-biri~/ 'to dance'
A

[ ]
I

•/-tiki/ 'stump of tree*
n

C J
V

fto dig1
1

/-sio-/ [ tf^i 1
L

*/-tigad-/ Ho remain*
A

/-sig + al/ gMsigalr}
L

»/-di/ 'root'
1

/-z-/ C-zJ
t

*/-dib~/ 'to shut'
I

*/-diik-/ 'to bury*
II

♦/kldv./ ' stupidity'
X

*/-kige/ 'eyebrow*
1

1$ - C- ^
/—si / [- ]

C i ]
/-sige/ ([-sigcj
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Proto-Bantu Bugand 8

*/-XdUgo/ 'neck*
t

*/-gid-/ 'abstain, taboo*
1

*/-ffige/ 'locust*
I

/-si%o/ E-aijjgo}
s

/-ail-/ G-sil-3

/-zige/ C-zige]

"Die correot explanation seems to bo that strengthening was

automatically phonologically activated when a weak */ji./ syllable
t

preoeded a oonsonant. (See the examples in (1) and (2) above of

FB noun and verb roots/atesau ccmmenoing with */j±/ which has

reflexes in Luganda which begin with strong consonants). A syllable

containing */j/ ie called weak if it is unstable and tends to be

deleted. The deletion of /j/ happens synohronically (8.2*2)• When

root initial */i/ was lost a hi^i front vowel was left in initial

position, where it was very unlikely to survive because there ia

a strong tendency to exclude high vowels from initial position

(10.1.1)1. After the loss of the */dV syllable its tone passed on
^ 2

the following syllable which is also lengthened in compensation .

Length is the most prominent phonetic feature of strong consonants

(13.1.1).
Automatic phonological strengthening also oooured where */i/

1
was preceded by another vowel as the examples in (5) above show.

Morphophonologically conditioned strengthening occured where

the Proto-Bantu class 5 prefix formative */dl/ was placed before a
1

consonant commencing noun or adjective root/stem. Proto-Bantu */&!-/
1

1 High vowels cannot occur initially in a phonological word and they
seldom appear initially in a root or stem.

2 Compensatory lengthening is a general process in Luganda phonology
see (11.4.3.1) and (11.4.3.2).
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became /li-/ in Luganda. She format ion of the class 5* singular

class prefix before vowel commencing noun or adjective stems/roots

is /li-/

(5) Examples

/li + ato/ £lya:td[) 'boat'

/li + aNDa/ [lyasnda] 'charcoal'
1

/li + ovu/ [jlyojvu^ 'acne'

/li + ettvuu/ flyes^vus} 'banana'

She change from PB */di-/ to Luganda /li-/ did not take place
X

where */di-/ was followed by a consonant commencing root/stem.
X

There */dl-/ probably after turning into */li-/ was deleted. The
X X

approximant /l/ like /j/ which we have discussed above was weak and

it was easily lost in initial position. ThiB left /i/ occupying the
X

initial position. There is an output condition which excludes high

vowels from initial position in Luganda (10.1.1). To conform to it

word initial /i/ was deleted, passing on its tone to the following

consonant which was also lengthened in compensation. This is one

plausible explanation, and there might be others.

(6) Examples

Proto-Bantu huganda

Class singular. ClasB 5. singular class 6. plural

*/cli + bada/ 'spot' /C + ^ala/ [bjaja} /ma +ygala/
*/di + beede/ 'breast* /C +p eele/ Q>:e sle]) /ma + ^eele/ (pa/e:Xe3
*/di + taySi/ 'branch* /C + ty$ij /ma + ta^i/ Qnats^gi}

1 Numerous Bantu languages have */i/ as the class 5» singular
formative e.g. Gikuyu, Kamba, Sukuma etc. See Xadima (1969s38)

2 The Proto-Bantu data are from Guthrie (op.pit.)
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Froto-Bantu

Class 5. singular

*/dl + tako/ 'buttock1
I

*/<Li + tama/ 'oheek'
t

*/di + dadu/ 'madness'
t

*/Ql + dogo/ 'witohcraft'
t

*/di + ji^a/ 'pigeon'
*/di + jo/ 'yesterday'

t
*/di + kumi/ 'ten'

X
*/&± + gudo/ 'evening'

I

LuuMuada
■ Tliii i . rr

Class 5. singular Class 6. plural

/C + tako/ [tiako}
i

/C + tama/ [tiama]
I

/C + dalu/ [d:aju)
i

/C + logo/ [dtogo}

/C + ji/a/
/c + j©/ cj«<o
/C + kumi/ jjksumi}

/C + gulo/ [gmio}

/ma + tako/ jjnatako)
/ma + tama/ |jna±ama3

/ma + logo/ [maiogoj
/ma + ji^a/ Oaayi^aJ

«■»

/ma + kumi/ jptakumQ

Kiere are a few exceptions. Hoots/stems commencing with a

sequence of two consonants do not have their initial consonant

strengthened in the same way as that in which the initial consonant of

roots which begin with a consonant is. Instead they take a /li-/

prefix.

(7) Examples

Class 5. singular

/li + Cgua/ CLigswa} 'thorn'
f

/li + C^o/ CLijtio} 'tooth'
/li + Cjia/ CLijosaT) 'name*

Class 6. plural

/ma + Cgua/ (magjwaJ
I

/ma + Cj-io/ {pajuo}
/ma + Cjio/ [majiia}

One possible explanation for this is that if these stems took

a consonant prefix the rule which allows the maximum of one mortx. to

the syllable onset would be violated. An underlying /CC/ sequence is

realised as one strong [csj which is long and tone bearing (it has the

value of one mora). The realization of class 5t singular as /li-/
here is part of the conspiracy to prevent sequences of more than one
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mora in the onset (see 11.4*3*2).

Kiparsky (1972*219) has 3tated that one reason for questioning

the validity of conspiracies and derivational constraints in

phonology is that they have not "been shown to play any role in

phonological change. If our analysis is correct that objection

cannot be considered altogether valid. Our examples in (7) show that

instead of the change */di-//li-/ ^ /i-/ /C/ which occured
XXX

elsewhere before a consonant commencing root/stem in order to avoid

a violation of the phonotactic output condition which allows a

maximum of one mora per syllable onset (11.4«3.1)» a /li-/ prefix

is used before roots/stems beginning with /CC/ sequences.

9.2.1 'Ifoe naturalness of strong consonants

According to the current naturalness theory in generative

phonology, strong consonants are marked (see 5»3)» Statistically

they are rare in the world's languages and even in languages where

they occur (e.g. Luganda) they are less common than weak consonants.

On the basis of arguments like these Postal (1968*169) assumes "the

•normality' of short, not long segments."^.
How, one claim made for the markedness hypothesis is that it

enables the linguist to predict the direction of sound change (postal

1968*170). It enables him to predict that given two related segments,

one marked and the other unmarked, sound change will probably merge

the marked segment with the unmarked or change the marked segment in

some other way so that the language may rid itself of marked,

unnatural segments or features.

On the basis of this hypothesis one would expect strong oonsonants

to be dropping out of Luganda phonology as it evolves. A quick

inspection of the facts shows dearly that this is not the case. On

1 Length is probably the most salient feature of strong consonants
in Luganda.
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the contrary, in spite of their "being marked, not only are strong

consonants holding their own in the course of language change, but
2

they are also spreading .

(1) Strong consonants have spread to some infinitive forms of the
verb*

Hie initial stem consonant of a verb root is strengthened when

it is preceded by the infinitive formative /ku-/ if the initial stem

consonant is a non-nasal velar stop* On the basis of impressionistic

observations it seems that this is a rule which has been added by

younger speakers to their grammar* It is not present in the grammar

of other people. To me it seems to be the most striking phonological

characteristic which distinguishes younger from older speakers.

Examples

Older speakers Younger speakers

/ku + kol + a/ [icukoia] •to work' /ku + kol + a/ (kioial
i

/ku + ku/S + a/ Qcukijda} 'to beat' /ku + ku/ + a/
/ku + Kim + a/ (kucima) • to fetch' /ku + Kim + a/ Cc»ima)

/ku + kal + a/ (kukaia) •to dry up' /ku + kal + a/ £kia/.a]

/ku + gem + a/ [kugemaQ 'to prevent' /ku + gem + a/ pcugemaQ

/ku + ga/5 + a/ [kug^jal 'to give out'/ku + gayg + a/ (kuga/feQ
/ku + go/ + a/ (kugo/a] •to chase' /ku + &o/5 + a/ fkug<^?a)
/ku + gul + a/ (kugula) 'to buy' /ku + gul + a/ {kuguia}

Directly before a verb root the infinitive prefix triggers off

strengthening only where the root begins with a velar non-nasal stop*

However, where there is a pronominal prefix coming between the

2 Hie arguments in this section derive from Lass (1972).
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infinitive prefix and the root the infinitive will trigger off the

strengthening of the consonant of the pronominal prefix no matter

what that consonant may be. Compare the examples in (1) with those

in (2).

(1) infinitive formative + verb root + basic verb suffix^
/ku + pim + a/ [kupima] not *£p:ima3 'to measure'

/ku +y#ul + a/ QoySultQ not*[b:uJta3 'to get lost'
/ku + sal + a/ [kusaiaQ not *{j3:aJ(a) 'to cut'

i

/ku + tan + a/ (kutemaQ not *{tiema] 'to cut*
t

/ku + kuyg + a/ QcukiySa) or (kny&Q 'to beat'
/ku + goyg + a/ Ckug^£>u3 or Gp</3a3 'to chase'

(2) infinitive formative + [object personal pronoun! + verb root +
[glass

basic verbal suffix.
prefix

/ku +yga + laf3 + a/ Qc^iSaX^Sa] or (jjjadky&Q •to see them' (class 2, 3rd.
person, plural)

/ku + mu + lay# + a/ [kumujlfl^a] or [m:ujUySa3 •to see him* (class 1, 3rd.
person singular)

/ku + tu + l«y3 + a/ [kuWaySa] or Ctsui^SeQ •to Bee us* (class 1, 1st.
person, plural)

/ku + li + 1ajS + a/ Qcujtif^ga] or •to see it' (class 5» 3rd.
person, singular)

/ku + zi + 1 + a/ [ixizile^aj or GsiiiaySbQ 'to see them' (class 10, 3rd.
person plural)

/ku + ka + 1^5 + a/ [lcukaifiySa] or GuaXeySa} •to see it' (class 12, 3rd.
person singular)

/ku + gu + leyS + a/ [kugui^la] or [g:ui^(Sa) •to see it' (class 3, 3rd.
person, singular)

1 The tendency seems to be to further generalise this strengthening
rule. l"5y brother (13) finds all these starred forms acceptable.
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Note again the importance of morphological paradigms in

language change in the development of strengthening in infinitive

forms.

(2) She spread of strong consonants to classes 9/10. The pressure

of a morphological paradigm influencing the direction of sound change

can again be seen in the generalization of the strong consonant over

the last few decades to classes 9/10 in loan words. The original

classes 9/10 prefix was a nasal horaorganic with the initial consonant

of a noun or adjective root.^
Many loan words that have entered Luganda have been assigned to

classes 9/10. Some of them have been given a zero prefix instead of
2

a homorganic nasal which native words have.

Wramples

/$ +^?eNDela/ £/b:ndej[a3 •flag'
// + leedijo/ ["lexdiyo} 'radio'

// + lupiija/ (lupisya) 'rupee'

Most of them however are assigned to olass $ in the singular and

class 6 in the plural (except for nouns referring to humans which

usually go to classes 1/2). Rionologically they are similar to class 5

nouns with stems beginning with a consonant. In fact some of than

may be given a olass 5 or a class 9 prefix in the singular depending

on the speaker. Possible membership of class 5 explains why they have

1 The Proto-Bantu classes 9/10 was As & result of syncope
the vowel was lost, leaving behind a homorganic consonant. See
Bell (1970a, 1970b), It is equally arguable that the /c/ of the
olass 5 prefix also arose as a result of syncope: PB */di + c/~-?
such a sequence was inadmissible, /d/ was deleted and th& consonant
of the noun root was lengthened in compensation.

2 A handful of indigenous words have a zero classes 9/10 prefix e.g.
/jfi + laCDu/ (ladxu] 'lightning'

f
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a strong initial consonant* The only native class 9 word with a

strong consonant initially in class 9 seems to be /C + goiffiolola/

[gioimbololaj •county' which may have either a class 10 plural»
i ■

/zi + C + goitBolola/ (zig:o;mboloia] ^ or a class 6 plural /ma +
i »

goiiBolola/ [magosmboiola] •counties'. 1Mb seems to he a class 5/6
noun which has migrated to class 9/10.

With loan words, however, a strong initial consonant is very

common.

iixamples

/C +y6aasi/ [bia:si] 'bus' (class 9i singular)
/C + y£aasi/ (bjatsi] •huses* (class 10, plural)
/zi + G +y6aasi/ [b:a:si} •buses1 (class 10, plural)

C i*pipe/ [psipa] 'barrel' (class 9» singular)
«

C + pipa/ £p:ipa) 'barrels' (class 10, plural)
«

ma + pipa/ (mapipa^ 'barrels' (class 6, plural)

C + saati/ fssaxtij 'shirt' (class 9» singular)
i

C + Baati/ {sa:a:ti3 'shirts' (class 10, plural)
i

ma + saati/ (jnasaiti} 'shirts' (class 6, plural)

C + kooti/ Qcjosti^ 'coat, court* (class 9» singular)
i

C + kooti/ [k:o!ti) 'coats, oourts' (class 10, plural)
t

ma + kooti/ (makojti) 'coats' (class 6, plural)

1 The class 10 prefix is usually /H/ but /zl-/ also occurs in a
few forms (cf. Ashton et al., 1954)
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/C + gama/ [giama] •mug'"' (class 9» singular)

/C + gama/ [gama] •mugs' (class 10, plural)
i

Finally, the Ganda law is an important source of strong nasal

consonants, we shall discuss it in (10.2*1)

One conclusion which can "be drawn from this survey is that

although strong consonants are regarded as marked on the basis of

markedness criteria used in the standard theory, they are by no

means unnatural in Iuganda. Markedness theory would predict that

they shall be lost in the course of language change. The data show,

however, that they axe stable and indeed spreading. The point we are

making is that a feature or a segment regarded as marked by the

universal theory may be natural and unmarked for a particular

language or language family where it occurs (see 5*5)• While the ^uest
for universale is important, the excessive universalist bias of some

schools of thought tends to obscure the fact that idiosyncratic

characteristics of languages and language families are interesting for

they might turn out to be as important as universals for a deeper

understanding of language (of. Lass 1972, 1973)«

9*2.2 The underlying representation of strong consonants

So far we have presented the synchronic underlying representation

of Luganda reflexes of Proto-Bantu forms like */-jit-/ •kill1 and
I

*/di-tabi/ •branch'f without any debate, as having two juxtaposed
t

underlying consonants. We have represented the former as /-Ct-/ and

1 Note the metathesis here. Metathesis is rare in Luganda as it
is in most other languages. The only other example I have found
ie /-kapa/ f-kapa] •cat' from PB */-paka/.
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the latter as /Gft^6i/ without pointing out that these
representations are controversial. In the next two sections we

shall disouss two rival approaches to this issue and to the problem

of abstractness in phonology in general (see Chapter 8, passim)

9,2,Z1An absolute neutralisation solution

As far as I know no one has as yet proposed an absolute

neutralization solution to this problem in Luganda phonology. I-iy

formulation of arguments for absolute neutralization, coming as they

do from a sceptic, may not be one which proponents of absolute

neutralization would accept. For the purposes of this chapter let

us assume that the statement here of absolute neutralization is

acceptable. The case for absolute neutralization would probably be

argued in the manner outlined below.

In (7*3*1) it was stated that the seven vowel system of Proto-

Bantu was reduced to a five vowel system in Lugande as a result of

these mergers:

Proto-Bantu *i i *u u

\/ \/
Luganda i u

solution
An advocate of the absolute neutralization^would claim that

the merger only took place at the surface phonetic levelj at the

level of underlying representation, he would suggest, the two extra-

high vowels of Proto-Bantu have been preserved in Luganda. He would

adduoe the following arguments to support his claim:

(1) Evidence from spirantization

In (9*1*1) and (9*1*2) we noted that only some high vowels cause

spirantization'' (and palatalization in the case of /i/). There are

1 No explicit mention will be made here of the palatalization of
nasals before a high front vowel because the remarks about
spirantization equally apply to them.
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other high vowels which, in identical phonetic environmentsfdo
not cause these processes* There we suggested that spirantization

is a morphophonological process and the spirantization rule has to

be morphologically triggered.

Armed with the same data, however, a proponent of absolute

neutralization would argue that the fact that some high vowels

cause spirantization and others do not is explainable in purely

phonological terms; Luganda distinguishes /i/ from /i/ and /u/ from
1 I

/u/ in the underlying representation but the opposition between the

high and the extras-high (i.e. /i/ and /u/) vowels of each pair is
X X

neutralised everywhere in the phonetic representation. Though /i/
I

and /u/ are not attested in the surface representation, their
X

phonological effeot is unmistakable; they have the same effects in

the synchronic grammar of Luganda as they had in Proto-Bantu.

'what robs this argument of its power is the fact that all

the spirantization processes which occur in Luganda are restricted

to a few morphological paradigms. It 1b suspicious to have

morphophonemic segments whose distribution is limited to a few
i

foimatives and which never occur in any phonetic representation. An

explanation of spirantization in terms of morphological conditioning

seems to be more persuasive. If the absolute neutralization solution

is to be sustained stronger evidence is needed. The behaviour of

strong consonants appears to provide such evidence.

(ii) Evidence from consonant strengthening

Prom the discussion so far it is clear that one of the underlying

assumptions made (albeit inexplicitly) in advocacy of absolute

1 These objections to absolute neutralization would seem to be
relevant to Hyman (1970), Vago (1973) arwl Selkirk and Vergnaud (1973)*
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neutralization is that the break between Luganda and Proto-Bantu

has only been at the surface phonetic level} at the level of

underlying representation Proto-Bantu has survived in modern

Luganda. On this view the phonological process which we regarded

in chapter ^ as diachronic would be regarded as synchronic. This

approach which stands at the opposite extreme from Saussure's

position that synchrony and diachrony axe separate disciplines is

prone to distort synchrony because of the great reluctance to

recognise the fact which it embodies that periodically phonological

systems get restructured.

If the absolute neutralization principle is used the derivation

of strong consonants in forms like ft:a] 'kill^(JtiimaJ 'I refuse,
grudge' and •branch' would start from underlying representations

very close to, or identical with, the Proto-Bantu forms,

a) 'Hie derivation of [tia} would involve the following rules
f \ /

(i) underlying representation / jit + a n /

(ii) The consonant /j/ is weak and unstable especially before

a high front vowel. The two are so similar that it is

difficult to distinguish (yij from Ci:}. Consequently /j/
\ /

is lost leaving /ita/
\ / t

(iii) /ita/ is an impermissible surface representation because
t

it has a high vowel initially and violates the constraint

which prohibits initial high vowels. So /i/ is deleted
t

(see 10.1.1)
\

(iv) The deletion of /i/ means the loss of the whole /ji/ syllable
t t

(v) In compensation the following consonant is lengthened,
\

strengthened, and given the tone of /ji/. This produces
'v1 X[tsa] .

7

1 Por a discussion of strong consonants and their tone bearing
capacity see (11.4*2). Until then tone will be left out of the
discussion of strong consonants. It has only been introduced here
to illustrate historical developments which are recapitulated in an
absolute neutralisation solution.
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\ / ^
b) The derivation of would involve the following processes:

\ / \ i
(i) */d± + tapl/, even an advocate of very abstraot underlying

representations would probably agree, has changed to
\ / \ \

/li + because the olass 5 prefix is now /li/ not

/ v \ y \

(ii) /li + t^si/ becomes /aitfyii/ when the spirantization rule
applies to it.

\ ' \ \ z' \
(iii) /zita^Si/ should become */ztajiL/ after the application of

the syncope rule which drops high front vowels in weak

syllables - and class prefixes are weak syllables^. But
\ / \

the intermediate representation */zta^i/ is inadmissible^
the only consonant sequences allowed in the surface

representation are NC sequences (11.1). Therefore /z/

is deleted leaving /tail/.
/ \ x x

(iv) /ta^i/ is turned into £ts^30 by a rule which strengthens,
lengthens and passes on the tone of the deleted syllable

to the onset of the following syllable.

c) For the derivation of [njima} the following operations might be

proposed:

(i) /!}/—>&]: / ~ C¥(V)N (where /c/ is a non-strident continuant).
This produces /><: jiaa/

(ii) /j/—-^I / ^0 • V(V)N. This yields Cjiiiaa]
The two sub-rules constitute the Ganda Law (10.2.1).

This very abstract approach allows one a very natural explanation

for one of the most baffling phonological alternations in Luganda.

Consider these sets of examples:

1 See Bell (1970a, 1970b) for a discussion of syncope in classes
9/10 where KB */ni-/ has become /N/
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(1) Verbs

infinitive 1st person, singular. present tense

/ku + Jit + a/ Qcutsa] 'to kill' /N + Jit + a/ Qizita] 'I kill'
1 ? 1

/ku + Jig + VI + a/ pcuginXa] 'to /N + Jig + VI + a/ (nzigula] 'I open'
t ( open' t 1

/ku + Jig + VI + a/ Ckugsaia] «to /N + Jig + VI + a/ [nzigaj.a] 'I shut'
t 1 shut' t •

/ku + Jim + a/ (kum:ai) 'to refuse* /H + Jim + a/ (hsimaQ 'I refuse'
1 ' t %

(2) Nouns

Class 11. singular Class 10. plural

/lu + Jizi/ 'well' /N + Jizi/ fnzizi]| 'wells'
t ' t •

/lu + Jijaa/ fltt^iia) 'trench' /H + Jifia/ Cjpuija) 'trenches'
+ Jijvo/ flujjjo} 'stretcher' /N + JijW Cutinc] 'stretchers'

These alternations would be explained using ordered rules. We

shall illustrate with /N + Jit + a/ and /N + Jim + a/. We have
t 1

already discussed the derivations of forms with stem initial

consonants. In this paragraph we shall discuss reasons for the non¬

appearance of strong consonants in the 1st person, singular and in

the class 10, plural strong consonants.

The derivation of (jizitaj would be done using the following
»

ordered rulesi

(i) The morphophonemic representation is /N + Jit + a/
t

(ii) The strengthening rule applies /Nfita/ (see 11.1). The application

of this rule bleeds (i.e. destroys the input to) the /j/ deletion

rules when underlying /j/ has been hardened into A/ it cannot be

deleted^.

1 The idea of feeding and bleeding rule order was introduced by
Kiparsky (1968a).
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(ill) /lijlta/ becomes /jij. ita/ by the horaorganic nasal rule (11.1)
(iv) /Njlta/ becomes (nzita} after the application of the

spirantization rule*

For this derivation to work out correctly it is essential to apply

(ii) before the deletion rule applies. If deletion of /j/ is allowed

to precede hardening there will be no /j/ to harden,

Die derivation of (jtjima] would also require extrineically
ordered rules;

(i) The morphophonemic representation is /N + jim + a/
I

(ii) The nasal is assimilated to the palatal place of articulation

of /j/ by the rule which stipulates that nasals are homorganic

with consonants which come after them in clusters (11.1).

(iii) is deleted by the Ganda Law and the [jt] is strengthened,
lengthened in compensation (10.2*1).

This explanation is sound, Diachronically it is probably correct.

But is it also correct synchronically? What is at stake is the

question of what constitutes a valid synchronic phonological

explanation.

The main attraction of absolute neutralization is that it affords

the linguist a phonologically plausible explanation of morphophonemic

alternation. If one postulates seven underlying vowels for Luganda,

for example, as we have seen above, one can write well-motivated

phonological rules to account for spirantization and strengthening in

Luganda. Admittedly, the underlying representations and the rules

involved in the derivations would not differ very much (if at all)

from the historical development of these processes. There is an

implicit belief in the absolute neutralization principle that

diachronic processes persist into synchrony. This belief would probably
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be accepted by many linguists, but they would add the qualification

that such persistent rules operate at different depths and only

those rules which sob relatively near the surface could be

psychologically valid*'. Absolute neutralization is controversial

largely beoause its advocates claim psychological reality even for

alternations which are very deep and far from the surface (cf.

Eymansl970).

In principle generative phonologists (including those who

advocate absolute neutralization) subscribe to the principle that

only synchronic facts are relevant in a synchronic grammar.

Lightner (1967*51) observes:

Since native speakers normally know neither the Froto-forms of

their language nor the corresponding forms in related languages,

a grammar of a language which uses such diachronic/conparative

information is not a true reflection of the native speaker's

internalized knowledge of his language.

'ilhe interpretation of what constitutes native speakers' competence

is, of course, problematic.

Approaching the problem from the angle of language acquisition

seems promising. If we accept Lightner's observations we cannot

postulate absolu ely neutralized /i/ and /u/ in Luganda because, if
1 t

in language acquisition the child reconstructs underlying

representations on the basis of what he actually hears, it is not

easy to see why one should assume that the child infers very abstract

underlying oppositions where he does not encounter any in the phonetic

input (the speech of people around him), (cf. Derwings1973*100 ff).

1 Cf. Chafe (1968)
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Non-surfacing phonological oppositions are unlearnable, it would

seem, on the basis of morphophonemic alternations. In the next

section an alternative treatment will therfore be discussed.

9.2.2.2 A less abstract solution

Kiparssy (1968b) proposes the abandonment of absolute

neutralization. He argues that an alternation condition should be

incorporated in generative phonology. The alternation condition iB

the requirement that all morphojjhoneraic alternations should be

conditioned. All morphophonemic representations should have at

least one form which is phonetically realized in some environment.

®iis constraint excludes absolute neutralization.

Even before Kiparsley proposed the alternation condition,

McCawley (1967b) had already observed that Sapir's morphophoneraic

representations (which generative phonologists often claim

anticipated their own systematic phonemic representations) differ

from systematic phonemic representations in a fundamental way.

•hereas Sapir (and indeed the structuralists generally) insisted on

having morphophoneraic representations which surfaced in some

environments, standard generative phonology allows absolute

neutralization (cf. Chomsky and Halle: 1968:233-4). In this respect

it is much less constrained than Sapir's and structuralist morpho¬

phonemics generally. It is therefore misleading to equate Sapir's

raorphophonemic representations with a systematic phonemic

representation, ©lis is not simply a terminological question. There
n

is a substa|fcive difference involved: systematic phonemes may be
v»

absolutely neutralised but traditional morphophonemic representations

cannot. That is why we have consistently referred to our own underlying

representations as morphophonemic rathor than systematic phonemic.
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Besides the objection that absolutely neutralized systematic

phonemes are unlearnable (Serving 1975) which we have already

raised there is another argument which can be produced by opponents

of absolute neutralization. It can be argued that allowing absolute

neutralization weakens constraints on the grammar excessively for

virtually it is a removal of all restrictions on the input of the

phonological component in a synchronic grammar. Given the enormous

power of the B-rules, if any systematic representation can be

postulated and be designated as absolutely neutralized, there is a

great risk of generative phonology becoming a formal mathematical

game. One would have to rely more on the good sense of the linguist

and less on the formal constraints on the theory to prevent this

from happening.

The great virtue of the alternation condition is that by

restricting the range of possible inputs to phonological rules (i.e.

by limiting the range of possible underlying representations) it

constrains the power of the grammar and helps to ensure that phonological

representations ultimately have empirical content.

The point has already been made that the absolute neutralization

solution allows the linguist to account for spirantization,

strengthening and the appearance of [zi] and £ji:i} in the first
person singular form of verbs and the class 10 forms of nouns which

have strong consonants initially (9.2.2.1). We have conoeded that

postulating abstract /i/ and /u/ allows the linguist to make plausible
I I

explanations which are probably historically valid.

Synchronically, however, a different kind of explanation is

required if the phonologist wants to claim some psychological validity
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for his derivations1. A morphophonological explanation commends

itself, For such forms as [b:a] • steal1', £t:a,$Q •branch', and
t » '

[mia] 'refusel' underlying representations with a dummy consonantal
i

segment is posited, That dummy would serve in the underlying

representation to indicate that the consonant after it is strengthened

and bears tone in the phonetic representation. What is being suggested

is that succeeding generations of speakers have restructured the

underlying representations: EB 'to steal', */—Jim—/ 'to
t 1

refuse', */ii + tabi/ 'branch' have now been assigned new underlying
I 2

representations which are not very abstract, namely /-CB-/ , /-Qtm-/

and /Ctafii/ respectively. The derivation of surface forms would go

through the following stages:

(1) Lexical representation: /-CB-/, /C ta^i/, /-Cm-/.
The /C/ is an axchi-segment specified in the lexicon as [+ aonaj.
It bears the tone of the adjacent weak syllable which was lost in

the course of language change.

(2) The hardening rule which requires that a consonant following

another consonant may not be ["-nasal"] applies and /-CB-/ becomes[-obstrj
/-Cb-/; the others are unaffected.

(5) The next rule to apply simultaneously strengthens the second of

two consonants and deletes the first where the consonant sequence

in question is not NC. This operation is illuntrated below:

a) C-^C: /C - (i.e. Cb—7>b:/C-j C + t—^t:/C-;Cm ~^m:/C-}
b) C —7f& /-C: (i.e. C -7//-b:j C /-t:j C/-m:

1 Of course, the linguist need not claim that his description is
psychologically well-motivated. 3ut even if he does not, a linguist
who opts for absolute neutralization and makes no psychological
claims would still be oriticised for relaxing constraints on the
grammar as we saw earlier in this section.

2 Recall that /B/ is an archisegment representing JfiJ or /b/ after
another consonant (0»4|1»3)
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See chapter 13 (passim)for further discussion,

The occurrence of £-zi-] and C-Jlti) in roots commencing
with strong consonants when they take a 1st person singular or a

class 10, nasal prefix would be accounted for morphophonologically

in a synchronic grammars (nzoJ^a] 'I steal' and £yi:ima} 'I refuse'
« /

and fruij-oJ'stretchers1 (from [iujxjo] 'stretcher'), it could be
argued, exhibit the Intrusive [nzi-] and Cvi-] in specific morpho¬

logical environments and this suggests that the alternation between

strong initial consonant and [nzi-] or Ch»i«0» whatever might have
1 * Jl

been its historical origins, has become morphologised. It has been

reanalysed with the result that [iizi-] 0\»i-3 have become
1 J i

formations of the 1st person singular in verbs and of class 10 in

nouns with roots which commence in strong consonants. Speakers

probably do not go through the complex derivations we discussed in

(9,2.2.1) but instead store these entire raorphs unanalysed as

representations of these syntactic features: [nzi-] and
• Ji

together with /N—/ are perhaps stored as alternative formations of

the first person singular pronoun or class 10 prefixes (see 1*3*4)•

This view is tantamount to denying the possibility of a synchronic

phonological explanation. Later in (11.1) and (11.4.3.2) an alternative

synohronic phonological explanation in terms of phonotaotic output

conditions on tri-oonsonantal sequences will be proposed.

Consonant initial stems in class 5 ©»g. /-ta^i/ 'branch' could

also be treated in either of these two ways. It is arguable that

speakers have a rule in their grammar which triggers off initial

consonant strengthening in roots in class 5. An equally plausible

alternative suggestion is that speakers have reanalysed class 3 as

having a /c/ prefix so that the underlying representation of (txsySi]
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is /C + ta^i/. On this view the strengthening of the root initial

consonant in class 5 is accounted for by the ssune general rule

which applies everywhere which states that the archisegment (+ cons}

triggers off the strengthening of the following consonant and is

itself deleted:

a) G —? C: /c**

b) C ^0 j -C:

See above (9.2.2,2)

Recall that in (9.1.1) and (9.1.2) an absolute neutralization

explanation was said to be unacceptable. Diachronically all evidence

indicates that /i/ and /u/ caused spirantization. But synchronic
t X

spirantization oannot be explained in terras of these vowels as they

never occur anywhere in the phonetic representation. We therefore

preferred a morphophonological explanation where certain morphemes

which ve designated as 'M' trigger off spirantization. The point I

have been making in this chapter is that synchronically sometimes

only a subsumptive explanation (i.e. a grouping of alternations to

show what morphophonological regularities there are) is the only

possible one; in such cases for an interpretive explanation which

states why those regularities exist the linguist may have to turn to

diachrony. The absolute neutralization principle seems to be based on

the belief that all (or very nearly all) alternations can be given a

synchronic interpretive explanation.

9.3 Vowel harmony

Vowel harmony is the last major morphophonological process that

we axe going to investigate. It is necessary to distinguish between

two subsystems of morphophonological vowel harmony. One subsystem

operates word initially and the other word finally. The two systems
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differ in their harmonizing features.

9*3*1 Ireprefix vowel harmony

Initially there is vowel harmony between the vowel of the

noun class prefix and the preprefix (also called the initial

vowel in the literature). Hie preprefix is an exponent of some as

yet undefined syntactic/semantic property which we referred to as

X1. There is a gravity harmony between the preprefix and the prefix

vowel. Hie harmony is regressive. The prefix vowel determines the

specification of the preprefix vowel:

Examples

/V + -J.+ nene/ [ecine} 'big' (class 7» singular)

/V + mi + nene/ [eainene] •big' (class 4, plural)

/V + ytfi + nene/ (e/inene^ •big' (class 8, plural)

/V + mu + nene/ [omunene} •big' (class 1 or 3, singular)

A + lu + nene/ [ojxmene} ♦big' (class 11, singular)

A + gu + nene/ JFogunene} 'big' (class 20, singular)

/V + /a + nene/ (a^anenej •big' (class 2, plural)

/V + ka + nene/ (akaneneQ •big' (class 12, singular)

/V + ma + nene/ [amanene} •big' (class 6, plural)

The vowel of the class prefix in Luganda can only be one of

/i,a,u/. Reconstructions indicate that diachronically the following
2

developments must have taken place :

(1) Form preprefix by copying the class prefix once to its lefts

//a + Ntu/—-)/$& + ytfa + Ntu/ 'people'
/mu + Ntu/—->/mu + ran + Ntu/ 'person'

1 See the paragraph on the preprefix in (0.4*3*1) and the references
oited there.

2 Synchronic evidence from some languages e.g. Lumasaaba suggests
that this account is correct, (Cf* Rrown:1972).
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(2) Delete the initial consonant.

/a +pa. + Ntu/
/u + mu + Ntu/

(3) Luganda has a rule which prohibits the occurence of high

vowels initially: all word initial vowels are low (10.1,1).

Therefore /u + mu + Ntu/ underwent initial vowel lowering and

became /o + mu + Ntu/ while /a + y6a + Ntu/ which already had a
low vowel was unaffected.

Before we express this rule formally let it be noted that

initial vowel harmony is a raorphophonological process limited to the

preprefix. Word initial vowels which are not preprefixes have to be

low but they do not have to be in harmony with the vowel in the next

syllable in the word.

Examples'*

/a + li + lim + a/ (aiilima) 'he will cultivate'

/a + t + turn + a/ (atuma^J 'he sends'

Ja. + naa + tem + a/ (anastema} 'he will cut'

/e + tu + luia + a/ (etuiunial 'it bites us (class 9)

/e + li + lum + a/ (pliiunuQ 'it will bite' (class 9)

/e + ga + la^5+ a/ (ega!^>aj 'it sees them* (class 9» class 22)
/o + 11 + sim + a/ {piisimaQ 'you will dig'

/o + /3a + 1aji + a/ 'you see thera' (class 2)

Clearly preprefix vowel harmony cannot be explained in purely

phonologioal terms since in identical phonological circumstances other

1 Where no class is specified for pronouns referring to humans they
are olass 1 if singular and class 2 if plural.
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word initial vowels do not display such harmony. But on the other

hand, it is not phonologically capricious (vowel harmony by

definition is a phonologically based process). Preprefix vowel

harmony is morphophonological.

This process could be stated using the following If-Then

condition:

Sequence structure condition (SSC1)
I

If &

Then

- cons

+ low
+ preprefix

l^grfve
+ cons

•f class prefix■3 - cons

qLgrave
+ class

prefix
X ^re¬

sequence structure condition I is a morphophonological output

condition. Its structural description explicitly states that it

applies only where the sequence in question contains a preprefix

followed by a oonsonant and a vouel which are exponents of seme

class prefix.

Note that the various output conditions are hierarchically

organised: phonotactic rules are absolute and are never violated

anywhere; word structure rules apply only within the word but in

that limited domain they are absolute; morphophonological rules apply

only in certain morphophonological environments and are subject to

word structure and phonotactic constraints. Thus the preprefix vowel

harmony must obey the word structure rule which stipulates that only

low vowels may occur word initially (10,1,1).

So far we have discussed transparent cases of initial vowel

1 X stands for any segments. It is unnecessary to specify them
because they are not relevant to this rule.
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harmony. But now consider these examples:

/V + N +j$uzi/ [embuzi] 'goat* (classes 9/10)
A + N + te/ fesnte} 'cow' (classes 9/10)

i

A + N + koko/ [e^koko} 'chicken' (classes 9/10)
/V + N + pisi/ (esmpisij 'hyena' (classes 9/10)

i

A + N + go/ (eifjgo} 'leopard' (classes 9/10)
i

A + H + liga/ [etndiga^ 'sheep* (classes 9/10)

/V + N + julfi/ tfsijyjuoi] 'bee' (classes 9/10)

These data raise problems concerning the correct synchronic

underlying representation of the classes 9/10 prefix. Ashton, etr al.

(1954) and other writers on Luganda grammar have regarded the classes

9/10 prefix as a nasal which is preceded by a low front vowel

preprefix in some environments: '(e)N' is how these authors represent

classes 9/10. A generative linguist who does not find it desirable

to postulate very abstract underlying representations in synchronic

descriptions would follow the traditional acoount. The occurence of

(e) as the preprefix before the classes 9/10 prefixes would be

regarded as phonologioally arbitrary and purely morphologically

conditioned. He would use a RCLR to rewrite the preprefix as /e/
before classes 9/10 prefixes.

The same solution would be suggested by the phonologist who

does not like very abstract representations for the representation of

the preprefix in these forms:

A + 0 +^eele/ Ceb:e;JLeJ 'breast' (class 5)
A + C + ku^o/ (ek:iy3o} 'road' (class 5)
A + 0 + gulo/ [eg:uio3 'evening' (class 5)

t

A + 0 + ta^di/ {et:s^i} 'branch' (olass 5)
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/V + C + gaali/ •bicycle* (classes 9/10)
i

/V + C + ciupa/ (ec:upa] •bottle* (classes 9/10)
I

He would suggest that the occurence of Ce] before all these class 5

and olasses 9/10 prefixes is morphologically conditioned.

But that linguist could be criticised for failing to capture

the obvious (and possibly significant) generalization that all these

forms with an allegedly morphologically conditioned [©} preprefix

have one thing in common. The underlying representation of their

class prefix is a consonant not followed by a vowelt /h/ and /C/

respectively. A phonological rule, it could be suggested, can be

written to predict that M occurs as the proprefix before prefixes

whose underlying representation consists of simply a consonant.

S3C2 If ft Loons I
|+ low IX ft[^preprefixj

■Dion (Tgi™ ^

Ho doubt this rule would yield the correct result?. But what it

offers is a subsuraptive rather than an interpretatianal explanation*

it summerises the regularities without showing why they exist.

SSC1 which elsewhere predicts the realisation of the preprefix is a

vowel harmony rule SSC2 though formally similar to it is in no sense

a vowel harmony rule.

The real explanation for the occurence of [•] as the preprefix

in these forms is diachronic. The underlying representation of classes

9/10 in FB was that of class 5 was A syncope rule
1

1 Bee (9.2.2,1) and (9»2.2.2) for a discussion of strengthening.
Syncope changed FB classes 9/10 prefix from */nl-/ to /n/ (of. Bell)
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deleted /i/ after /n/ and the strengthening rule deleted /i/ after
t

*/d/ but this only happened after the vowel harmony rule stated in

SSC1 had applied. V<e have called this explanation historical but

of course a linguist who favours very abstract underlying

representations would claim that this process has persisted and is

still operative in contemporary Luganda. Whatever might be the

explanatory value of such a claim, one thing seems certaint Luganda

speakers who have not followed a course in Proto-Bantu are unaware of

the fact that /li/ is at a more abstract level traceable to /ni/.

9*3*1 Verb suffix vowel harmony

A different kind of vowel harmony system operates in verbal

extension suffixes (0.4*2.2). 'This vowel harmony is alBO morpho-

phonologically conditioned. r£he labels of the verbal extensions used

in tills discussion are borrowed from Ashton, et al. (1954)* ihe

appropriateness of these labels will not ooncem us here as it is

not relevant to the operation of the harmony rules.

9*3*2 *Transparent' suffix vowel harmony

In Luganda verb roots may have any one of the following

morphophonemic sequences in their underlying representations (see

6.1)i

GV /ku + ^a + a/ 0ay?a:] 'to be'
/ku + li + a/ Ocuiya:]] 'to eat'

CVC /ku + la^> + a/ 0cuJa^Sa) 'to see'
/ku + lim + a/ [kuiiiaa} 'to cultivate'

CWC /ku + loot + a/ {jkuJ.o:taJ 'to dream'

/ku + siim + a/ 0oisi:ma3 'to be grateful'

CVCC^ /ku + jiCg + a/ 0euyig:a3 'to hunt'

/ku + loED + a/ (kulojnda] 'to choose'
t

1 The symbol /C/ covers any consonant including a nasal which
precedes another oonsanant.
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CC^ /ku + Ct + a/ (kutja) 'to kill*
i

/ku + Ck + a/ Qcuksa} *to go (come) down'
*

/ku + Gm + a/ (kumja) *to refuse*
i

There is vowel harmony between the last vowel of the verb

root and the vowel (or vowels) of any extension suffix(es) that

may follow the root. This harmony does not affect the final vowel

of the verb form, be it the basic verb suffix or some other suffix

(0,4.2,2). It is necessary to stress that this is an extension suffix

vowel harmony because it does not affect other formatives which may

be affixed to a verb root. Note that the infinitive being a verbal

noun, the infinitive prefix in class prefix 15, may take a preprefix

which would be subject to the preprefix vowel harmony discussed in

(9.3.1).

The feature involved in suffix vowel harmony is 'advanced tongue

root'. When we introduced it in (5.1) we pointed out that it plays a

very limited role in Luganda phonology. It is required only for the

statement of the suffix vowel harmony rule (Lass 1973)* Extension

suffix vowels must agree with the vowel of the root in specification

for the feature 'Advanced tongue root* (a,t.r). The vowels /i,a,u/
are Q-a.t.r) and the vowels /e,o/ are C+ a.t.r.): only vowels from the

first set can occur in extensions where the root vowel is Q-a.t.ri)
and conversely only ft- a.t,r.] vowels can occur in extensions when

the root vowel is from the second set. This harmonization occurs in

about a dozen extended verb forms. The traditional syntactic labels

for extension suffixes are used. Their appropriateness is relevant to

1 These raise different problems which we shall not diBOuss until
(9.3.2.2)
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the issues under consideration.

1
Examples

(i) infinitive

passive

applied

causative

stative

conversive

/ku + siNB + a/ (kusi:mba] 'to plant'
i

/ku + siiiB + Vpu + a/ {jcusi:mbibwa] 'to be planted'
/ku + siUB + 71 + a/ (kusijmbiLa} 'to plant for'

t

/ku + siMB + VS + a/ (jcusi:mbioa3 'to cause to plant'
\

/ku + siliB + V-. + a/ (jkusi tmbikaj 'to be plantable*
i

/ku + siNB + VI + a/ (kusisnbuja]} 'to uproot'

(ii) infinitive /ku + fuNB + a/ ,-to cook'
t

passive /ku + fuNB + V/fu + a/ (kufujmbibwa} 'to be cooked'
applied /ku + fuHB + VI + a/ (kufujmbilaJ 'to cook for'

causative /ku + fuiiB + VS + a/ (kufumbisa} 'to cause to oook'
t

stative /ku + fuHB + Vk + a/ 0cufu*.mbika3 'to be cookable'
t

conversive */ka + fuIJB + VI + a/ (kufuxmbuia] (an accidental gap)

(iii) infinitive /ku + la^>' + a/ [jcul^a] 'to see'
passive /ku + la/S + Vjftu. + a/ {jcuiaySi^wa] 'to be seen'

/ku + lajS + VI + a/ Ocula^S l£a]| 'to see for'
/ku + lay# + VS + a/ (jcuiay&sa} 'to cause to see*
/ku + la,j$ + Vk + a/ (Jcu/^ikaJ 'to be visible'

applied

causative

stative

conversive /ku + 1&jS + VI + a/ {jpxJLajfiuJa] 'to warn'

(iv) infinitive

passive

applied

causative

stative

/ku + tem + a/ (kutemaj 'to cut'

/ku + tem t V#u + a/ (kutemebweQ 'to be out'

/ku + tem + VI + a/ (kutemeia} 'to cut for'

/ku + tem + VS + a/ (jcutemesa} 'to cause to cut'

/ku + tern + Vk + a/ [kutemeka} 'to be cutable'

1 55iis is not an exhaustive list of the formation of verb forms listed
here. See Ashton, et a^. (op.cit) for a fuller discussion.
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4

conversive /leu + ten + VI + a/ [kutemuJa} 'to murder*

(v) infinitive

passive

applied

causative

stative

conversive

/ku + go^ + a/ (kug^'a} 'to chase'
/ku + + &/ 0cugc/$e^wa] 'to be chased'
/ku + go# + VI + a/ |kug<^e.£a) 'to chase for'
/ku + ojS + VL + a/ 0cugo/5esa3 'to cause to chase'
/ku ■+ gojS+ Vk + a/ [leaguefaj 'to be chaseable'
/ku + go+ VI + a/ (kugo/oiaj 'to draw bolt of rifle'

In the examples in (i), (ii) and (iii) there is G-a.t.r.}

harmony while in the examples iv) and (v) there is {+ a.t.iQ

harmony.

The same vowel harmony process goes on where an extension

suffix is reduplicated,

Examples

(vi) oonversive /ku + sum + VI + VI + a/ {JoisumuluJ^J 'to untie'

/ku + go^+Vl + VI + a/ Oeugo^oJa] 'to make a profit'
applied /ku + Jim + VI + VI + a/ [kuyimili£a] «to stand up'

/ku + sek + 71 + VI + &/ [kuseke£eja3 'td> laugh at,
make fun of'

or where more than one extension is suffixed to the root:

(vii) stative + /ku + la# + Vk -f VI + a/ QculakiciXaJ 'to appear to'
applied ' '

/ku + teg + V, + 71 + a/ Qcutogeke£a3 'to prepare for'

/leu + sajl + Vk + 71 + a/ QcusEpuciXa] 'to welcome'
The extension suffix vowel harmony rule can be stated using SSCj

1 Here one would expect */kutemoia/ not CkutemuJla], This erratic
behaviour will be explained below (see 9.5.3)
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SSC3. if fl cons f _

[oda.t.rj °o
VH~ —'VR

Then

cons Cj
ES

The abbreviations mean the following!

VR ss verb root;

C ss zero or more consonants
o

= at least one consonant

ES =s any suffix

( )n = the condition between brackets applies n times.

Rote that though in our informal representation of the

harmonising suffix vowel we have simply used the archi-segment V
wot

in a for/ representation it must be specified for other features as

well since only the feature values 'advanced tongue root' are

predictable using this rule. For example, for /ka + fuH3 + VI + a/

[kufusiabiLaJ 'to cook for' this rule will fill in the values for

the feature 'advanced tongue root's

SSC3a If - cons

- low
+ grave
■* a.t.r.

VR VR

The examples so far given of suffix vowel harmony have been

of roots ending in a consonant. The SSCJ operates equally where
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there is no root final consonant present.

Examples

(riii) infinitive /ku + lita/ [kuJyajJ 'to eat'

passive /ku + li + V/$vl + a/ QcuJij^waQ 'to "be eaten'
applied /ku + li + VI + a/ QcuJ[i:Xa] 'to eat for'

causative /ku + li + VS + a/ QcuiisssQ 'to cause to eat'

stative /ku + li + Vk + a/ [kui-iska} 'to be edible'

9.3*2.2 'Opaque* suffix vov:el harmony

Severe problems are posed by 'vowel harmony* in roots whose

underlying representation, in the less abstract analysis which we

suggested in (9»2.2.2), consists of only consonants and no non-

consonants. Since the vowel of the root always controls vowel

harmony it is not clear why only vowels from the non-advanced

tongue root series occur after all the roots which consist of /-CC-/

Examples

/ku + CB + a/ (Jtubia] 'to steal'
i

/ku + CB + Vy6 u + a/ {kubsi/>wa]] 'to be stolen'
/ku + CB + VI + a/ OcubiiJla} 'to steal for'

/ku + CB + VS + a/ (kub:isa3 'to cause to steal'

(ix) infinitive

passive

applied

causative

stative /ku + CB + Vk + a/ (jcubrika} 'to be stealable'
t

(x) infinitive /ku + ct a/ {kutsa} 'to kill'
t

passive /ku ct + V^su + a/ (kutii^wa) 'to be killed'
applied /ku + ct + VI + a/ (kut:iXa] 'to kill for'

i

causative /ku 4* ct + VS + a/ Oaisrisa] 'to cause to kill'^
f

stative /ku 4* ct + Vk + a/ (kutjika] 'to be killable'

1 The causative morpheme triggers off spirantisation.
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Though these roots contain no vowels, they behave like roots

from the non-advanced tongue root series. Diachronically, of course,

these forms are all derived from Proto-Bantu roots which had */-$$./
t

followed by a consonant: PB ,-to steal and 'to
t ^ 1

kill1 would naturally take /i,a,u/ suffixes.

This data provides ammunition for proponents of absolute

neutralization. They might, on the basis of it, claim justification

for synchronic lexical representations of forms like these which are

almost identical to the Proto-Bantu forms. Using extrinsioally ordered

rules they could get from /ku + jitf + a/ 'to steal' and /ku + jit + a/
I X

•to kill' and all the extended forms of these verbs which display

vowel harmony in a natural way. For these rules to work the linguist

would have to ensure that the deletion of the weak syllable /-ji-/
X

did not happen before the suffix harmony rule. The derivation of

(kutiila) 'to kill for' might, for example, proceed like this:
»

(1) underlying representation

/ku + jit f VI + a/

(2) Vowel harmony rule

/ku jit + il + a/
1

Then the remaining rule would apply to yield a strong (t:] see (9.2.2.1)
i

The two important points to take noteof here are (i) the occurence of

a non-advanced vowel in the suffix is regarded as a synchronic

productive process and (ii) the importance of extrinsic rrule ordering

for this solution.

As elsewhere in this chapter the question that is to be asked

1 See (7»5»3)» (9«2,2,1) and (9.2,2.2) for a discussion of the
origin and status of strong consonants.
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here is not whether absolute neutralization provides the oorreot

explanation. There is no doubt that it does. The only question is

whether that explanation is synchronic. It is very doubtful that the

vowels in extension suffixes are regarded by any speaker synchronically

as being phonologically conditioned by the abstract root vowel of

/i/. There are about only a score of roots wich /-CC-/ sequences. It
I

is therefore not difficult to imagine that speakers learn as lists

these verbs and the extension suffixes they can take. Memorizing

verbs which take only non-advanced suffixes is made relatively easy

by the additional fact that they are very common verbs in the

1™suae° e-K* H'J 'to **»»•. fcujc.aa .to 00.0 (go) down..
Omnia) 'to refuse'. Furthermore, as we shall see in (9.3.3) suffix

vowel harmony is asymmetrical; the non-advanced series dominate so
A

that unless it[explicitly stated that it is the advanced series that
are involved it can always be assumed that it is Q-a.t.r) that is

the harmonizing feature. In other words one synchronic explanation

for the occurence of non-advanced vowels after roots of the /-CC-/

type may be accounted for by the fact that 0»a.t.r3 is the unmarked

member of the tongue root advancing opposition.

9»5«3 done typological remarks

We shall base this discussion on the remarks on vowel harmony

typologies outlined in Aolci (1968).

Direction. In verb extensions vowel harmony is progressives it goes

from left to right. The vowel of the root determines the specification

of the extension vowel(s) for the feature 'advanced tongue root'^• In

1 In addition to Aoki (1968) other generative studies in vowel
harmony include Lightner (1965), Dimmer (1967) and Vago (1973).
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preprefix vowel harmony it is a different matter. Harmony is

regressive: the vowel of the class prefix* determines the value

for the feature 'grave* for the preprefix which goes before it.

Harmonizing features. As we noted earlier, preprefix vowel harmony

operates on the feature 'grave': prefixes and preprefix must he

£x grave} • Suffix vowel harmony operates in terms of tongue root

advancing: the verb root vowel and the extension suffix vowel must

be

Asymmetry.in SSC3 it was stated that the root vowel determines the

value for the feature 'advanced tongue root* for all the extension

vowels that follow it. We must modify that statement. Vowel harmony

is disrupted when, having' started off with a harmonizing advanced

tongue root vowel, there occurs a switch to the non-advanced tongue

root series. In the examples in (i), (ii) and (iii) below vowel

harmony goes as SSC3 would predict, with non-advanced vowels in all

extensions where the root vowel is non-advanced but in the examples

in (iv) through (vi) vowel harmony starts off with the , -advanced
2

series and ends with the non-advanced.

Examples

(i) Static: /ku + sit + am + a/ Qcusitama} 'to squat down'

static + passive: /ku + sit + am + l^u + a/ (jcusitamibwaj 'to be
squatted down'3

static + applied: /ku •»- sit + am + VI + a/ {kusitamilaj 'to squat
down for/at'

conversive: /ku + sit + Vk + a/ (kueituka] 'to stand up'

conversive + applied: /ku * sit + Vk + VI + a/ (kusitulila] 'to stand up
for'

1 This term is used loosely to cover independent prefixes as well
aee (0.4.2.1)

2 These syntactic semantic labels are taken from Ashton et al.(op.Pit.)
Their syntactic/semantic justification is not crucial to the
argument here.

3 As in (kuaitamibwaiko} 'to be squatted down on'
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conversive + applied
+ associative

conversive 4 applied
+ associative
4 applied

(ii) statici

static + applied!

static 4 conversive
4 conversive:

static + applied
4 associative
+ applied;

(iii) contactive;

/leu + sit 4 VI 4 agan + a/ (jcucituiagana) 'to
lift each other up*

/ku + sit 4 VI + VI 4 agan 4 VI 4 a/
OcusituJLiXaganiX-sQ 'to lift up each other for'

/ku 4 kut 4 am 4 a/ Qcukutara^) 'to bow the head,
bend down'

/ku 4 kut 4 an 4 "1 4 a/ Qcukutamiia^ 'to bow to'

/ku 4 kut 4 am 4 VI 4 Vk 4 a/ [kukutamuJLukuksQ
'to straighten oneself up'

/ku 4 kutam 4 VI 4 agan 4 VI A a/
Ocukutaiaj,I.aganiia} 'to bow to each other'

/ku 4 ku 4 at 4 a/ (kukwa:ta] 'to catch, seize'

contactive 4 applied: /ku 4 ku 4 at 4 VI 4 a/ Qnikwaiti.Ia} 'to catch for'

contactive 4 applied
4 associative
4 applied:

(iv) infinitives

applied:

/ku 4 ku 4 at 4 VI 4 agan 4 VI + a/
Qcukwa:ti£agani£aJ 'to catch each other at'

/ku 4 ton 4 a/ (jcutoma} 'to aim'

/ku 4 torn 4 VI 4 a/ (kutomela^ 'to charge into,
bump into'

applied 4 associative /ku 4 torn 4 VI 4 agan 4 a/ {kutomelagana]
'to bump into each other'

applied 4 associative /ku 4 ton 4 VI 4 agan 4 VI A a/ (kutomeiaganilsQ
4 applied:

(v) infinitive:

'to bump into each other at'

/ku 4 go/3 4 a/ 'to chase'

associative 4 applied: /ku 4 gftg + agan 4 VI 4 a/ Qcug^aganiXaQ 'to
r*]-»r cu* n+V>or fnr •

(vi) infinitive:

chase each other for'

/ku 4 tern 4 a/ QcutenaJ 'to cut'

associative 4 applied: /ku 4 tern 4 agan 4 VI 4 a/ (kutenaganila}
'to cut each other for'

conversive 4 associative /ku 4 tern 4 VI 4 agan 4 VI 4 a/
4 applied: (kutemuJaganilaQ 'to murder each other for'

iixamples (iv) through (vi) above show the asymmetrical nature of

extension suffix vowel harmony, The non-advanced vowels are the
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dominant series. Hie /u/ of the convereive suffix and the /a/ of

the static and the associative suffix vhich do not show any

alternation are significantly all non-advanced vowels. Hie non-

altexnating vowels would have to be specified for the feature

•advanced* in the underlying representation because their value for

this feature cannot be predicted on the basis of whether or not the

verb root vowel is p a.t.r}. These vowels have to be specified as

Q-a.t.r] because they are not neutral with regard to vowel harmony.

In the examples in (iv) through (vi) these non-alternating vowels

are followed in every case by vowels from the non-tongue advanced

series: the presence of a non-advanced vowel causes a switch from

a.to a. t.~^J•
Suffix extension vowel harmony could be approached in terms of

markedness. One could argue that £-a«t.r} vowels are unmarked and

[+ a.t.r^ vowels are marked. In the event of a conflict between

Qt- a.t.rj and Q- a.t.r] vowels the P a.t.rj vowels prevail.

To express extension suffix vowel harmony two If-Then conditions
.... . . 1

1 'Exts1 means extended verb stem. It inoludes the verb root and
extension suffixes but does not include the basic (or non—basio)
verbal suffix which occurs finally in a verb stem (0.4.2.2)
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These two conditions can be collapsed as SSC6 which is a

disjunction of SSC4 and SSC5: only one of these If-Then conditions

With this we shall end our discussion of vowel harmony in

Luganda and of a»orphophonology in general and turn to word

structure output conditions.
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10. PHONOLOGICAL WORD STRUCTURE CONSTRAINTS

Phonological word stx-ucture constraints are output conditions

on systematic phonetic sequences within the domain of a phonological

word (4.3.2). They apply only within this domain and have no effect

beyond it.

10.1 Phonological word structure conditions on vowels

10.1.1 Only low vowels occur word initially

One interesting fact about the distribution of vowels in Luganda

is that only low vowels may occur word initially, and even root

initially the occurence of non low vowels is extremely rare. In the

underlying representation any vowel might occur initially but in

fact initial non low vowels are not common. So far the only roots

commencing with a non-low vowel which 1 have found are /-iso/ Q-isoJ
•eye' and /-uNgu/ £-u: 'vegetable marrow'. In the systematic

l
phonetic representation only low vowels can occur initially. This has

been recognised for some time by students of Loganda (of. Cole:1967i6).

This constraint may be expressed as implicational set 2i

The effect of this output condition can be seen in the vowel

harmony rule in (9.3.1).

It is important to note that vowel lowering is a persistent

process in Luganda which has a long history. Today the output

condition banning non-low vowels from initial position lowers /i/ and

/u/ to [e] and C°3 respectively; diaohronically it led to the lowering

of close /i/ and /u/ which resulted in the merger of these vowels with

If [-consj
V

Then £+ low}

t t
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/i/ and /u/ respectively (7*3*1).
10*1*2 Demarcative vowel length

Cole (op.cit.. 5-6) has suggested that word initially, except

when followed by a Co"* cluster, word initial vowels are phonemically

long. This claim is very difficult to justify* if phonemio means

unpredictable and distinctive then surely vowel length cannot be

phonemic if it can be predicted by Cole's neat rule.

A more satisfactory alternative, and the one which we shall

opt for is to regard initial - and final vowel length, for vowels
2

are also long word finally - as a demarcative feature. In Firthian

terms, initial and final vowel length may be considered a prosody of
3

word initial and word final position . The phonetic realisation of

vowels in these positions is discussed in (14*1*1) saci (14*1*3) See

also (11.4*5) a discussion of some of the phonological issues

involved in word final vowel length.

10*1.3 Vowel raising

In a phonological word any vowel preceding a front (i.e. (-grave) )
vowel is realised as raised. Phonetically raising entails being

articulated with the tongue slightly fronted and ~£k\<zr ho Hn*

- ol -ike. wiou+k, The acoustic effect of tongue raising is lowering

F.j values and raising values in spectrograms (see 14*5)

1 What he regards an CC sequences are regarded in this description
as single strong consonants.

2 Ashton, et al., (op.citj state that as a rule word final vowels
are short. This claim is inaccurate as we shall see later in
this section and in (14*1*3)

3 Ve have called this vowel length a characteristic of the phono¬
logical word because that is how it has been traditionally
regarded (of. Cole, op.cit.). In fact these remarks do not apply
to the word in isolation but also to an entire phonological phrase.
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'viewers

Examples

/jja + som + a/ {^6'aaomaJ 'they read* /jga. + som + i/ ^asomi}~ 'readers'
/pa. + lays' + a/ ^jajLa^a] 'they see' /^a + ljyS + i/ j^aia/Si}
/V + ciu + tii/ fomuti:] 'tree'

^5a +^i/ 'bad' (class 2, plural)
/a + li + ria/ [aiina} 'he has'

/y$a q/ 'his' (cl ss 2, plural possessed individual)
/y6'a + layS + e/ \paS&j$e\ 'see then]1
/j$a, + son + e/ ^asome} 'let then read]'

Ihe vowel raising rule can be expressed using SSC7^.
SSC7 If ff |~- cons | J - cons J

grave /E=J - D I 4

Then £+ raisedj
Cconsi «t J» P syiij*

10.2 Word structure conditions on consonants

10.2.1 The Ganda Law

The Ganda Lav (also called lieinhof's rule) is responsible for

some of the major complications of Lu, anda phonology. It is a rule

whose application is limited to a single phonological word, Heinhof

(1932:183) formulated this rule in these words:

Vhen two successive syllables both begin with a nasal plus a

following voiced plosive, the plosive of the first syllable

is lost.

Meinhof's formulation of the Ganda Lav was not altogether accurate

as one can see from these examples:

1 SSC7 is similar to Brown (1972)'s redundancy rule 35 stating
vowel raising in Lumusaaba.
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rH + p allBa/ (maajmbaJ
'lung fish' (classes 9/10)

jii + laKga/ Jn:a:^gaj
i

•harp' (classes 9/10)

/M + jiJJB + a/ ^|i:i:mba3
•I sing*

/N + gal® + o/ (n:a:mbo3
i »

'rumours' (classes 9/10)

/ll + jiNz + a/ [jt;i:nsa3
• I em able'

/■ + lollzalollz n a/ fn:ojnzalo:nza]
t i «

'1 vaccilate'

(ii)

/N +^un -i- a/ [in:una}
•I am covered with*

/K + linii/ [nsimiQ
i

•tongues' (class 10)

/li + jaajaan + VI + a/ ^l:a:ya:niia3
'I long for'

/N + gom + a/ J/J i omaj
. i

(iii)

/.N + bam + a/ [pbaiaaj
i

•I rush about madly'

/ka +^ai®a/ Qca^asinbaJ
•small lung fish' (class 12)

/ka + laiiga/ [kajasyjga]
'small harp* (class 12)

/ku + jilfB + a/ [kuyi :raba3
t

'to sing*

/lu + gaNB + o/ (jugasmbo^
t

'rumour' (class 11)

/tu + jiMz + a/ 0uyi:nza]|
i

'we are able'

/tu -i- lollzaloliza/ {tulosnzaloinsal
i i

•we vaccilate'

/"•~u + ftun + a/ [ki^unaQ
'to be covered with'

/lu -f limi/ [luiimij
'tongue' (class 11)

/ku + jaajaan + VI + a/ (kuya:ya:nila)
•to long for'

/ka t goma/ [1 agoraaQ
'small drum' (class 12)

/ku + bam + a/ (kubamaj
'to rush about madly'

1 The presence of a handful of non-alternating /b/'s and /d/'s
which have no continuant counterparts is what justifies setting
them up as contrasting underlying units (0.4.1»2)
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(iT)

/N + doNgo/ [iido: tj goJ /ka + doNgo/ Qeadoi^go}
i i

'harp' (classes 9/10) •small harp' (class 12)

/N + doNgu + a/ Jndoj^gwa) /tu + doNgu + a/ [tudotj/gwa}
•I talk absolute rubbish* 'we talk absolute rubbish*

The Ganda Law applies to forms in (i) and (ii) but fails to

apply to forms in (iii) and (iv). Meinhof'e formulation of the

rule would incorrectly predict its application in all the four sets

of examples. The correct formulation of the rule can be informally

stated as follows:

Structural description: /NCV^N/
where N stands for any nasal

C for a nonstop, nonobstruent consonant (/^»1»
at least one vowel

Structural change: Jn:V-|N]]
Note that it is essential to specify the consonant following

the nasal as \r o^iir] because the Ganda Law operates only in (i)
and (ii) where the underlying representation of the stop following

the first nasal is obstr^j" ^ iG ^or ^ilis reason that the rule
fails to apply in (iii) and (iv) where the plosive following the

first nasal is derived from a consonant which is g^str^* ■®1*s
fact is not brought out in Meinhof's formulation of the Ganda Law.

Another fact which is missed in the original formulation is that the

first nasal is phonetically strengthened as a result of this operation

1 The curious behaviour of /g/ as a nonobstruent, nonstop will be
discussed later in this section and in (13.2).
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in Luganda'. A further point to note is that the presence of a

plosive after the second nasal is not necessary in the structural

description of the Ganda Law: it operates cm examples in (ii)

where the second nasal is directly followed by a vowel.

The Ganda Law is discussed by ileinhof under the heading

"Dissimilation of Basal Compounds". This seems to be inappropriate.

Surely its effect is not to cause dissimilation. It could more

revealingly be regarded as a consonant harmony rule for it makes

two successive syllable onsets agree in specification for the feature
A

value [tnasal}.
Let us now turn to the curious involvement of /g/ in the Ganda

Law. l.'e claimed for the Ganda Law to apply the consonant following

is affected. There is no straightforward explanation. We shall offer

this tentative explanation: let us first of all assume that the same

segment may simultaneously belong to more than one natural class:

which natural class it belon :s to being determined by the phonological

process it is involved in (Lass:1973)« An underlying /g/ is a stop

everywhere except when it is involved in the Ganda Law, For this

process it is classified as a nonstop obstruent. There is good

1 Meinhof's formulation of this rule is correct in this respect
in the case of other Bantu languages which have the Ganda Law
but which do not have strong consonants e.g. lumasaaba (of.
Urown:1972)

2 Of course, the purpose of these criticisms is not to cudgel
Meinhof, working with very limited data this great Bantuist
was able to recognise one of the central phonological processes
of Luganda and indeed of many other Bantu languages. In spite
of its shortcomings, his formulation of the rule war. not too
wide of the mark.

the first nasal must be
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phonetic evidence for classifying this sound as a nonstop

obstruent, Kymographic data show that intervocalically /g/ is

often realised as [y]i there is no complete closure (13.2). Note

also that recognition of a phonetic ty] and the possibility of the

/g/ in the Ganda Law environment being analysed - only for that

rule - as a velar' continuant means that the segment structure rule

which states that there are no velar continuants has to be modified.

From the point of view of pattern congruity a velar continuant

alternating with velar voiced stop completes the pattern of voiced

stops alternating with velar continuants. As we stated at the outset

this explanation is tentative.

ihe domain of the Ganda Law is limited to the phonological

word. It cannot operate across word boundaries, 'therefore /LGT N/

sequences in the following examples are not affected by the Ganda Law*

(v)

H Jga + a mu + gaCga / (mbamugia])*' 'If 1 were rich....''
» t

/ IJ + ^Sa + a il + gul + a / [mba*^guis3 'Ab I was buying... •
/ & B + li # 0 + LBaale -ff j [ndismbaijLe} 'I am at hbaftle'

/ II + juu h + lala £j1ju:ndaJa) 'another house'
i ft Hga N + ygal 4- a/ J^:ga:mba!a3 'when I am counting'
/ r^a + 0 + tuSg + a II' + goje / (g,tu*^ga*ygoye] 'he sews clothes'
/ft a + 0 -! jiHB + . ^uzi fj? [ayi;nba:mbuzi3 'he tethers goats'

+ luilD + a h + liga j9" [alusndaindiga} 'he herds sheep'
i i

/ il + li + h +^ elehge ^ / {pdyasmbelej^ge} '1 eat popcorn*
/#/? a + tuffi) + a N + pcia / (p'atu:nda:mbwaQ 'they sell dogs'

1 Hie first [a] is not lengthened. Hie reason for this is still
unclear.
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Clearly the Ganda Law is an output condition on the phono¬

logical word stipulating that in the surface phonetic representation

no word may have sequences of [[ NCV-|N j| where C is derived from an

Estop 1obstr.J
Outside that domainunderlying consonant specified as

suoh sequences are permissible. The sequences in (v) are therefore

all permissible. The discussion up to this point may be summarised

using the following rules:

a) Ganda Law word structure constraint:

ft X [: cons

nasal] + cons
- stop
- obstr.

jj- cons ]J /[I cons J + cons

+ nasal X#

where X stands for segments not relevant to this output condition.

b) Traffic rule 2

If ft X + cons

+ nasal
+ cons
- stop
- obstr.

+ cons

+ nasal
X ft

Then L-rule 2J J+ r-rule 2JE -rule 2J |+ r-rule ■]E --rule 2^

c) B»rule 2

ft
+ cons /
- stop
- obstr. I

|+ cons I1+ nasal \zcons] E cons]] + cons

+ nasal ft

d) This derivation is completed by the compensatory lengthening

sequential redundancy rule which specifies the first nasal is long

(11.4*3*2). In order to correctly specify the first nasal as long

in the present model the Ganda Law has to be a global rule looking

back to the previous stages of the derivation and forward to the
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ultimate phonetic realisation. It is necessary to cheok the

derivational history in order to find out whether the plosive

following the first nasal is derived from a consonant which is

. it is necessary to look forward to the output in orderE> stop 1> obstr.J'
to establish that it is going to form one phonological word.

Inhere a sequence has a Gaada Lav derivational history its

first nasal will be specified [+ long}^.
S3C8

If + cons

+ nasal
+ G.L.

Q- consj consjj cons

nasal

G.L. G.L.

V
Ihen long]

where
G

e r i,L^ JG.L.
p

means'with a Ganda Lav derivational history'1.

The Ganda Law is a phonological word structure rule? an equally

strong case could be made for regarding it as a morphophonological

rule. In all examples of the Ganda Law the first nasal is either

an exponent of the first person, singular pronoun or a classes 9/10

prefix. It is arguable that the Ganda Law is not simply a phonological

word structure rule but is rather a morphophonological rule, e have

chosen to call it a word structure rale because it is possible to

state it without reference to any morphological information even in

a relatively non-abstract description.

1 'Long* is being used as a cover term for strong consonants. Far
a more precise statement see chapter 13.

2 The use of global rules to abate the Ganda Law may be an artefact
of our model. It is quite possible that a formulation of the rule
which avoids global rules could be made.
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One last point which we shall make about the Ganda Law is

that it is a major source of strong consonants. In languages like

Lumusaaba where there is no strengthening of the kind found in

Luganda the deletion of the continuant is not compensated for.

In Luganda where strengthening is a favourite phonological process

(9*2.1) the deletion of the continuant following the first nasal

leads to the strengthening of the nasal in compensation. See the

example in (i) and (ii) above.

Hie strengthening produced by the Ganda Law should not be

confused with the strengthening which occurs when two nasals, each

having itB own raison d'etre abut:

Examples

/N + male/ (ptaie^ 'lung fish' /ka + male/ Qcaraaie] 'small lung fish'
' (classes 9/10) (class 12)

/N + meae/ (m:ese3 'mouse' /ka + mese/ ^amese} 'small rat'
• (classes 9/10) (class 12)

/N + mil + a/ Gpjila} *1 swallow' /tu + mil + a/ [tamila} 'we swallow'
/N + nog + a/ fctoga) *1 pick fruit' /tu + nog + a/ (tunoga} 'we pick fruit'

The Ganda Law is the last word structure rule which we shall

discuss. In the next chapter we shall turn to surface phonotactic

output conditions.
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11 HHQHQ'fACTlC CQHbgBAIfaEES

Recall we stated in (4»3«3) that phonotactio constraints are

output conditions which all surface representation in phonology

must conform to. Ko inadmissible surface phonetic sequence can go

through these filters1, '..hile morphophonological constraints apply-

only to some subsystems in the phonology and word structure rules

apply only within the domain of the word, phonotactic constraints

apply everywhere within the phonological phrase which constitutes

2
their maximum domain . '£he constraints described here apply

obligatorily in citation forms end slov, Epeech. ihey are noi'absolute
in allegro speech.

11»1 Consonant sequence constraints

In the surface phonetic representation in Luganda the only

permissible consonant sequences are those where a homorganic nasal

is followed by a non-nasal consonant,

hxampies

initially medially

/M + Sua./ (»W»l3 'dog' /ku + sahB + a/ CkusasmbsJ 'to kick'
• t

/N + pisi/ {mpisi3 'hyena' /ku + Npi/ Qcusmpi] 'near'
t i

/N + fun f- a/ (rjfungQ 'I get' /rau + sal-rvu/ j^nusasnpm] 'seven'
/N + te/' (nte3 'cow' /mu + Ntu/ (mu:nttQ 'person*

i i

/N + juu/' (jvj-:ui3 'house' /V + 1 + juu/ (e:jvj.u:3 'house'
/N + koko/ l}jkoko3 'hen' /H + siligo/ (nsijfjgo) 'neck'

i * i

/N + go/ fygo] 'leopard' /ma + Ngu/ (maa^giQ 'quickly'

1 Surface (phonetic) representations will be roughly equivalent
to the^grossly allophonic representations of the traditional
phonemic!st.

2 For further discussion of rules with different domains see

Chomsky and Halle (1968t12).
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This constraint can be expressed by SSC9i

SSC9 t If cons J

Then

+ cons

(^anterior

^grave
yiingual

y
+ nasal
oC anterior
/S grave
Ylingual

nasalJ

Phonotactic constraint 1 blocks any other consonant sequences

in the surface phonetic representation, everal rules conspire to

ensure that sequences which would, if left unmodified, violate

this output condition are sorted out.

(i) then an underlying /CC/ sequence other than /NC/ occurs ae in
1

these examples:

/ku + Ct + a/ {kut:a] 'to kill*

/ku + Cm + a/ Qcumia) *to refuse*

/N + mese/ [m:ese] 'rat*
i

it is rejected by phonotactic constraints and goes to the traffic

rules.

There traffic rale $a indicates that it has to go to P-rule 2a

for modification:

Traffic rule 3a: If |+ cons "1 f+ cons [
od nasal \oC naoal I

I i
Then {V -rale 2aJ £ -rule 2a]

2
P-rule 3a consists of two simultaneous sub-rules :

(1) [I oon.1 . IT— 1 / (I cons 1
(ii) p cons j ^ / / + cons\0C nasal " / -Y nasalI— / + lon6

1 For detailed discussion see chapter 9.

2 Following Koutsoudas, Sanders and Noll (1974) we are not
stipulating any extrinsic rule ordering.
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(ii) another rule is needed to block triconBonantal clusters which

arise in the underlying representation when a nasal prefix is

placed before a stem/root commencing with a /GG/ sequence, h"uch

sequences are simplified in order to avoid a violation phonotactic

constraints 1 which allows only Qicf) sequences in the surface

representation.

There are two strategies used to simplify triconsonantal
1

sequences . .here the root begins with a consonant followed by a

nonnasal consonant, the first root consonant is deleted and an

epenthetic fed syllable is inserted between the nasal prefix and

the remaining root consonant which, after the deletion of the first

consonant, now occupies the initial position.

Examples

infinitive first person, singular, present tense

/ku + Gt + a/ QcutisQ Ho kill* /N + Ct + a/ ^rzitsj X kill'
t '

/ku + Gk + a/ [kukjaJ Ho come (go, fu + Ck + a/ (naikaj 'I come (go)
• down' * down'

/ku + C}3 + a/ C<ub:a3 Ho steal' /h + GB + a/ (nzi^Sa] '1 steal*

These sequences are rejected by phonotactic constraint 1. They are

consequently directed by traffic rule 3b to P-rule 3b for modification.

'Traffic rule 3b: If 4 cons [+ cons | f+ cons |
+ nacalj U J nasalj

y v N|/
Uien {+ i-xule 3b] {+ j-rule 3b] r-rule 3b]

B-rule 3b: (i) + cons —/ h cons |+ cons j
L—alj

1 See chapter 9 (passim) and (14.5.2) for discussion of other aspeota
of this problem. The analysis presented here was explained in
(9.2.2.1) and (9.2.2.2).
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(li) i-> + cone

+ obstr.
- stop
- grave
+ voice

- cons
- grave
- low

4- cons

+ nasal
+ cons

* nasal

khere the lexical root begins with /CN/ the initial

consonant is deleted and the nasal prefix is realised as a strong

palatal nasal Cjj 0; epenthetic is also Inserted between the
Cjj0 aru* the nasal which after the deletion of /c/ occupies the
initial position.

Examples

infinitive

/ku + Cm + a/ [kumia} 'to refuse*

1st person singular, present tense

/N + Cma/ QuimaJ 'I refuse*
<J I

/ku + Cp.+ Vk + a/ Qcun.:u]«0 'to /H + Cn 4- Vk + a/ (nsiriuka] 'I leave^ i leave work* ^ J\ J work'

Traffic rule 3c sends these /HON/ sequences to B-rule 3c to have

their anomaly sorted out:

Traffic rule 3c J If ["+ cons
•f naflftl

I

+ oons^J
I

+ cons

+ nasal

4
Then [+ B-rule 3cJ C+ B-rule 3o) (+ B-rule 3<0

B-rule 3c: (i) + cons

+ nasal -»

(ii) [+ cons^] —

- grave
- anterior
+ long

+ cons

4- nasal
- grave
- anterior

_+ long

(iii) 0 —> - cons
- grave
- low

4- cons

4- nasal
- grave
- anterior
4- long

4- cons

4- nasal
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All these three P-rules are obviously functionally related.

They conspire together to prevent violations of Hxonotactic

constraint 1 which allows no consonant sequences in the surface

representation except those specified by SSC9.

Implicational set 2:

[+ cons! —j B-rule 3a]"

B-rule 3b)
B-rule 3cI

1

(except SSC9)

where y means 'no sequence greater than*

Another output condition affecting oonsonants is the
/%Vio4**r* "Hi

requirement that any segment which is nasa^"j B.e. any one of
the continuants /^>lj/ is realised as a Btop after a nasal.
■Traffic rule 4j If + cons + cons

+ nasal - obstr.
— - nasal

V

C+ I^rule 43 C+ B-rule 43
B-rule 4* - obstrT]

- nasal
. I v ["+ obstrT]J -7 [. .top J [: cons

nasal

Examples

/N + f$ uzi/ (pbuzi3 'goat* /ka + ^ uzi/ Oca/uziJ 'kid'

/N + liga/ (pdigaj 'sheep' /ka + liga/ QcaiigaJ 'lamb'
t

/ku + saHB + a/ 0cusa:mba3 'to kick'
*

/ku + liND + a/ (kulisndeQ 'to wait'
i

See (0.4.1.2) and (0.4.1*3) £ox further discussion.

Earlier in (0.4*1*3) end (4.2.4) we argued for the maximum

exploitation of the notion of redundancy and the minimum use of

B-rulee. On the basis of the arguments advanced there B-rule 4 will

be replaced by S3C10 which states that the archiphoneme of a stop

1 For a fuller more formal statement of an implications!, set see
Implieational set 1 in (9.1*2)
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and a continuant is realised as a stop following a nasalt

SSC10: If + cons

+ nasal
+ cons
- nasal
+ voiced
- strident
+ F

Then fr stop]
where F stands for any place of articulation features. SSC10

avoids the arbitrariness of regarding the underlying segment

following a nasal where no morpheme boundary as a continuant which

B-rule 4 forces upon the linguist.

11.2 Vowel influence: Palatalisation

SSC11 If ± cons
!— —

- cons

+ obstr. - low
- anterior - grave

Then C- grave]
Obstruent, nonanterior consonants are

that position the opposition between velars and palatals is

suspended, lhat is why we have represented the voiceless segment

that occurs in that position as /k/ and its voiced counterpart as

/J/ (0.4.1.3).

Examples

/K± + Ntu/ [ci:ntu] 'thing'
f

/Ki +/5ila/ (pi/?iLtQ 'forest'

/mu + KLla (inuclL a} 'tail'

/ma + Ji/ (pa-^0 'eggs'
/Ji + no/ Cfino] ' these' (class 4» plural)
11.3 Nasalisation

Vowels are nasalised before and after nasal consonants.

Nasalisation is particularly strong when a vowel occurs between
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two nasal consonants*

SSC12 oonaTj

E

+ cons

+ nasal

nasaTJ
Examples

/mi + naana/ QorunainiQ 'eight'

/mu + Ntu/ Qausntu} 'person'

/N + maKBa/ [ja:a:mba3 'lungfish'
« •

/e + Nsi/ (Vmsi]} 'the world'
i

/a + H + la|3 + a/ GTsnda^cQ 'he sees

/SiNga/ CsiijgaJ 'if'

11.4 *Bie syllable

The phonotaotic constraints discussed in this chapter are

best looked at as output conditions on the syllable.

Several linguists in recent years have argued for the

recognition of the syllable as a unit with theoretical status in

generative phonology. They have objected to the fact that Chomsky

and Halle (1968) replace the feature 'vocalic' with the feature

'syllabic' but do not recognise the syllable as a theoretical

construct' ^ in the standard theory (of. Anderson, 19691 Anderson

and Jones, 1972; Fudge, 1969b; Brown, 3>972; Hooper, 1972; Vennetaann,

1972).

Of course, interest in the syllable is not new. Linguists

have for a long time worked with the notion of the syllable.

1 For the mirror image convention see Bach 1968.
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Traditionally a distinction has been drawn between the phonological

and the phonetic syllable. The phonological syllable has been a

construct employed to state constraints on segment sequence. This

statement of Sammerfelt (1931) is representive:^
...la constitution syllabique fait partie du systems

phono!ogique, il faut le repeter. Elle est d'importance

capitale pour 1'explication phonologique.

And as for the phonetic syllable, there have been two main

views: the motor theory, mainly associated with Stetson (1928) and

the older acoustic/auditory theory which can be traced baok to

Jespersen and Saussure and to Sweet before them. Neither of these

two views has proved altogether satisfactory (cf. Pike, 1943I

Ladefoged, et al., 1958)* Although there is no agreement yet on the

nature of the syllable, many linguists find the syllable a useful

construct in accounting for certain phonetic phenomena such as the

distribution of various segments (cf. 0*Connor and Trim: 1953) and

rhythm (of. Abercrombie:1967). Furthermore, a number of recent studies

(e.g. Fromkin:1968, 1971* and references cited there) have produced

evidence from tongue slip phenomena which very strongly suggests

that speech is programmed in syllable size units.

Besides evidence from speech errors there is data from studies

of neuro-muscular activity in articulation which seems to support

unequivocally the claim that "the minimal linguistic unit corresponding

to the motor commands which produce speech is larger than the phoneme,

perhaps more of the order of a syllable1"(Proakin:1965il63). In their

1 The same point is made by Trubetzkoy (1939)# Haugen (1956),
O'Connor and Trim (1953)# Hosetti (1963), Pulgram (1970). For a
good textbook treatment see Abercrombie (1967).



influential monograph, Kozhevnikov and Chistovich (1965) also

make the same point* They argue that if there were independent and

discreet^ segmentially ordered commands for the execution of each

phoneme no plausible explanation would be found for the way

•segments' slur into each other in the stream of speech* The fact

that sounds slur into each other has been taken by these authors

as evidence for the claim that it is the syllable rather than the

phoneme which should be regarded as the unit of motor programming.

The puzzle of sounds slurring into each other is not too baffling

if one assumes that articulatory organs must be fed with information

of the seoond sound when the first is being executed.

Some have even gone further, Ohala (1970), for example,

envisages a model where an entire phonological phrase is temporarily

stored, with all phonological units in their appropriate order in

which they are going to be articulated; eventually a certain

mechanism tracks this display by activating the requisite vocal cord

command sets (op.cit., 133)* The idea of larger^-than-syllable units

of phonological programming seems to be well supported vowel harmony

rules which operate on several vowels in adjacent syllables and by

consonant harmony rules like the Ganda Law whose scope covers several

syllables* This last line of inquiry deserves serious attention,

however, we shall not pursue it any further. We shall Btiok to

syllable structure rules.

The aim of 11.4*1 has been to show that the syllable is a valid

theoretical construct.1 In the rest of this chapter we shall discuss

the status of the syllable in Luganda and output conditions which

regulate syllable structure in this language.

1 The syllable has to be justified in view of attaoks on it by
scholars like Kohler (1966).
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11*4*1 Ihe syllable in Luganda

The standard analysis. In the Standard analysis of the Luganda

syllable (Ashton et al.« 1954; Tucker, 1962; Cole, 1967), the

following syllable types are distinguished by Tucker (1962)1
short syllables (op.clt.. p.120)

Initial Medial Final

CV- -CV- -CV

(-cyy V-) -CW/yV
V-

H-

G*>

Long syllables

Initial Medial Final

TCVV- -CW- (-CV)

lc7yV- -°W/yV- (-CW/yV)
CVH- -CVM-

CVG- -CVG-

VB-

VG-

where C= consonant

V = vowel

G — syllabic consonant before its geminate

N — syllabic nasal before homorganic consonant

V/y =» either [w) or

The analysis used in this description. The syllabification proposed

by Tucker is plausible but it clashes with the intuitions of native

speakers. This point has already been made by Stevick (1969* 3)•
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He writes:

when a Ganda speaker pronounces a word a hit at a time, my

/ N \ /
data indicate that the breaks came after vowels: bafumba

•they cook' is ba fa mba- and not *ba fum ba. Similarly

oku.i.1a ' to come' is o ku ,1.1a and not o ku,1 ,1a: okuliima

•to spy1 is o ku lii ma and not *o ku 11 i ma. Vfhat we have

represented by open space in these examples may appropriately

be called •natural syllaboid breaks*. They do not coincide

with the syllable boundaries postulated by Cole (pp 14f.) or
Tucker (p.133).

Steviok's observations are correct. When the syllable is regarded

as a unit of neurological programming all evidence so far points to

the correctness of Stevick's analysis.

In the present study we examined several varieties of children's

•secret languages' called •Ludikya• in Luganda which depend crucially

on the isolation of syllables and syllable nuclei.

The Ludikya data used in this experiment were gathered by the

following method: ten sentences, all of them well-known proverbs,

were written down by me in the standard orthography and presented to

six primary school children in standard 7 by their teacher^. All of

them were literate but none of them was a particularly sophisticated

speaker of Luganda. They were given instructions to write those ten

sentences down in one Ludikya 'dialect* with which they were

oonversant. (There are many versions of Ludikya). The sentences used

in the experiment are given in appendix 1. In the text we have

illustrated with sentence 9 which contains all the points we want to

make about the syllable. Subjects' transcriptions are in the standard

1 Standard 7 is the last year of primary school.
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orthography1.
Baaaples

/H + taUBaal + i # ji + a # j£L +jiono V + XiCp. + a # V + am
+ tli ft Kg* # ji + e + tiCK + i + e # /
(ntaimbaisi yai olftoraeHi/uoisaitiingm yejtisseJ

• i J, J t

The hinyomo (a large black ant) la an audacious chap, he climbs a

tree with a load on his back.

Statlfu abaatifu zitlfu yatifu kitifu nyotlfu motifu etifu

rltifu nyatifu otlfu mutlfu ngatlfu yeetifu saetifu

B. Ktabandakakata ya klnyondokoto ennypadakata pcmtlndokoto nga

yetissendekete

C. Ntambaababuai ya kinyobunyo, eribunya osaubunti age yetibuusae

D. ffijabaanta monijoki ya nyarle tlmuo aetiyen;;a
2iab^axita monyiklya nyarie tiauo og& ssetiye

We shall only outline the rules of Ludikya which are relevant

to the syllable. Let us begin with dialect A. To arrive at his

version subject A adds an extra rule to his grammar which inserts

the nonsense syllables ti-fu after every syllable in the surface

phonetic representation of Luganda. Any segment sequence analysed

by speaker A ae a syllable has tlfu added after it. Thus standard

Luganda ntambaazi becomes ntatifu obatlfu sitifu and similarly

yeetisse becomes yeetifu ssetifu. It is important to note that in his

treatment of NC sequences and of sounds which are written with two

identical consonants the speaker of dialect A does not insert tlfu

(i.e. & syllable boundary) between the nasal and the following

consonant or between the first of two identical consonants* for this

1 There are a few spelling mistakes in the sentences written by the
pupils. Sometimes they write just one vowel or consonant instead
of two. W



speaker these sequences are always seen as part of the sane syllable

regardless of their position in the word. Initial and medial NC are

treated as part of one syllable of. ntambaazi 'an impossible person'

rendered in Ludikya as ntatifu mbaatifu zltifu. Similarly ortho¬

graphical CO (and also underlying GC) sequences are assigned to a

single syllable. Thus, for instance, the CC sequence in erinnya *it

climbs' -nnya ( ) is treated as a single syllable tifu is

inserted after e_, ri and nnya. Likewise, the CC sequence in yeetisse

is assigned to a single syllable.

Data from the other dialects where it is relevant can also be

used to support the view that VCV and CCV sequences anywhere in the

word are taken by native speakers as single syllables. Thus in dialects

D, E and F where rules which derive Ludikya from Luganda have the

effect of rearranging in reverse order the syllables of a phonological

word NCV and CCV sequences are treated as single syllables and written

in reverse like any other syllable types.

This behaviour of naive native speakers who have no hang-ups

about the syllable provides a serious counter-examples to the standard

analysis of the luganda syllable with regard to NC and CC sequences.

Cole (1967»13) stater, that when initial the first consonant of an NC

or CC sequence is syllabio and has tonal capacity but when medial the

first consonant of CC sequence is non-syllabic but bears a tone; the

nasal of an NC sequence loses both its tone and syllabic value

medially. If this analysis were correct CC and NC would not be

analyzed as belonging to one syllable. But in fact they are as we

have shown above. The native speaker's intuitions about the syllable

structure of Luganda cannot be adequately characterized, it would seem,

by an analysis where there are closed syllables: for the native speaker
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all syllables must have a vocalic nucleus finally. All

syllables are open , It is therefore claimed here that the analysis

of underlying CO sequences as geminates in the surface representation

is incorrect* We shall regard underlying CC sequences as being

realised phonetically as one strong syllable initial consonant^.
Similarly NC sequences should be assigned to one and not to two

syllables for the same reason.

These Ludikya data provide only indirect evidence for the

syllable as a unit of speeoh programming. The pyoho-neurologioal

mechanisms whioh underly speeoh are not available for direct

observation* The inferences ve make about those mechanisms are at

this stage of our science no more than informed guesses t the behaviour

of syllables in Ludikya does not conclusively prove that they are

the unit of speeoh programming. We shall therefore supplement the

suggestive but elusive evidence presented in this section with more

ooncrete data in the next seotion.

11*4*2 The syllable and rhythm

In this section ve shall discuss the syllable an a unit of

phonetic realisation - a unit in terms of which statements about the

distribution of phonetio segments and about rhythm will be made.

The Luganda syllable has two parts: a nucleus which is

obligatory and an onset whioh is optional. The nucleus is composed of
2

a vowel which may be long or short • The onset may be composed of

1 See Chapter 13 (passim) for a discussion of the phonetic
characteristics of strong consonants,

2 We are ignoring for the moment syllabic QzQ whioh may occur
finally when a following (jofj is dropped, *
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any one of the following: G, C: , CG, C:Gt NC, NOG, where C a

consonant and G ® a glide (i.e. nonsyllabic 0] or CyJ.
Three syllable types can be distinguished on the basis of the

number of morae they contain^. In (11.4.5) syllables are classified
t

as short, medium and long depending on whether they have one, two,

or three morae. A single underlying vowel has one mora, two

underlying vowels have two morae; a single underlying consonant has

no mora but a sequence of two underlying consonants has the value of

one mora in the surface representation (Stevick:1969:l)* The mora

is essentially a tone bearing unit but it is also intimately related

to length. Consequently this simple algorithm for predicting mora

values of segments will not always work because of the interference

of rules which regulate consonant and vowel length (11.4.5*1) and

(11.4.5*2).

Output conditions governing the distribution of morae provide

the key to the structure of the luganda syllable.

(i) The syllable onset may contain one mora or none at all.

a) The syllable onset contains no mora where it is C or CG (G =

nonsyllabie high nonconsonant i.e. a glide)
2

Examples

C /tem ♦ a/ CtemaJ •cut*/
CG /lu + jejo/ Q.we:yo3 'broom'

b) The N of an NC syllable onset has one mora.

Examples

/N + puzi/ Qabuzi) 'goat'
/sa + NB + a/ (pasmba) 'kick!*

1 The mora is the tone bearing unit. There may be more than one mora
is a syllable. 1/uganda is a mora-counting and not a syllable-
counting language (of. Trubetzkoy:1959»175) and also see Tucker (1962).

2 For further examples of syllable types see (11.4*5)
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o) A strong consonant functioning as a syllable onset also has

one mora.

Examples

/C + paapaali/ (ptaipasiij 'paw-paw1
t

/mu + GDo/ [inudsq} 'grans'

ii) The syllable nucleusy which is as a rule, a vowel (but see (c)

below) must contain at least one mora but it cannot exceed two

morae (see 11.4.3«1)«

a) The nucleus vowel has one mora except when it is long.

Examples

/mu + kaai/ (mukazij 'woman'

//,& + IrjS + a/ ^Wa^a} 'they see'
b) The nucleus vowel has two morae if it is long.

Examples

/mu + ana/ (mwatnaj 'child'

/?a + ana/ ^atna) 'children'
c) The nucleus may consist of a bilabial nasal. Syllabic (ra] is

«

restricted to word (or phonological phrase) final position and

it seems (on the basis of rather sketchy preliminary observations)
to occur only in allegro speech; it is very unlikely to occur in

citation forms. Syllabic (jnj arises when /rau/ is realised as [m]
i i

with the final /u/ being deleted. The (m) takes over the mora(e)
»

and tone(s) of the following underlying vowelp)

Examples

Morphophoneaic Citation Allegro
representation Form form

/mu + lima/ Jmuiimu} QnuiimJ 'work'

1 Tones are indicated where they are relevant to the problem under
discussion. Here they help to resolve questions of length and
underlying representation: a falling tone indicates two underlying
vowels.
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Korphophonemlc
representation

Citation Allegro
form form

/N + kuinu/

/p u + muu/

M +

(bun) 'at one1•at one*

+ vWuu/
^ \ / \

/N + tamuu/

'toWnM.1

Experimental evidence to support the claim that /m/ may he realised

as syllabic and finally is given in (1J.4).

(iii) The constraints stated in (i) and (ii) above mean that the

maximum number of morae a syllable may have is three. All

permissible syllables in Luganda conform to the requirements

imposed by these three output conditions. Various combinations

of onsets and nuclei within these limitations yield the

syllable types shown in (11.4*5)^•
So far the mora has been taken for granted and no justification

has been offered for decisions concerning mora assignment. In the

remainder of this section we shall show the motivation for claiming

that certain segments have one or two raorae. Two types of evidence

will be useds Kiganda music rhythm and the behaviour of tones.

1 The structure of the Luganda syllable could be profitably
approached in dependency terms (Anderson and Jonesil972). It
could be argued that there is a dependency relation holding
between the onset mora and the nucleus mora(e) in syllable
which have an onset mora. The mora of the onset is subordinate
to that of the nucleus

a) in the sense that the nucleus is the peak of sonority in the
syllable and therefore the onset mora is inferior to it in
prominence,

b) it is dependent in the more formal senses the occurence of
an onset presupposes the presence of a nucleus, but not vice
versa.
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Several scholars (e.g. Tucker, 1962} Gooke, 1975) have

observed that constraints on Luganda speech rhythm are carried

over into Kiganda song so that remarks valid for one will

generally also be valid for the other.

Cooke (op.cit.) has observed that in bakisimba dance songs (a

very common song type in Buganda) an isochronous clap usually

accompanies song, and when drums are used the deepest drum (called

the apuunyi) underlines this clap. This isochronous clap and drum

beat is oentral to Kiganda song rhythm. In bakisimba songs the

clap pulse falls on every sixth mora. On the basis of this

information it is relatively easy to count the number of raorae in

an utterance.

Note that it is sometimes impossible to state unequivocally

where the clap pulse (and mora) falls. 'IMs is especially true where

a vowel is followed by an NC sequence. It is for all practical

purposes impossible to draw the line between the vowel and the

following nasal (14.4), In such oases it may be more rewarding to

regard the mora as belonging partially to the vowel and partially to

the nasal of the NC sequence.

Song rhythm can be regulated by the handclap coming on every

sixth mora because aorae are roughly equal in length. To ensure that

morae axe approximately equal in duration various phonetic rules

shorten or lengthen segments where necessary. For instance a C in an

NC sequence will be much shorter than a C elsewhere (see chapters 13

and 14, passim).

Cooke (op.cit.) in his remarks about the two Kiganda xylophone

techniques (the amadinda and the akndinda styles), again illustrates

the role of the mora in regulating song rhythm. In both styles
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players strike the xylophones metronomically, at mora regulated

intervals. In the aiaadinda style the interval in two morae and in

akadinda style the interval is three morae. A long syllable nucleus

counts in both styles as two morae. The two xylophone techniques

furthermore provide support for the claim that the nasal in an NC

sequence and a strong consonant have the value of one mores each of

these has an ancillary note struck for it on the xylophone. The fact

that both of them get only an ancillary note suggests that we are

correct in regarding thera as dependent on the nucleus to which they

are subordinate in sonority.

Musical evidence which shows the importance of the mora as a

unit in terms of which statements about Lugsnda rhythm can be made

is only indirectly relevant. In the remaining paragraphs of this

section we shall adduce tonal evidence, which is internal to

linguistics, to support our syllabification. Tone is referred to only

in so far as it is relevant to syllabification^.
Let us begin by making the following preliminary observations:

a) Consecutive low tones are perceived as having approximately the

same pitch:

/mu + sotaa/ [rmisotaO 'snake'

b) Consecutive high tones are also perceived as having the same

c) V,hen a mora bearing a low tone follows a mora bearing a high tone

1 This is not meant to be a detailed analysis of tone in Luganda;
for that the reader may refer to Tucker (1962, 196?)» Cole (1967),
Meeussen (1965t 1966), Stevick (1969a) and ffeny (l^l).

pitch:
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the tone of the second mora drops considerably - about a major

fourth ('Pucker: 1967 :xviii). In all these examples therefore the

low tone on the final mora will be much low tone on the mora of

the initial syllable.

rJxamples

, \ ^ t rK / 1 v 1 / — \

/ku + kol + a/ [kukolaj 'to work' (- J)
. \ / \ . _ \ / \ - . v

/ku + zin + a/ (kuzinaj 'to dance' (- )
. N ^ ^ . mm w

/ma + tira + a/ yautimaj 'heart' (- )

d) In a sequence (where H = high tone and L = low tone), Hg
will be only slightly higher in pitch than L and considerably

lower than H^# Consequently in a long phonological word or in a
phonological phrase successive high tones, if interrupted by low

tones, will be perceived as increasingly less high in pitch. Ihis

phenomenon is known as downdrift. It is responsible for the

falling intonation contour which characterises most non-

interrogative utterances in Luganda and citation forms ( a rising

intonation contour Is associated mainly with interrogative

utterances)# Compare the examples in (i) which show no downdrift

with those in (2) which do.

Examples

(1) /Ki + sumuluzo/ {cisumuiuzo} 'key* (-*"""" )

/lu + lagala/ [luJLag-aiaJ 'plantain leaf' (-"""" )

/ku + te.fi + alig + Vk + a/ £kut^airjguka) 'to be stirred up*(-
(2) /ku + la/> + agan + a/ (kui^ySaganaJ 'to see each other' (-"_->

/ma + talila/ (mtaJ.ila} 'lanky person' (-"_-)
/ku + Jim + VI + VI + a/ (kuyimililtQ 'to stand up' (- - - )

1 As only segments which count as morae bear tone, no marking will
be made under consonants to show that they have morae where they
are marked for tone.
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It will have probably already become clear from the examples

above that a phonetically short syllable nucleus has the value of

one mora and that a long nucleus has two morae. Here are some

more examples:

short nuclei

\ / / — ^ S /

/mu + lima/ (puiinnjQ •work'

/lu + lagala/' {luiagaia} •plantain leaf'

long nuclei

, \ / f S. _ \ Ss

/ku + siim + a/ [kusi:nuy 'to be grateful'

/mu + ana/ Oawaxna] 'child'

/leet + a/ Q.<T:t£^j •bring'

A long syllable nucleus must have two morae and bear two tones

as the last two examples show (we regard a falling tone (A) as a

combination of high plus low tone), .-.ome analysts have accepted

this kind of analysis word medially but not word finally. Ashton,

et al., (1954:6) and Gtevick (1969a:3-4) have stated that word

final vowels are short except in certain morpho-syntactic environments

where they are followed by certain enclitics, in words like the

following:

/mu + golee/ [mugoie^ 'bride'

/pi + sua/ QjiswaO 'anthills'
/mu + sotaa/ QsusotaCJ 'snake'

/mu + soloo/ £rausolo:3 'tax'

They would regard the final vowel as being phonetically short though

it bears a falling tone which is a sign of two morae. It is

inconsistent to regard a falling tone medially as belonging to a long
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syllable but to consider a falling tone finally as belonging to

a short syllable. In fact experimental evidence shows that generally

word final vowels are not short and that word final vowels with a

falling tone are actually long (14*1*3).

Earlier in this section evidence from musical rhythm was

adduced to support the claim that nasals in NC sequences and strong

consonants count as one mora each and bear a tone. Now we are going

to support this claim using internal linguistic evidence, tyb shall

show that strong consonants and nasals in NC sequences cause the

same tonal perturbations as vowels bearing tones we are ascribing

to these consonants would.

In words with the tone pattern HLH as we saw above the final

high tone is considerably lower than the first one. In the examples

below the tone pattern of CVCiV words is identical to that of

CVCVCV words.

Examples

behaves like HLH words with a strong consonant bearing a low mora*

And words with strong consonants which have the tonal pattern

LHHHHH behave in the same way as CVCVCVCVCVCV words with the same

tonal pattern.

/ku + Cm + */ Qcum:a] 'to refuse' ( _ —)
/ku + Ct + a/ £kut:a} 'to kill' (— )

/mu + CB + i/ (jaubii} 'thief'
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Examples

/ku + sum + VI + Vk + Vk + a/ Ocusiimuliituk^) Ho come open1

is similar to

, \ /// / /.»%//■/ / /. , m mt mt m \

/ku + CkaCk + an + a/ [,kuk:ak:anaj Ho become mild1 (- ;
/ / /, i- \ / / / /

/ku + gaCj + am + Vk + a/ Ucuga/j :anukaj Ho be at one's wits end'
(- )

/ku + gaCrj + al + am + a/ £kuga>jjalama^ 'to lie down anyhow' ~
/lu + saCjalala/ (iusaj^aXsula) 'flabby man' )
/0 + n&cm&C 'aastm-vasp1

From these data it is clear strong consonants have tone. Whether it

is a low or a high tone can easily be inferred from the pitch

perturbations which occur in vowels following strong consonants.

Evidence from tonal perturbations will also be used to support

the claim that nasals in an NC sequence bears a tone. In the list

below words with NC sequences have the same LHLH tonal pattern as a

GVCVGVCV word like /mu + faliso/ [jmifalispj 'mattress' )j
the second high tone is considerably lower than the first. This

indicates that a low tone separates the two high tones. (This is the

downdrift rule we mentioned earlier. See also Schachter and Fromkin

1968il06ff) ).

Examples

/N +y3aHBa/ [jnxajmbaJ 'lung fish' )
/it + faNBa/ [j^faxmbaj 'gross idler' )
/N + kaNBi/ QjkaxobiJ 'encampment * (-"_<■•)
/mu + siNDe/ (musiindej 'tramp of feet'

/lu + jiNBa/ CLuyiimbaJ 'song* )
Where the nasal has a high tone it does not cause this kind of

downdrift. If it is followed by a high tone that tone will have
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approximately the same pitch. The words with NC sequences in the

examples below have the same tonal pattern as /knl + tele/ + + a/
Gcuteie^uka} »to lose hope'
Examples

/ku + liNB + Vk + a/ OcuJ./:mbik^} 'to cause to overlap'

/ku + vuNB + Vk + a/ Qcuvajmbika^ 'to put under embers'

/ku + palig + VI + a/ Cicuwa'xjguJ.a^l 'to conquer* )
/ku + saMg + VI + a/ £kusa:jguLfift 'to erase' ~ ~ )

i

/mu + teiVDela/ (miteindela} 'stretch of land' )
Earlier in our discussion of musical rhythm we observed that it

is not possible to decide unambiguously whether the clap canes on

the V: or on the H in a ViNC sequence. The same can be said about

tone. It is not possible to decide in a principled way whether a tone

belongs to the V: or to the N in a VsiJC sequence because there is no

deeereke boundary between the long vowel and the nasal (14*4)• Here

we have placed the tone marking on the nasal; we could have equally

well placed it on the long vowel.

It seems to me that one satisfactory solution would be to

recognise the possibility on syllables with improper bracketing and

abandoning the idea that all syllables must have discrete boundaries

which has been shown to be wrong by acoustic phonetics (of. Anderson

and Jonesil972). If improper bracketing is allowed, then phonetically

the tone of the nasal in a VCH sequence is assigned to two adjacent

syllables simultaneously. For example (muteindela] 'stretch of land'

may be analysed as follows:

(mu) (tei(n)de)(xa)
1 1 2 3 2 34 4

Note that we are claiming that this bracketing is only valid for the
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syllable as a unit of phonetic realisation; for the syllable as

a unit of motor programming the analysis we made earlier which

would mean dividing Qauteinde^aJ into (mut tei, ndft^aj still
I

stands. Hie syllable as a unit of phonetic realisation may end

in a coda e.g. CtesnJ but the syllable as a unit of motor

programming always ends in a vowel.

11.4*3 Quantity

In this section we shall examine syllable structure from the

point of view of duration. As duration is intimately related with

raorae and tone this section will complement the last one. Various

processes affecting vowels and consonants will be seen in terms of

conspiracies to maintain certain syllable structures with certain

raorae combinations.

11.4*3*1 syllable nucleus morae regulating rule3

There is an output condition on the syllable which stipulates

that the maximum number of morae a syllabic nonconeonant may have

is two and a corollary which states that syllabic nonconsonants may

not abut in the domain of a phonological phrase.These phonotactic

conditions are absolute. No surface representation in Luganda can

violate them. 'So ms&E® that tb«3r are respected the grammar of

Luganda has several rules which conspire to prevent inadmissible

vowel sequences from occurring in the surface representation.

In a sequence of vowels where the first is G-lov} and the

second is [+ low} the former will be realised as nonsyllabic and
non-

the latter only will be syllabic. The secondjconsonant will also be
lengthened in compensation and get the mora of the non-low vowel,

a) Ibcamples (within word boundaries)

/li + ato/ {lyartoj 'boat'
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/fil + oto/ IJgyoxto} 'fire-places*
/mi + ojo/ (pyojyo} 'souls'

/ma + ana/ jjpwasna] 'child'

/imi + ojo/ (pwo:yo3 'soul'

/tu + e 4- taag + a/ (twextaxga} 'we need*

/mu + tue/ [aatuei] 'head'

b) Examples (across word boundaries)

/V + mu + ziHBi/Jf o + no/ {jomuzixmbyosnoj 'this builder'
»

/V + lu + naku /J? V + lu + «/ (oiurudcvoiJwo} 'that day'

/V + mi + limu ff V + mi + lala/ JemirirawetmiXaJUJ 'other Jobs'

/V + rau + limi V + rau + lala/ Qmiuiimyoxmulala} 'another farmer'

SSC15 expresses this constraint on the distribution of non-

low vowels. It states that CQ and Cu] never occur immediately before
low vowelsx /i/ and /u/ are realised an (y] and w respectively in

that environment and the following low vowel is lengthened.
— — - -

- cons - cons

- low + low
— i -

v
_

Then {j-syllabicj C + longj
(1) In the case discussed above a redundancy rule is enough to ensure

that the constraint on vowel sequences in the surface representation

is observed. Elsewhere, however, honological rules are required to

prevent a violation of the output condition. Consider the following

examples showing}

a) The deletion of /u/ following /f/ or /v/ before a low vowel

within a phonological wordS

1 When /u/ is deleted in this environment some speakers slightly
labial!se 09 and Kl which are then realised as 00 and M

w Mr

respectively (of. Cole 1967*8)
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-texaapleB

/ku + fu + a/ QcufaO 'to die'

/ku + vu + a/ QcuvaO 'to come from'

and across word boundaries within a phonological phrase:

/? + rau + nafu ff 0 * no/ Qxaunafo:no3 'this lazy person'

/rau + saNvu ff a + ^ili/ (pusa:njva:y3iXi3 'seven twenty'
/V + ma + savu a + ga + li + e/ [paasava:galyeO 'let him eat the fat'

/V + ^ga + V + rau + salmi ff a + ySa + 1^3 + a/
Ca^a:ntwo{nnisa:^va:y5ai^a0 'he sees the seven people'

i

b) the deletion of /i/ following /a/ oi1 /z/ before a low vowel

within a phonological word:

ilxamples

/zi + a + ni/ 'whose?' (class 9 possessed; class 1, singular
possessory interrogative)

across word boundaries within a phonological phrase:

/V + mu + kazi ff 0 + no/ (pmukazosno) 'this woman'

/V + + lehzi a + /?a + kol + a/ (^iSale:nza:y3akoia3 'boys who work'
/V + lu + Ozi V + lu + pai.vu/ (piuz:o:viuwa:/jvu} 'a deep well'

i

/V + Nsi e + no/ [e:nse:no3 'this country'

/V + uru + pakasi a + li + kol + a/ CorauPai<;asa!^ikoiaj 'the porter
will work'

An underlying representation with followed by /i/ or /^j followed
by /v/ before a low vowel is blocked by the constraint on vowel

sequence.

Traffic rule 5a: If f+ cons

[engrave
- cons
- low

,Xgrave

i- cons

low |
i i

'Then L+ B»rule 4aJ C+ i-rule 4aJ C+ P-^rule 4a}
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P-rule 5a^:

P-rule 5ag

• cons

- low

^grave

rm consl v

[+ lowj • + long
-

+ cons

+ obstr.
« stop
^'grave

+ cons

+ obstr.
- atop
^grave

_ [-• cons!
+ low

E» cons- low
oi grave

P-rule deletes /i/ and P-rule 5a2 lengthens the low vowel in
compensation. The two rules apply simultaneously.

(2) Another P-rule is required to sort out anomalies which would

arise from the juxtaposition of

\ cons
+ lingual
- anterior

• cons
— grave [:- cons

low

Any such sequence j regardless of the underlying 1 «presentation which

gives rise to it^is impermissible in the surface representation. It
has to undergo certain mutations in order to satisfy the well-

formedness condition on vowel sequences in the surface representation.

Examples

a) within word boundaries^;
/Ki + alo/ (casJLo^ 'village'

/)$ + eja/ {te;yaQ 'drought'

/mu + Kiala./ {]giuca:leQ 'wife'

/Ji + a + ni/ H-a;n:Q 'whose' (class 4 possessed} class 1, singular,
^ possessor, interrogative)

/ji -f a + ni/ Eyasni) 'whose' (class 9 possessed; class 1 singular,
possessor interrogative)

1 She reader should remember that before /i/ the opposition between
velar and palatal consonants is suspended. (0.4.1.5)
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b) across word boundaries within a phonological phrase

/V + ma + Ji + ySili/ (amaj^a^iCi) 'two eggs'
/V + mu + kazi jl^ Y + mu + luNJi ff 0 + li/

(oiaukazo:muluijijoil i ) 'that beautiful woman'
/V + lu + pi V + lu + lala/ (oluyojiuJaia) 'another slap'

/V + ka + taaji ff V + ka + tono/ (akataiya:katono) 'a tiny swallow'

/V + aiu + gejii d + mu/ (omugcyiosnni) 'one guest'
/V + ka + kukujti ji^" a + ka + lala/ (akakukujxa:kajlaia) 'another tiny flea'

This particular strategy of preventing a violation of the constraint

on vowel sequences is implemented by the simultaneous rules of P-SElo Jb.

Traffic rule 5bi If + cons

+ lingual
- anterior

1

- cons
- low
- grave

i

• cons

+ low

i
Then [+ B-rule 5b] L+ B-rule 5b] (+ P-rule 5>0

F«rule 5b1: - cons
- low
- grave

-> + cons

+ lingual
- anterior

- cons

+ low

B-rule 5bg j p consl
[♦1C.J

■— — — —

p—n I + cons - cons

+ long / + lingual - low
L J / - anterior - grave

(J) Whenever a sequence of two nonooneonant with the same value for

the feature 'low' occurs, uninterrupted by a consonant or by a

phonological phrase boundary ' the first nonconsonant is deleted

and the second is simultaneously lengthened in compensation.

iixaaples

a) within a phonological word:

/li + iso/ [lisso]) 'eye'

/ku + siim + a/ Onisisoia] 'to be grateful

/lu + tuula/ Qutu:i.a3 'hunting net'
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//a + ana/ J/3a:na] 'children'
/ku + loot + a/ (kulo:ta) 'to dream'

/ku + leet + a/ {kuiesta]* 'to bring'

/pa + e + /3ak + a/ ^SeySaka] 'they sleep'
/ka + e + pan + Vk + o/ [kasvaniko] 'excessive pride'

b) across word boundaries within a phonological phrase:

/lu + moHDe /yf 6 + li/ Qlumo:ndo:JLiJ 'that potato'
i

/tu + li + saNB + a /ft V + mu + pila/ {tuiisa:mbo:mupi:j[a,J 'we shall kick
• the ball'

/tu + li + la/? + a 5^" V + fit + Ntu/ 0mlilage:/3i:ntuJ hrt shall see the1 '
things'

/N + /3ogo //e + no/ [mbogexnoj 'this is a buffalo'

Traffic rule 5o: If - conB - cons

o^low c^low
_ . —

— f —

Then IVrule 5cJ £+ B-rule 5c3

P-rule 5c.: - cons x ,* I - cons1 j^lowj ~ [ylow J

B-rule 5c2: Econs [ . I I J | m cons- low ' [+^ long J I jjT^ low^J
Hie two sub-rules apply simultaneously^.

Hie conspiracy to prevent syllabic vowels from abutting can be

summarised in Implications! set 5

1 iVo exceptions have been found which are not affected by B-rule 5o.
/mu + jiko/ finwi :koJ 'trowel* and /rnu + jiniino/ Qjiwi:niinoj
•uninvited'(adverb) . After the deletion of /j/ (8.2,2)the non-low
vowels /u/ and /i/ abut. No explanation has been found so far for
/u/ becoming [wj and not being deleted in that environment.
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lapllcational set 5t

- cone

[_+ syllj [+ syllj
cons-1.

(
iSli» 1! -

B-rule 5d

?-rule 5e

- cons

low

V
f

1

I- cons - cons I
I- low | I+ low I
_ I
J- syllTj Q longj

- cons

+ low
- cons

+ long

+ cons

+ obstr.
- stop
^grave^

!+ cons4 lingual
- anteri

- cons

f> low ->0 - + long
~

2

where 5d is an amalgamation of 5a and 5b; and 5e is a restatement

of 5c,

As a general rule whenever the first of two underlying vowels

is deleted or realised as non-syllabic the second one is lengthened

in compensation. Lengthening also occurs when a vowel precedes an

NC sequence.

Examples

within a phonological word:

/© + li + N + lay3 + a/ [oi.i snd^SaJ 'you will see
/aHti/ jjimti} 'surely*

me"
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/ku + taH3 + VI + a/ [kutatmbuiaj 'to walk'
i

/ka + toKDa/ [katosndaj *00x1, god'

/tu + lisiMD + Vk + a/ £tuiisisndikaj 'we shall push'
i

/rau + paNDi + Vk + i/ [nuwa:ndi ssij 'writer'
i

across phonological word boundaries within a phonological phrase»

//a + naa + tuND + a i! + te£e/ E/ana:tu:nda»nte^e3 •they will sell
• ' chairs1

/tu + li + e + fuHB + VI + a H + koko/ [jzxJtye: fu:rnbila: tj kokoj
•we shall cook chicken for ourselves*

/V + ka + lelkzi ff ka + naa + luKD + a /j? d + liga/ Jjtkale mzikanailu:
ndajndiga] 'the small boy will herd sheep*
' •

/fie. + li + N + + a + teg + Vk + a N -»/aga/

(/aJti:nsa:j?ga:ntegeka:mbagaJ 'they will find me preparing for the feast*
/a + li + jiNB + a S f/uzi /j/ H + saata/ £p.iiyi :mba:mbuzi jnsai taj

'he will tether the barren goat'

All these lengthening rules are subject to an absolute output

condition which stipulates that no syllable nucleus may exceed two

morae. This constraint overrides any mile which would otherwise

lengthen a vowel (Tucker:1962:150). Tucker has pointed out the fact

that the constraint limiting the number of morae in a syllable means

that in Luganda lengthening is not cumulative. Urns, for example,

an underlying vowel which satisfies both the structural description

of the mile which lengthens the second of two adjacent vowels and

also satisfies the structural description of the rule which lengthens

vowels before UC sequences does not undergo cumulative lengthening.

Examples

//a + / + go/ + a/ (/ago/a) *they chase'
//a + a + go/ + a/ (/a:g</a) 'they chased'
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/pa. + </ + N -f go^ + a/ 'they chase me'
1

/fia. + a + V + gcyS + &/ {fia.tjgo^a3 'they chased me'
i

/j$a. + / + ka/3 + a/ p?alci^a] 'they hit'
jpa + a + kuytf + a/ p?a-»kiy5a] 'they hit'

/ytfa + / + N + ku^ + a/ 'they hit me'
/$a + a + K + ku/> + a/ ^aujkiySa} 'they hit me'

i

/ma + liaNgo/ {jrujLyas^goJ 'door'
t

/li + alffia/ C.ya:nda3 'charcoal*
*

/Ki + oKDco/ (cosndoQ 'hay*
t

/mi + eHge/ (myes^gej 'beers'
I

/mu + e.J)aa/ QnwesndaQ 'nine*

/^>u + oKgoo/ CpuoirjcoQ 'brain*
i

The examples above have shown the operation of this oondition

within word boundaries; it applies equally across word boundaries,

within a phonological phrase.

Examples

/V + pa + ffazi V + /5u + a V + pa. + o /•/" V +/3a + kazi/
CO/guySuzo :/?wa :^8a:/!akazij 'those women's small goats*
/V + mu + tue V + gu + a/j?"o-»-,ji + o # V + mu + kazi/

Cpmutwoigwo:yo:mukaziJ 'that woman's head'

This constraint which proscribes syllable nuclei with more than two

morae ie matched in rigour by the output condition which stipulates

that onsets may not have more than one mora (11.4»3«2).

Besides the rule which does not allow a syllable nucleus to have

more than two morae there is another rule which states that a syllable
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nucleus may not exceed one mora when it is followed by a strong

consonant. This phonotactic constraint overrides any other rule

which may have required the lengthening of the vowel before the

strong consonant. It applies everywhere its structural description

is satisfied within a phonological phrase.

Examples

within a phonological words

/• u . lur C "1
( 3 '

across word boundaries:

/llti a + / + CB + a/ [ntyab:aj 'that he steals (it is reported)'^ i

/!Iga o + $ + Ck + a/rogohiaj 'when you are coming (going) down'
, ' i

/ji + e a + 0 + Ct + a/ [yat:nj 'it is him that kills*

/ji 4 a CBaNBa/ [yadsasmb^J 'it is Pxiamba's (class 9 slug., possessed)
i i

Tucker (1962:138) also points out that certain reflexes of

FB */ipuV/ which are found in contemporary I,Uganda also inhibit the
l

lengthenin rule. Vowels are alirays short following a syllable onset

with (fsO derived from Proto-Iantu */ipiuV/, where V is a low vowel
i z

(see chapters 7 and 9)

Examples

JC + guako/ QflUjlrflJ 'pregnancy (of an animal)'

[ J ] v
I

/ "T:, C : ' j 3 'c G house'
/G *■! guolezo/ j^rsv.'xleaq] 'coiu tr om»

i

/C + guan + Vk + a/ fgjwanikaJ 'store'
i

All these are class 5 nouns. They must have had the representation

*/di + puV/ in Proto-Bantu.
I
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Note that this is a very minor regularity, a morphophonological

constraint which applies only to a single subsystem in the phonology.

It is not an absolute phonotactic constraint like the condition

which prosribes long vowels before strong consonants. Thus long

vowels may follow a syllable onset provided that £g:J is not a
t t

reflex of PB */ip'uV/
1

Examples

/C + guopoo/ £g:wo:wcT} 'savoury smell*
i

/C + guolezo/ {g:woiii,ezci} 'custom-house'
t

/C + puaNga/ [gswasjgaj 'nation'

11.4*3»2 Syllable onset mora regulating rules

Earlier on, in (11.1) we discussed the output condition on

consonant sequences which allows no juxtaposition of consonants

except where the first consonant is nasal and the second non-nasal"'.
This output condition and the rules which implement it were expressed

by implicational set 2.

These constraints on consonant sequences can be looked at from

another angle as being part of the conspiracy which ensures that no

syllable onset has more than one mora. As we stated in (11.4.2) C in

a syllable onset has no mora value; N in an NG sequence counts as
t

one mora, and a strong consonant C j also counts as one mora. One mora
1

is the maximum a syllable onset may have in Luganda.

This output condition would be violated if underlying /NCC/

sequences were realised as (NC:) with both the homorganic nasal and
11

1 It is important to bear in mind the fact that all our phonotactic
constraints are claimed to be absolute in adagio speech. They do
not necessarily apply in very fast speech.
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the strong consonant being assigned a mora each. The effect of

implioational set 2 (11.1) which sorts out any underlying

representation which would result in a juxtaposition of a horaorganic

nasal with a strong consonant is to prevent onsets with two morae

from ocouring.

The combined effect of the syllable nucleus and the syllable

onset mora regulating rules is to exclude the possibility of syllables
ovvrft. cn Itaxwl <rw iL. i/(L-r

with less than onej or more than three moraej. They can be summarised
as follows:

(1) A syllable must have a nucleus and may optionally have an onset?

(2) The nucleus must have at least one mora and at most two?

(5) The onset may have one mora or none at all?

(4) Only vowels (except in the case of IjnJ (11.4»2) ) can function
1

as nuclei.

(5) Only consonants and non-syllabic vowels (i.e. the glides (y) and

(w) can function as onsets.

In a word, implications! sets 2 and 3 are complementary. They form

part of the conspiracy that excludes syllables with more than three

moraej the function of the rules in implications! set 2 is to ensure

that the onset has a maximum of one mora, and that of implications!

set 3 is to limit the morae in the nucleus to two at the most.

11,4.4 Constraints on tone in the syllable.

In (11.4»2) we stressed the importance of the mora as a unit of

rhythm and pointed out the fact that Luganda is a mora rather than a

syllable counting language (Trubetzkoy:1939:173*"f) and in (11.4#3*1)

and (11.4*3«2) we discussed the rules which conspire to regulate the

number of morae in a syllable. In this section we shall consider

output conditions on tonal patterning in the syllable.
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The constraint on tone sequences in a syllable specifically

concerns nuclei. If the syllable nucleus contains two morae it may

have two level H (higfc) or two level L (low) tones or, alternatively,

a falling tone (i.e. high plus low tone) but it may not have a

rising tone (i.e. low plus high tone) (cf. Tucker:1962).

Examples

(i) LL

/kasooka/ [kaso:kgj * since'

/ku + lo'zbol + VI + a/ Qouiosso:ie£aj 'to stare idiotically'

/ku + siij + a/ 0cusi:ya3 'to hiss"

(il) HH

/ku + siim + a/ pcusi:maj 'to be grateful*

/ku + leeg + a/ (ToLLe'jga^ 'to tighten'

/ku + tee^ + e.f [Tcutesyga] 'to guess'
(iii) HL (i.e. a falling tone)

/ku + saag + a/ ^cusasga] 'to jest'

/rm + aka/ (mwaskaj 'year'

/mu + til/ Cautf'OI •tree*

/ku + li + a/ QajJyaVj 'to eat'

(iv) No LH sequences can occur in any syllable.

The effect of this output condition can be seen in nominal or

verbal forms which have an underlying root initial /j/ which is

deleted leaving a low tone on a prefix adjacent to a high tone on

the initial root syllable1. Such a sequence is sorted out by a tone

assimilation rule which may be informally stated as follows: in a

syllable nucleus re-write L as H if L is followed by H. Thus, for

example (mwasvuj 'poor person' may be derived informally as follows:

1 For /j/ deletion rules see (8.2«2)
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(i) /mix + Javu/

(ii) /muavu/

(iii) /mwaivu/
(iv) IjnwaxvuJ
Further examples^

/ku + jat + Vk + a/' [jcwastikaj 'to break'

/ku + ja^aagal + a./ [kwa:ga:gaJU(j 'to stretch out'

/lu + jatu/ Q.wa:tuJ 'openly'

11«4»5 Syllable types

¥e shall conclude this discussion of syllable structure

constraints by exemplifying the permissible syllable types in the

surface representation in Luganda.

Hie following symbols will be used:

V : vowel (» syllable nucleus)

C : consonant (= syllable onset)

N : nasal (a syllable onset)

G : glide (i.e. non-syllabic vowel » syllable onset)

t : length

/1 high tone

low tone

a: falling tone.

All these symbols have been used already; they are only repeated

here for convenience.

Syllables will be classified on the basis of the number of

morae they contain. Ve shall recognise three syllable types: short

1 The steps in the derivation of the remaining forms are as for
(mwaxvil)
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syllables which have only one rnoraj medium length syllables which
•jhave two morae and long syllables which have three morae .

TABLE 11.1 huganda syllable types

(1) Short syllables

Initial

/a + ni/
Cani) •who ?'

Medial Final

/a + tee/
[ate:} •so, then*

/N /1
/e + li/
teli] 'towards'

/ / //o + no/

[pno} 'this1 (class 1,
singular)

CV /mu + tima/
(mutimaj 'heart1

/mu + tima/
(mutima} 'heart1

/mu + tima/
Gnutima} • heart1

/lu + ySuto/
Qu^utoJ 'belly'

/ku + gop + a/
Ccugo0aj ' to chase'

/lu + putof /lu + ySuto/
[lujgutoJ 'belly' O-^gutoJ 'belly'

/, v / /, » \ / /,/ku + gop + a/ /ku + gop + a/
O^ugo^a] 'to chase' Qcugc^a} 'to chase'

/mu + zila/
(tauzilaj 'hero'

/nru + kaz1/
jmukazij ' woman'

/mu + zila/
Cnuziia} 'hero'

/mu + zila/
(muzilaj 'hero'

/mu + kazi/
Cpukazi} 'woman' [inukazij 'woman'

/mu + kazi/
/ \

1 The reader might recall that syllable overlap is permitted in
this model. At the end of (11.4*2) we suggested that it is
desirable to assign the nasal in a VNCV sequence to two
syllables simultaneously using improper bracketing of this kind:
(V:(N)CV)
12 12
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Initial Medial Final

v / /
/mu + llmu/
(raulimj 'work1

//&u + laauu/
[ftulamj 'life, health'

(2) Medium length syllables

/siig +
J /'/' /!

CVs /siig + a/
'smear'

, \ // /. . \ A
/ku + siig + a/ /mu 4- tii/
[kusijga^ 'to smear' (putij 'tree'

/ ^ /

/li + iso/
ClissoJ 'eye'

/fin + liika^ /ka + fii±f
(JSuiitkaJ 'usury' Qca^i:3 'danger'

.. , JL ^ // /. . \ / / I ,

// + taata/ /ku 4 kool 4- a/ /mu + sotaa/
[ta:tqj *niy father' QrakolinJ 'to [pusota:J 'snalce'

uproot'

\
a

/Kaaifemo/
(kaikauoj 'now'

OGV /li 4- ato/
O.ya:to3 'boat'

/mu + Lia/'
Cnwasna} 'child'

/leu 4- kaa^S 4- aJ /ka 4- looloo/
Qcukas^a} 'to cry' Qukldt^lotJ 'fowl flea'

. \
„ /\ ', . \ / \ .

/ku 4- p ial 4- a/ /ku 4- li 4- a/
[ku^yajJaJ'to plant' 0tuiya:J 'to eat'

/mu 4- kuano/ /ka 4- j3ua/
(muI:^:noJ 'friend- Jkagva:J| 'mall dog*

ship'

/rau 4- alo/
{?Wi:j[oJ 'harboxjr'

/mu 4- tualo/
(putv.'aiJloJ 'load' IjcutyaJ 'to fear'

. \ / \ .

/leu 4- ti 4 a/

in /* 4- Suzi/
r\ / \m
[labuzij 'goat'

A<rr%(p)cr)•
2 12

1(CV: (H)CV)1
2 12

. \ /\ C /, , N "
/ku 4- talS 4- VI 4- a/ /i.'i 4- saMBi/
Ccutainibuia^
•to walk}

{gisasabij 'thigh'
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Initial

/N + pisi/
[rapisi] 'hyena'

Medial

. s / / / / .

/mu + teNBela/
(mtemdeXaJ
'stretch of land'

Final

/lu + gaNha/
pLugaxndaJ 'Luganda'

C:V /C + pipa/
[pxipaj '■barrel'

//x / \ / / /
/ku + CB + Vk + a/ /ku + tiCp + a/
pcubiika] 'to ([jutipsaJ 'to tie tightly'

' inaaerse' 1

/C + tapi/
ptxa^i] 'branch'

/ma + Czukulu/ /mu + Cga/
(bus xukuJuJ 'grand- pfugsaj 'river''

child' '

/C + gulo/
IgiuJLol •evening'

/ / / / V /.
/ku + GkaOk + an + a/ /li + 0jio/
pcukxtd^ranaj 'to {5-ijiioJ 'tooth'i i

become mild'

/ /,
/U + nana/
_N /-Mi,
[rixamaj 'meat'

\\/ / / / / \
/ku + 0 al + VI + a/ /Ki + Cve/
Qruk:aXuaJ 'to sit (pivxej 'incest'

' at ease' '

CiGV /C + guako/
[gjwakoJ 'pregnancy

' (of an animal)'

*» \ // \

/Y + C + guako/ / x k ///
/mu + CJna/

(pgxwakoj 'pregnancy praftwa^j 'nephew'
(of an animal) t J

i

(3) Long syllables

GIVI /C + peele/
0axexXeJ 'breast'

. \ / \\ / /. . xxX a
/Ku + Cvuun + VI + a/ /KioCkaa/
Pcuvxunuial 'to rcokja:! 'but'

'
translate' '

/C + paapaali/

QtutpmU] •pawpaw1

/ // s /t

/ku + Gsuuk + a/ /^a + o + Cnaa/
(kussutksj 'to recover C?oatatj 'all of them'

from an illness* '

\ / / /i /
/W + naanaksi/
{jjsaxnarisi} 'pine-

' ' apple'

, X / N V /l /

/ku + Ctultk + a/ /Gsoo/
JQcutiujnkaJ 'to rise (jsxox^ 'whereas'

'up '(of smoke)' 1
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Initial Iledial Final

C:GV:
At /' • //if + muafl-i/
fni:wasfuj • coffee

1 J plant'

/CDio/A + if + mua|ii/
ferns watnij 'coffee feUyos} •right hand'1

plant' '

/C + suakafta/

£s:wa:ksy3aj| 'nonsense'

yN N N /^ /

/v; + C + luan + /C + tue/

^ h 0/^ £t;we:3 'huge head'
(edswanifoj 'battle- '

1 field'

NCVs /li + ft aa'ta/
JmbastaJ 'duck'

, \ / ^ / / . \ \s r/^ /
/Yjs fr tulIBi + VI //u + olldoc /

+v&'/ ✓ ^ / (/>wo: AgojJ 'brain'
fkWsmbitfsJ 'to ¥ /

soar'

\ /\ '
/N + fuuzi/

I^fusziJ 'orphan'

. \ N // // /. . S \ s ' \ .

/mu + CnaMfuusi/ /mu + eHDaa/

Ipun:auyfu: sij
''hypocrite'

[mwesndilsj nine1

NGGV: /IT + p uagulo/
febwa^piioj 'raw

potatoes'

/N N // s/, , s ' \ .

/V + II + suasua/ /N + ygua/
je:nswa:sw;£j (mbwa'dog'

•monitor lizard'

/u + kuale/

(^kwaliej 'partridge1
A * N + diaNga/ /II + kua/

ygaj l^kwasj 'tick'(e:ndya:>)gaj
'leather bag'
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PART 3

PHONETICS

HRR J
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12 INSTRUMENTAL TECHNIQUES

12.1 Aims and scope

The aim of this chapter is to provide a brief account of

Luganda phonetics. We shall back our phonetic statements with

experimental evidence. The very tentative nature of the phonetic

findings reported here must be pointed out at the outset. All the

utterances which constituted the data for this study were taken

from a small sample of utterances produced by the present

investigator. In view of the fact that only a small sample of

utterances by a single speaker was analysed, no definitive

conclusion about the characteristics of Luganda phonetics can be

reached on the strength of our findings. However, since, as far as

I know, no scholar has until now systematically backed his claims

about luganda phonetics with evidence gathered in the phonetics

laboratory, this study, despite its severe limitations, should be

of some interest and, hopefully, the lines of inquiry adumbrated

here will be explored more systematically in the future.

We could not possibly investigate all aspects of Luganda

phonetics. We therefore decided to concentrate on those

characteristics which appear to us most controversial or linguistically

most significant. We have focussed our attention mainly on general

phonetic processes which are most typical of Luganda phonetics and

only briefly treated individual segments. Of course, another linguist

might have made a different choice of the most important characteristics

of Luganda phonetics.
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12.1 Instrumental techniques

Several methods were used to obtain the results reported

here. As all the methods we used are very well-known, a few

remarks about them will suffice. For further details the reader

may refer to the works cited below.

12.2.1 Direct palatographs

The use of direct palatography has been described by Abercrambie

(1957) and Ladefoged (1957)^. Ihe upper surfaces of the subject's

mouth are sprayed with a thin coat of a fine mixture of charcoal

and chocolate powder. Then the subject utters the word with the

sound under investigation three times - care has to be taken in

choosing words to ensure that the only contact between the

articulators occurs during the production of the sound being

investigated.

This technique is limited to the investigation of lingual

sounds. It enables the investigator, using an elaborate system of

lights and mirrqs to locate the place where contact occurs between

the tongue and the upper surfaces of the mouth - the charcoal/chocolate

mixture is wiped off at that place by the tongue. The wipe-off area is

photographed and the picture is called a palatogram. Palatograrus are

zoned as in Firth (1948). The numbers refer to both the left and the

right side unless otherwise stated. Gee fig.12.1 overleaf.

1 Flee also Balasubramanian (1972) and Nihalani (1972)
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1

2

3
4 10 V s

5 il ^
6 \

7

3 Ui \

1 is y

Left Right

Fig,12.1 Palatogram zones

To supplement the palatograms a plaster cast of the subject's

mouth was produced. It was made in the following manners a dental

tray filled with a soft, wet mixture of identica dnd water was

inserted in the subject's mouth. It was pushed hard against his

upper teeth and the roof of his mouth so that an impression thereof

could be imprinted in the identica. The tray was left for a few

minutes in the mouth in order to allow the identica to set. Yhen

the identica had set the tray was removed. An impression of the

upper teeth and the roof of the mouth was left in the identica.

Then a mixture of water and plaster of Paris was poured into

the impression in the identica. It was left for a few minutes so

that it might solidify, 1 hen that had happened the plaster of Paris

was separated from the identica. An impression of the subject's

upper teeth and the roof of his mouth had now formed in the plaster

of Paris. Next a picture of the plaster cast was taken. See plate 1.

overleaf.
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Plate 1 A aafiiiop o£ a Plaster cast of the roof of the subject's mouth

The plaster cast was made in order to show the depression in

the centre of the subject's alveolar ridge which is responsible for

his alveolar sounds having a broken crescent shape instead of a full

crescent in their wipe-off. nee for example palatograms 13 and 17.

The tongue cannot reach the bottom of the furrow in the centre of

the alveolar ridge.

12.2.2 ideotroKymography

'The kymograms used in this description \rere made using an

hlectro-Aeroiaeter, type AM 508/4 manufactured in Denmark by

B, Fl^kjaer-Jensen. This instrument was used to record separately

oral and nasal expiratory air flows. A mask with air-tight
uh.t&h

compartments|houses the mouth and the nose separately, was utilised
for this purpose. At the same time, a microphone connected to an

amplifier vats placed at the larynx to register vocal cord vibrations.
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The output of the air pressure transducers and the voicing

envelope registered by the larynx microphone were recorded on a

rotating roll of paper by a mingograph. The time calibration was

50 c.p.s (i.e. each cycle lasted for 20 milliseconds (MSC's). The

air pressure measurements obtained from the aerometer are

qualitative rather than quantitative.

The technique described above was used to produce four channel

kymograms. In addition to those, larger kymograms with tracings for

eight parameters were also produced. This was done by joining several

accessories to the apparatus described above.

To investigate pitch we used a Pitch Meter made by B.Fr^kjaer-

Jensen of Denmark. This instrument was calibrated to aecord frequencies

in the range of 60 ops to 450 cps in 19 different steps. The Pitch

Meter, like the aerometer and the larynx microphone, was connected

to a mingograph and its output was recorded on the same roll of paper.

Furthermore, to record the intensity, an Intensity Meter

calibrated to register amplitude in the range of 10 db to 50 db was

used. It too was connected to a ingograph which recorded its output

on the roll of paper.

The aerometer itself had two valves turned on to register oral

and nasal inspiratory airflow. The output of these channels was again

recorded by a mingograph on the roll of paper. A duplex larynx

oscillogram was also supplied. The other parameters remained as before

in the four channel kymograms. The paper speed was 1 cps and the tine

calibration was 50 cps.

12.2.3 Dpectrography

The spectrograms were made using a Kay Electric sono-Graph

manufactured by Kay Electric Company of Hew York. All the spectrograms
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used here are wide band spectrograms with a range from zero to

4000 cps. Spectrogxaphy has been widely discussed in the

literature (cf. Potter et 1947J Pant, I960; Pulgram 1959) •
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13 CONSONANTS

In this chapter we shall concentrate on strong consonants

and other problems connected with the realisation of consonants

will be dealt with very briefly. This is because in our view strong

consonants are probably the most important single characteristic

which sets Luganda phonetics apart from that of most other Bantu

languages^, although Luganda is not unique in having strong

consonants in the Bantu sub-family (cf. Keinhof*1932:26-27). In the

first part of this chapter we shall focus on the articulatory and

auditory/acoustic cues for distinguishing strong from weak consonants.

In the second part we shall briefly consider other phonetic

peculiarities of Luganda consonants which the present investigator

considers particularly important.

13.1 tronr; consonants

As is normally the case in language there is more than one

phonetic feature involved in the phonological opposition between

strong and weak consonants - it is rare that a linguistic contrast

is implemented by a single phonetic feature though all cues are

usually not equally important.

13*1*1 The length of strong consonants

Length is probably the most important cue for distinguishing

between strong and nonetrong consonants in the surface representation.

Strong consonan s are ae a rule much longer than the nonstrong ones.

This hypothesis was kymographically tested. The results obtained are

tabulated overleaf.

1 In part II we saw that very many of the complications in Luganda
phonology involve strong consonants, •'■ee Chapters (9, passim)t
(11.1) and (11.4.3*2).
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Results

T.ABL15 15.1 The duration of voiced stroar: consonants

Initially Medially

duration duration

in MSC's in MSC's

/C + y3ala/ £b:aJUQ 'spot' 140 /V t C + pala/ {pbjaJla} 'spot' 200

/ll + mese/ fcnteuej 'rat*
«

120 /V + h + mese/ [jpmte&e] 'rat'
|

180

/N + male/' [miale^ 'lun(,
' fish*

200 /V + if •{- male/ {erasale"] 'lung-
• fish'

220

/C + diHDa/ [diimdaj
t t

120 /V + C + diNDa/ £ed:i:ndaj
i i

180

•xylophone' 'xylophone'

/N + naanassi/ Jjuajnainsi]
i i

160 /V + N + naana~<si/ CexuanajnsiJ
I «

180

(pineapple1 (pineapple'

/C + zike/ On: ike}
• (chimpanzee1 140

/V + C + zike/ s ike}' chimp-
' anzee'

200

/N + yiama/ ^i:amaj kiteat' 220 /v + ii + ji ama/ £pjiiamaj| haeat' 240

/C + jeNBe/ jajrabeQ 'horn' 120 /V + C + je.^-je/ Cej-semfckQ 'horn' 180

/G + gohgolo/ [jgiojijgoJlo} 100 /V t C + goNgjlo/ Qg joirj golfi} 160

'millipede' 'millipede'

/C + vuu/ QrtujQ 'ashes'
t

240 A + C + vim/ QrviujT] 'ashes'
1

240

average 156 average 198

The results for voiceless strong consonants are given in table 13«2

overleaf.
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TABLE 13.2 The duration of voiceless strong consonants

Initially"' Medially

duration
in MSC's

duration
in MSC's

A + c + peela/ C®P!esIa3 'gaava'
r

220

A + c + pipa/ ^epiipaj 'barrel'
|

200

A + c + ta^i/ {etsa/?i3 ,branch' 260

A + c + sajiu/ (essyiu] 'joy' 220

A + c + cupa/ [ecsupsQ 'bottle'
|

180

A c + kaj$o/ (pksu/3q] 'road' 240

Average 220

■ i 2
TABLE 15.5 The duration of voiced weak oonsonanxs medially

duration in HtiC's

/ka + mese/ (JcameseJ 'small rat' 80

/ka + male/ (kamaJLcp 'sraall lung fish' 100

/ma + diNDa/ (mdimda} 'xylophones'
9

100

/ka + naanallsi/ (kanajnasnsi] 'small pineapple'
f

60

/ma + zike/ Jjaazike3 'chimpanzees' 80

/ka + ttama/ Ccajiama) 'small piece of meat' 100

/ma + Ji/ [maj-i3 'eggs' 80

/ma + goUgolo/ [mago^golo] 'millipedes' 80

/^a
1

+ Vufi + a/ J^avt^eQ 'they fish* 80

average 84

1 Mo results are given for voiceless strong consonants in initial position
because it is not possible to decide with any certainty when a
voiceless consonant in initial position begins.

2 The term 'weak' is used instead of the clumsy but more accurate 'non-
strong' to refer to consonants which have not undergone strengthening;
it does not mean consonants which have undergone lenitian.
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TAilLS 13.4 xhe duration of voiceless weak consonants medially

duration
in MbC's

/ma + peela/ {mape:la] 'guavas' 120

/ka + pipa/ EkapipaJ 'small bama." 80

/ma + tafii/ £mat^0i3 •branches* 100

/ma + sapu/ fcasapn) 'pleasures' 100

/ma + cupa/ (juUMpsd 'bottles' 80

/ma + kuflo/ faaku^a) 'roads' 120

average 100

■discussion

'Hiese results strongly support the claim that wijat has sometimes

in the past been regarded as a distinction between single and double

consonants (Ashton, et_ al., op.clt.; Cole:1967) is in fact primarily

a length distinction. Medial strong consonants are about twice as long

as their weak counterparts as the tables above show.

It is important to note also that as a rule voiceless consonants

are slightly longer than their voiced counterparts and that,

furthermore, tokens of the same strong' consonants in initial position

are generally slightly shorter than tokens of that consonant in

word medial position.

All tho observations so far have been based on words in isolation

but they are also valid for normal connected speech. For instance in

kgm#1 the weak Bl of £p:a:pa:Jti] 'pawpaw' is half the length of the

strong the former is 60 11. C and the latter 120 MSC's. Similarly,

1 Ihe following abbreviations will be used: 'pgm, • for palatogram,
'kgm.' for kymogram and 'sgm.' for spectrogram.
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in kgm.2 the two DO •s are each 180 MSC's while trj (see 13.2)
t

is just 60 MSC's. Again in kgra.3 the strong consonants are

consistently louder than the weak ones: fn:] is 160 MSC's while
«

the two OrOl's are just 80 MSC's each; and strong [UJ is 140 MSC's
t

compared to Cti which is only 80 MSC's long.

However, these data suggest that though strong consonants are

relatively longer than weak ones in connected speech, the differences

are not as big as they are in citation forms where the aim is to

bring out the differences between strong and weak consonants for

then the differences tend to be exaggerated. Note also that tempo

and rhythm are important factors in regulating the duration of

consonants since the opposition betw on long and short is only

relative. Even after that qualification has been made it is still

the case that generally strong consonants are at least one and a

half times as long as weak ones.

13.1.2 Intensity

In addition to length, it has been suggested in the literature,

one of the most important features that distinguishes strong

consonants is intensity. Thus we read in Nsimbi and Chesswas (1963*19)
that:

In Luganda consonants arc normally hit softly. But there are

times when a consonant is pronounced with emphasis and/or

there is a slight delay on the consonant while it is being

pronounced.

In 13.1.1 we focussed on the 'slight delay' on strong consonants.

Here we shall consider the claim that strong consonants are uttered

with more "emphasis" i.e. more acoustic energy than weak ones. This

hypothesis was investigated by producing kymograms. First we

examined words in isolation:
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Regaltg

TABLE Jltl Hie intermit:/ of stron. •- and vsa': consonants initially

strong: consonants intensity weak consonants intensity

/C ♦ du/Si/ [d:u^i^ "depths1 47 db /dum+ a/ fdumaj "rushJ' 38 db

/C + na/Ho/ (n»a^ej 'red ant' 46 db /ne + 6a + o/ [pa/So^ 'with
them'

40 db

/jfi + Cgsy3a/ 'Ggaba,
* (place name)

46 db /ga/5 + a/ 'give outi • 40 db

average 46.3 db 39.3 db

TABLE 13.6 The intensity of strong and weak consonants medially

strong consonants intensity weak consonants intensity

// + laCDu/ £Lad:uJ "thunder' 46 db /mi + dunu/ {jrrudumujf 'tap' 46 db

//9a. + o + Cna/ p?on:c£| "all of
them, class 2"

46 db //?a + na/ {yffenaj 'four,
class 1'.

42 db

///ti + a + e/jf/ + Cgs/ta/ 47 db /tu + + g8/3 4 a/ 48 db

[weg:s/aj 'inhabitant of Ggaba 1 'we give out'

average 46.3 db average 45.3 db

Discussion

Although higher intensities were registered for strong

consonants, especially word initially, no firm conclusions can be

drawn from that. The sample used was very limited and moreover as

1 See (14.1) and (14.1.3)
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the words were said in their citation forms with the express purpose

of emphasizing the difference between strong and weak consonants, it

is possible that the Intensity of strong consonan s was somewhat

exaggerated. It is therefore not surprising that results from

samples in connected speech do not show any consistent correlation

between strong consonants and the amount of acoustic energy. In

kgjn.2, for example, fY3 (see 15*2) is 40 db like one of the CgQ'e
i

and the other Tg-2 is jmt 38 db. similar inconsistency is shown by
i

the nasals in kgm.3, with £n:] at 48 db and the two KJ'> at 46 db
t

and 48 db respectively.

It is safe t> conclude for the time being that while in citation

forms where the aim is to emphasize differences between weak and

strong consonants the latter have more acoustic energy than the

former, in normal speech there is, apparently, no systematic correlation

between amplitude and strength/weakness of consonants. Of course,

this is a provisional conclusion. Ilore thorough inquiry may show that

strong consonants have more acoustic energy than weak ones.

13.1.3 Yolce onset time (VOT)

■yraograma were produced to test the hypothesis that in the

voiceless stop series one important cue for distinguishing weak from

strong consonants is that there is a greater time lag between the

release of the plosive and the onset of voice in the latter than in

the former which gives the impression that strong voiceless plosives

are slightly more aspirated than their weak counterparts. This olaim

was tested with words in isolation.
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Results

TABLE 15.7 .-.trorig voiceless Ajosives' VOT

Initially VOT Medially VOT

/C + peela/ {p:eila3 'guava'
t

60 MSC /V + C + peela/ (ep:e*la) 60 MSC

/C + tafti/ £t:ajii} 'branch' 20 MSC /V + C + ta/Si) Ce"t*api3
'branch'

20 MSC

/C + cupa/ {p:upa"] 'bottle'
i

40 MSC /V + C + cupa/ [ecsnpa.]
i

20 MSC

'bottle*

/C + ku^o/ £k:u^o] 'road' 20 MSC /V + C + kvySo/ [ek:u/Sqfl 20 MSC

•road'

Average 55 'iOC Average 30 MSC

TABLE 13.8 v.-eak voiceless plosives aedially

VOT

/ma + peela/ [pape :XaJ 'guavas' 40 MSC

/ma + ta^i/ ljiata/5:Q 'branches' 20 MSC

/ma + cupa/ [maeup^J 'bottles' 40 MSC

/ma + ku^6o/ (palcu/oj 'ways' 40 MSC

Average 35 MSG

Discussion

These tentative resulte show that there is greater VOT with

strong voiceless plosives initially than medially and that there is

no difference in VOT between weak medial and strong initial voiceless

plosives. There seems to be no invariant correlation between VOT
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arid the strength/weakness of a consonant. VOT seems to be a

function of the place in a word of a voiceless plosive rather than

a function of its strength/weakness. 'Mb is not only true in

citation forms but also in connected speech. Thus in kgra.1 and

kgm.3 for example, comparison VOT of intervocalic Cp] and ct] with

intervocalic (jp;} and CtO yields the following mean results:
i t

CPD 20 MSC CPO 20 MSC
t

Ct] 20 MSC CtO 20 MSC
t

While VOT may not play a crucial role in distinguishing strong

from weak consonants, it is vital for the distinction between

voiced and voiceless consonants. Often the opposition between the

so-called voiced and voiceless consonants is not one of voicing but

rather one of VOT differences after the release of an obstruent.

Generally there is no delay between obstruent release and voice

onset for so-called voiced consonants but there is, on the other

hand, a delay averaging roughly 20 KSO between the release of a

voiceless stop and the onset of voicing. Perhaps the opposition in

Lnganda would be more appropriately characterised in terms of fortie /
lenis than voice/voiceless. In kga.3, for example, the is

weakly voiced throughout and the [tj is weakly voiced for the first
i

20 hhC's. In kgm,7 the Cj-Q is n°J° voiced for the last 40 KGC's. Note
also that voicing from the vowel leans into |j3Q for the first 40 MSC's,

Spectrograms 1, 2 and 3 provide the same kind of evidence. The

[VI in the JSC cluster in sgm.1 is voiceless; the CdQ's of sgras.2 and

3 are weakly voiced at the beginning and not voiced at all at the end.

In all these cases it is VOT which is crucial. It might well be

that what has traditionally been regarded as a voiced-voiceless
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opposition in Luganda is really a VOT opposition.

13.1.4 ulmonic air pressure

Ladefoged (1571^24) lias pointed out that one of the differences

between veak and strong consonants in Luganda is that there is more

pulmonic air pressure involved in the production of the latter than

of the former.

The correctness of this observation can be seen by looking at

kgms.5 and 6. The pressure of air flowing out of the mouth

registered for {k:J and [tO is respectively 3*5 ram and over 4 ram
1 1

compared to 2.1 ram and 2.7 ram for [k] and 031 • Similarly in

connected speech there is more oral expiratory air pressure involved

in the production of strong consonants than in that of weak ones. In

kgm.1 the pressure recording is approximately 2.5 mm while that for

is 3.4 ram; in kgm.3 the pressure recording for 03 is 1.8 nun
t

while that for [tO is 2.4 ran. One might expect in view of the greater
1

pulmonic air pressure accompanying strong consonants that they are

perceived as aspirated. Occasionally they might be, but aspiration

is not an important cue for recognising strong consonants because for

aspiration to be perceived there should be "a brief period of

voicelessness during and immediately after the release of an

articulatory stricture" (Ladcfogedsl971*8) which is systematically

correlated with a particular consonant articulation. As we saw in

(13.1.3) that is not the case in Uganda. VOT in Luganda is, in Firthian

terms, a prosody of word initial position: regardless of whether they

are strong or weak consonants have a greater VOT initially than

medially (13.1.3). Consequently, the greater puff of air accompanying

1 Measurements of expiratory airflow in terms of millimeters is
intended to give some crude quantitative idea of the air pressure;
the aerometer itself gives only a qualitative measure.
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strong consonants medially is not perceived as aspiration because

there is not a sufficient time lag, and the puff of air which

accompanies strong consonants initially may be interpreted, in

Firthian terms,as a prosody of word initial position.

13*1*5 Axea of content botv.een articulators

be also investigated the hypothesis that there is a wider

area of contact between the articulators and a firmer closure in

the articulation of strong consonants than in that of their weak

counterparts, e used the technique of direct palatography to test

this hypothesis.

liesuits

(1) 'Ihe following results were obtained for the plosive series:
•4

Ct:] ~ psm•152 wipe off - 1 zones 2,4,5*10,11,12 .

Ct] - mm.16: wipe off in zones 2,4,5*10,11,12

(d:3 - fgm.11: wipe off in zones 5*4,10,11,12. 'the wipe off is

slightly cleaner than that in pzm.12 for (d}.
- pgm.12: wipe off in zones 3*10*11 and the tongue brushes very

slightly zone 4.

QcO ~ pen*5* wipe off in zones 9 in the centre and 14 and 15 on
2

both sides and very slightly in 13 on the right .

CKJ - wipe off in zones 13*14*15 on the right and 14 and 15

on the left, an well as 9 in the centre. There is

a much cleaner wipe off in zone 9 in gra,5 than in

this one.

1 The wipe off is not crescent shaped as one might expect for
alveolars. Because of the furrow in the centre of the subject's
alveolar ridge wipe off in zones 4 and 5 is discontinuous between
the left and the right hand side. See (12.1) above.

2 Generally, this subject's artioulation is asymmetrical - the wipe
off on the right hand side is consequently both more extensive
and cleaner.
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{gO - wipe i31 zones 8,9*13*14 and 15. The wipe off ia

very clean generally but again it ia cleaner and more

extensive on the right than on the left.

C&] - J9G®«4s wipe off in zones 14 and 15 on the left, zone 9 in
the centre and 13,14,5 on the right. The wipe off is,

however, not as clean as that in ycgm.3 especially in
^ zone 9.

(2) The following results were obtained for nasals*

Cr^O ~ wipe off in zones 13,14 and 15 on the right, 8 and 9
in the centre and 14 on the left. The wipe off is very-

clean.

(vp - p^a.2: wipe off in zones 14 and 15, 9 in the centre and 15 on
the left. The wipe off is clear only in zone 9, elsewhere

it is faint and patchy.

CjfO - ^.7. wipe off in zones 1,2,3,4,5*6*7*8,10,11,12,13» with the
wiping cleanest in 13 and 7 on the right hand side.

CjO - gia.8: wipe off in zones 4*13*12,11 and 10 and 5 on "the right
hand side and just a very slight wipe off the teeth on

the left in zones 10,11,12,13*14 and 15.

[n:J - j)$.a.13t wipe off in 12,11,10,3,4,.5
GO - ^pa.14: wipe off in zones 10,3,2 on the right hand and 3 on t he

left. The tongue also brushes 4 and 5 on the right.

(3) The following results were obtained for affricates:

CjO ~ wipe off in zones 5*6,7*11*12,13 on the right and 5 and
6 on the left.

[p - ^ga.10: wipe off in zones 5 and 6 on the left and 4,5*10*11*12
and 13 on the right.
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(4) The following results were obtained for fricatives:

(b:3 - ^2gnu17* wipe off in zones 10,11,12,4 and 5»
[bJ - ^gm.18: wipe off in zones 10,11,12,4 ^nd 5 but it is not as

clean a wipe off as that in ^gm,17«

Discussion

At this early stage in our investigations it seems that

generally strong consonants have a more extensive and cleaner wipe

off than weak ones. This is particularly true of velar consonants

where the wipe off for strong consonants is definitely greater than

that for weak consonants. ITor alveolar consonants, however, the wipe

off differences between weak and stron consonants are less marked.

Perhaps strong consonants have a wider area of wipe off because they

are more deliberately produced - they are longer than short ones -

the tongue has more time to execute with precision the articulatory

gesture involved.

13*2 Stop /Continuant alternation

The miles that regulate the alternation of stops and continuants

were discussed in (11,1). e noted that the only admissible consonant

sequences are NC sequences.

Phonetically in such sequences the nasal tends to be very much

longer than the followin consonant where that consonant is a voiced

stop; indeed the voiced oral stop is often barely audible because

it is so short. In gci.2, for example, the following measurements

were obtained for KC clusters:
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nasal voiced oral stop

(n] 80 ISO

(a] 60 MSC

(n] 60 KSC

fo| 40 MSC

[d] 40 MSG

[b] 40 MSC

[d] 40 HOC

Cd] 20 1150

And this is typical, The nasal is usually about one and a half

times as long as the oral voiced stop following it, where it is a

voiceless stop that follows the nasal it is also short. See Egm.3

where the ft] of Ct:umtu] is 60 MSC's compared to 80 MSC's for

100 MSC for the [m].
Another interesting feature of NC sequences is that sometimes

an underlying archi-segraent following a nasal which is supposed to

be realised as a voiced stop is sometimes realised by a voiceless

stop, ee Sgm,1 where // is realised as C?D instead of fb] (see
also 13,1,3).

It has been assumed all along that the statement that

continuants alternate with voiced stops with the former occuring

initially and intervocalically and the latter after nasal consonants

is adequate.

In fact that statement is not altogether phonetically accurate,

Vhen an underlying continuant occurs at the beginning of a phonologioal

phrase or initially in a word in isolation, it is sometimes realised

as a continuant and sometimes as a very weak voiced stop. In Kgm,11,

for example, //)/ is realised as a very weak KJ. It is clearly not a

oontinuant. The air flowing through the mouth Is completely stopped

as the tracing for oral expiratory air flow indicates.

In (10,2,1) we remarked about the strange behaviour of /g/: it

i

and gm.1 where the QT} in (rape] is just 40 MSC's compared to
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looked like the odd man out in the Ganda Law; for all the other

donsonants involved in this process are non-obstruent continuants

and it is the only stop which participates in a phonological

process which is otherwise exclusively limited to nonobstruent

continuants. Traditionally Lugaoda /g/ is not said to have a

continuant allophone. That makes its involvement in the Ganda law

all the more curious as all the other consonants which undergo the

Ganda Law have continuant allophones which occur medially.

In the course of our investigations we found some experimental

is]
support i'or classifying ^together with other consonants which are
subject to the Ganda Law. . e found that although often /g/ is realised

as Gd .ven medially, it can sometimes be realised as

example, Kgm.2 where underlying /a + $ + geifl) + e/ is realised as

(ayQinde] and not as [age :ndej There is no complete closure for the
• «

velar consonant. If this is not a freak result, and it is in fact

the case that Luganda /g/ is sometimes realised as [Yj inter-

vocalioally, then there is nothing curious about /g/ undergoing

the Ganda Law''.
The realisation of /l/ also deserves special comment. It has

several phonetic realizations:

A/->M Iff-

K> / /"/—

C*0 / /<=/-
These representations of /l/ are not controversial. The realisation

of /l/ intervocalically, however, is less straightforward.

1 In view of this se@nent structure rule 6 in (5.2.1) has to be
abandoned.

2 In this position the opposition between /l/ and /d/ is suspended
(0.4.1.3)
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'traditionally /l/ is said to be realised intervocalically by the

alveolar trill (r] alter the front vowels CO and Ce3 and by the

lateral aoproxiiaa.it /l/ after the back vowels (a,o,u].
In the speech of the present writer /l/ is not realised like

that intervocalically. After front vowels underlying /l/ is realised

as an alveolar tap, CO and never as a trilled alveolar, CO.

Examples

/mu + sili/ [snails] 'field'

/ma + sela/ jjnusejk} 'full'

After back vowels underlying /l/ is not realised as a lateral

approximant, CO, but as an alveolar tapped lateral. In the past

this sound has been identified with CO because of its laternalnees,

and not enough attention has been paid to the fact that it is a tap.

iiaybe this is because lateral taps are rare in the languages of the

world. The Luganda sound can approximately be represented as ca
the sound described in the IPA alphabet as being intermediate between

CO and CO (cf. IPA, p.14).
Examples

/mu + /> + sal + a/ [rausaJta} 'you cut'

/mu ,-f- sol + 00/ {nruao J. o ' tax'

/au + / + sul + a/ (rau2uj.aj 'you spend the night'

Ralatograms 19,20 and 21 show the place of articulation of CO,

CO and CO respectively, rn Egra.19 the tip of the tongue wipes

clean zones 5,10, and 11 and the blade brushes slightly zones 4,5 and

12 in the articulation of CO. ihe articulation of both W and CO
takes place in the alveolar region. There is wipe off in zones 5,4,5,

10 and 11 in the production of 03 as Pgm.20 shows; and there is
wipe off in zones 4,5,10 and 11 on the right and in zones 4,5, and
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(very slightly) in zone 11 in Pgm.21 during the articulation of M.
Because of the furrow in the alveolar ridge the wipe off in Pgras.20

and 21 is not crescent shaped. The wipe off for M. however, does

not have a broken crescent shape like that of CO and CO because

in Pgra.19 CO is elveo-iental. The wipe off is mostly in zones 3 and

10 where it is uninterrupted by the farrow in the alveolar ridge.

One conclusion that can be drawn from the palatographic evidence is

that tho main difference between CO. CO and CO is not that they

have different places of articulation. It is rather that CO is a

lateral continuant, CO a lateral flap and CO a non-lateral flap.

In fact M is very similar to the voiced alveolar stop CO. It

only differs from it in duration.

It seems to me that duration is a crucial factor in the

relationship between all the various phonetic realisations of /l/.

Disregarding for the moment differences in manner of articulation

we can relate the phonetic realisations of /l/ in the following way

(5,1) (assuming that the feature long has three relevant phonetic

values -1, 0 and +l):

[-1 long] : [l] [i]

CO long] s [l] [d]
C+l long] : (d:]

Thus in Kgm.4, for example and P are each 40 MSC's and £d»] is
120 i.C's; in gm.11 Q.] is 60 ; '■€ . and in Kgm.12 [d] is 100 MSC's.
As ve earlier noted in this section m is shorter after a nasal than

it is elsewhere. Thus in I.gm.2 C<3 is only 40 MSG. It should be borne

in mind that length is always relative, e cannot consider the three

degrees of length in isolation; they have always to be related to some

specific context.



Pgra. 1 / 0 4 rjooij + a / £'rjo»jyt] 'low (like a cow )!!
Pgffl.2 / M -f rjo / * banana bud'
Pga.3 /0 4 Cgapa / ' J^gia^eJ 'Gg&ba ( a place nar<ie )'
Pgm.4 / 0 4 ga/5, 4 A / 'give out!'

Ppa.5 / C + ku/i'o / k»ujj;a] 'road'
Pgss.o / ku / [ku] 'on'

Pgm.7 / • : 4 yiama / 'saest*
Pgtn.8 / 0 4 jiaara 4 a / CjsairaaJ 'be offI'
Pgia.9 / C 4 je / [jtej 'earaor*

Pgm.10 / 0 4 jeers 4a/ 'rebel'

Pgss.11 / C 4 dufei / [dtufiij 'deep water'

Pga.1'2 / / 4 dma 4a/ (duaa]] 'rush about aaadly'

Pgaj.13 If 4 Cnaava. / [niaivaj *dau»<ihter of a princess
Pgm. 14 / na / [na~) 'with*

Pgm.15 y C 4 temu / [tjessuJ 'highway robbery'
PePa# 1b / / 4 tem 4a/ [teaa] 'cut!'

P®».17 / C 4 sa / £ssh 'coapoxtaent*
Pgsi.lB f f 4 ea 4 {4/ jsaJSaj 'ask!*
Pg».19 / / 4 la£ 4 a / £lafa} 'seeJ'
Pgcn.?Q / si 4 lismi / [iaifcijau] 'jobs*

Piira.2T / / 4^ul 4 a / 'vanish,disappear! *

A



Pgm.1 Pgm.2

Pgm.b

Pgm.4
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Pgm.11 Pgm.12



Pgm.15 Pgm.16

Pgm.18Pgm.17



2b8

Pgm.21
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Key to kymograma

I s intensity
F : fundamental frequency
LO: larynx oscillogram
T : time

NO: nose air out

MI: mouth air in

MO: mouth air out

P : pitch (where the focus was on investigating pitch using a pitch meter)
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14 VOWELS

14*1 Length

Quantity is as important for making surface phonetic differences

between vowels as it is for consonants. It plays a distinctive role

in some environments and a demarcative one in others. But, as we

shall see presently, often there is more than just duration involved

in the opposition between long and short consonants.

14»1*1 Ivord initial vowel length

In Cole (1967:5) we reads

In word initial position (except when preceding geminate

consonant clusters (....), vowels appear to be phonetically

longer than medial single vowels.

Kymograph!c experiments were performed to test this hypothesis.

Results

The results obtained are shown in table 14»1

TABLE 14»1 The duration of word initial vowels

before Gs duration before G: duration before NC: duration
in MSC's in MSC's in MSC's

/V + N + koko/ 140
(e ;r/kokoJ
'chicken'

/V + S + te/ 280
(e sntej

»

fcovf

/V + II + liga/ 180
(ejndiga]

1

'sheep'

/a + 0 + N + la/S 200
+ a/

Qisnd^a)
'he sees me*

/a + <f> + Gt + a/ 120
CatsaJ
'he kills'

/e + GBa/ 120
fed:a]
*later'

/0 + 0 + Gm + a/ 120
Com: a]

t

'you refuse'

/0 + j6 + Ck + a/ 100
[pksaj
•you come (go)

down'

/a + ^ + pim + a/ 160
(aspima^
'he measures'

/a + 0 + sim + a/ 260
(fassimaQ
'he digs'

/a + + naayS + a/ 280
(p,inas^aj
'he washes'

/e + + gofi + a/ 140
£e:goBaJ
•it chases'
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/V + C + diEDa/ 60 /V + nra + Ntu/ 200 /& + 0 + N + ta + e/ 220
[edjindaJ f5:mu:ntuj rp:nte:J
ii i i

•xylophone' 'person' 'that you may release

average 100 average 208 average 204

Discussion

The basis of comparison is word medial vowels sandwiched between

two short consonants which average 80 MBC's. These results show that

the claim that word initial vowels tend to be longer than medial

ones is valid. They also show that initially before strong consonants

vowels are not as long as they are before G or DC sequences. These

data are based on words in isolation but they are also valid for

connected speech.

Although usually the word initial vowel is phonetically long, we

have not marked its length in the rest of this description so as to

avoid confusing the purely deinarcative length of word initial vowels

with the functional length of vowels elsewhere. The word initial

vowel is always phonetically long but phonologically it is never long.

It cannot contrast with a short vowel in that position.

It must be noted, however, that length for word initial vowels

is not mandatory. In Kgm.4, for example, Cel is not long.

Besides length is not the only demarcative feature that

characterises word initial vowels. Differences in the kind of voioing

are used to characterise initial vowels. Often they begin with a [h3-
like sound. The articulatory organs are placed in the appropriate

posture for the vowel but there is a delay of a few KSC's in activating
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the vibration of the vocal cords. This can be seen in Sgms.2,4 and

5, where the appropriate formant structure for the vowel is

present but the voicing bar is absent for the initial part of the

vowel.

Sometimes there is a glottal stop onset to the initial vowel.

In Sgm.7, for example, before full voicing begins there are widely-

spaced striations which would indicate breathy voice if a voicing

tracing was present. As there is no voicing they may reasonably be

interpreted as an indication of a glottal stop.

14.1.2 lord medial vowel length

There is no controversy about the length of word medial vowels.

Everybody agrees that there is a phonetic and phonological

distinction between long and short vowels (11.4.3.1).

From kymograms these results were obtained for short and xong

vowels in words in isolation in minimal pairs. Lee table 14.2

TABLE 14.2 The duration of word medial vowels

short vov/els dur^qn. long vowels
duration
in MSC's

Ifag + a/ p$agaj 'fasten loosely!1 100 /^'aag + a/ p>a:gaj
•cut up (an animal)!1

320

/lim + a/ p.imaj 'cultivate!' 80 /liim + a/ C-isma^
1ambushi'

280

/kol + a/ |jcod. aQ 'work'1 120 /kool + a/ ^:o:jL aj
•weedI'

360

In connected speech the quantity ratio between short and long

vowels varies considerably depending on the tempo and style of speech.

But as a rule long vowels are at least one and a half times as long
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as short ones.

14.1.3 Word final vowel length

There is some disagreement about the length of word final

vowels. Ashton, et al., (op.oit) lias suggested that except in a

very limited number of cases, word final vowels are short. These

authors only recognise long vowels in word final position in some

particular morphological environments.

To the present writer it seems that final vowels are usually

long but their length is for the most part demarcative. There are no

minimal pairs distinguished by final vowel length. However, final

vowel length is often used in conjunction with tone to make

phonologically significant distinctions. The claim that some final

vowels are long was investigated kymo.graphically, (see overleaf)
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Results

TABLH! 14«5 She duration of word final vovels

, , , duration , nshort vowels . , long vowelsin MSG' s

/mu + fu + a/ Qrrufa} 'you die' 200

/V + mutii/ £omuti3 'tree' 160

/V + lu^aa/ (oiujga} 'jaw' 140
/V + N + vvpvai/ [e:tyvuf$u] 'hippo 160
/ji + e 'ft mu + Cno/ (yemunio] 100
•he is your friend'

/V + mu + sotaa/ (omusotaj 'snake 160

/V + mu + palaa/ [omuwaJaQ 'girl' 140

/V + mu + vu^uka/ ComuvtyjukaJ 160
'youth'

Jv + lu + NBee/ £aLu:mbe3 'death' 140
1

/V + li + eNvuu/ (efyerjjvu) 160
'banana' >

average 152

duration
in MSC's

/ku + fu + a/ £jcufa:J '^o di®' 300

/mu + tii/ JmutisJ 'tree* 280

/lu +fS aa/ D-U^a:"] 'jaw* 340
/N + vtyftru/ £jvu/'u:} 'hippo* 280

1

/mu + Cno/ (jnun:q) 'your friend' 240

/iau + sotaa/ [rnusota:] 'snake* 260

/mu + palaa/ pnuwajlasJ 'girl) 340

/mu + vu^ukaa/ JmuvtySuka:} 280
•youth'

/lu + UBee/ [lumbeQ 'death' 400

/li + eNvuu/ [lye:rjvu300
'banana' '

average 302

Discussion

These results show that phonetically word final vowels are longer

than medial ones usually
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14.2 The effects of consonants on vowel length

In (11.4.3.1) we discussed the lengthening effect an NC

sequence has on a preceding vowel and the way in which strong

consonants inhibit the realization of vowels before them as long.

Both these effects can be seen in kymograms used in this

description.

The lengthening of a vowel before anNC sequence can be seen

in kgms.3,4 and 7« I11 kgm. 3 the and the preceding

respectively [ngj and [ntj are long; in kgm 4 the CO andI •

respectively followed by fnz^ and (mpj are long and in kgm.7 the
1 1

JjqJ before pjgj and the fej before {mp} are long. Note that as we
stated in (11.4.3.1) lengthening is a phonotactic rule applying

across word boundaries. Thus in kgs,4 and 7 the vowels before NC

sequences are lengthened.

As for the inhibition of lengthening which would otherwise

have taken place when two underlying nonconsonants precede a strong

consonant see kgns.1 and 7. In kgm.1 /N + / + pa + aj^V + C + paapaali/

[mpep:a:paUi3 'give me the pawpaw' there are three underlying
t 1

vowels which abut /a + a + V/ no compensatory lengthening is allowed

after the deletion of the two /a/'s: /a + a + V/—? CO, just 100 MSC'ti

long. Similarly the two /a/'s before [z:} in kgm.7 are realised as

(a) 100 MSC's duration without any compensatory lengthening.

14.3 B-hythm

Trubetzkoy (1939517) distinguishes between syllable counting

and mora counting languages. In the former the prosodic units of

tone or stress always coincide with the syllable while in the latter

such prosodic units do not necessarily coincide with the syllable -
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they are sometimes smaller than it. In (11.4«2) we showed that

Luganda is a mora counting language and in (11.4«5) we classified

Luganda syllables on the basis of the morae they contain. V/e

mentioned the fact that the mora is not only a tone bearing unit

but also a unit of length.

This claim was investigated using electrokymography.

Results

The results obtained are shown in Table 14*4 below.

TABLE 14.4 Differences in duration of syllables

One mora Duration Two morae Duration Three morae Duration
syllables in MSC's syllables in MSC's syllables in MSC'b

/pal + a/ |^JajLa]
•count!1

200 /C +pala/ finajaj
'spot' '

280 /$ + UBaala/ {b:a:4ajf
'bar'

480

/mal + a/ {pala] 160 /N + $ + mal + a/ 280 /¥.+/ + maal + a/ 500
'finish!1 jjnsaiaj 'I finish'

9
C'i:a:JaJ 'I smear'

|

//Sag + a/ I^agaJ 200 /A + / + paga/ 260 /H + 0 + /5aag + a/ 480
'fasten loosely' {mbaga3 'I fasten

' loosely'
(pibasga^ 'I cut up

' (an animal)'

/siin + a/ Qhima} 200 /N + 0 + sim + a/ 280 /N + 0 + siim + a/ 440

'dig!• |nsima3 'I dig'
1

(nsismq^ 'I am
' grateful'

average 190 average 275 average 475

Discussion

Prom these kymographic data based on citation forms it is

clear that the more morae there are in a syllable (in the same style

of speech) the greater is its duration and that syllables with the

same number of morae are roughly equal in length regardless of the
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nature of their underlying phonological representations.

A similar pattern emerges in connected speech. For example,

in kgm.1 the three syllable {p:a:] which has three morae is 300 MSC's
i

while [mpej and £pa:^ with two morae each axe respectively 260 MSC's
f

and 240 MSC's. These great differences in the length of syllables

have no important consequences for Luganda rhythm for it is the mora

rather than the syllable that counts and morae are roughly the same

length in utterances produced in the same style.

14.4 Hasalisation

Vowels are nasalised in Luganda before and after nasal consonants.

Nasalisation is cumulative so that a vowel occuring between nasal

consonants is more heavily nasalised than one which is preceded or

followed by just one consonant. See kgms.1,2,3»4»7 and 8.

14.5 Vowel raising

In (10.1.3) it was stated that vowels are articulated with the

tongue slightly fXonted and lifted from the floor of the mouth. It

was claimed that the acoustic effect of this vowel raising is a

lowering of and the raising of Fn values. This claim is supported

by the spectrographs evidence in table 14.5 which shows the formant
. t

structure of sgjns.6 and 9 which respectively represent the words

/® + kulo^S + a/ [pkuJto^aJf 'to hook' and /ft + nru + loyS + i/ CornijJ-OJ$iJl
'angler'.
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TABLE 14»5 Spectrpffraphic evidence of vov;el raising

sgm9 romuJ.o
12 3 4

F1 F2 F3 P4
sgm6 M ° 500 cps 950 cps 2600 cps 3450 cps

u

2 400 cps 1100 cps 2500 cps

400 cps 1050 cps 2600 cps 3300 cps

a
600 cps 1400 cps 2800 cps 3650 cps

0
-L

1

u
L

1

4

500 cps 1000 cps 2600 cps 3300 cps

300 cps 1150 cps 2600 cps

o
4* 400 cps 1200 cps 2600 cps 3250 cps

300 cps 2000 cps 2600 cps 3^00 cps
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APPENDIX I

The following sentences written below in the standard Luganda

orthography were used in the Ludikya experiment reported in (11.4.1)1.
1. Bbugubugu, si muliro.

'A big, roaring blaze is not a good fire'

2. Xulya ggi. kwesubya muwula

•It is to eat the egg and only later to realise you cannot have a
chicken*

3* Sndege ziba nnyingi ne ziyoogaana.

•Many bells jingle loudly'

4« Awagwa enkuba. tewagwa n.jala

*where it rains, there hunger does not fall'.

5. Ndi mugezi, nga mubuulire.
'1 am clever (says he), it is because he has been told*

6. laameeme katale. ky'esiima ky'egula.

'One man's meat is another man's poison'.

7. Ekkonkomi ebbi, lye llnnannyini kigagi

•It may be an ugly lizard, but it is the owner of the aloe'.

8. Munno mu kabi. ye munno ddala.

'A friend in need, is a friend indeed.

9. iitambaazi ya kinyomo. erinnya omuti nga y'etisse

•'Hie kinyomo is an audacious chap, he climbs up a tree carrying a

load'

10. IJnaku za mbwa, n'atarifuga aboggoza.

'It is a sad life for a dog, anyone can make it bark'.

The Ludikya versions of these sentences which were written out

by the pupils who participated in the experiment are given overleaf

in their original form.

1 The translations are not perfect. They are only meant to give
some idea of the content of these sentences.
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A»1 Bbutifu gubifu butifugutifu, sitifu rautifu litifu rotifu.

2 utifU lyatifu kwc-t.au »ut..fu byatifu sutiftt wutiftt iatifu.

3 ktifa adatifu, getifu sitifu. b&tifu nnyitifU netifu sitifu

yootifu gatifu n&tifu.

4 Atifu. vatifu guatifu atifu nkutifu batifu, tetifu v&tifu gwUAi

njatifu latifu.

5 kditiiu. Kutifu i;ct . L . utifu batifu 1.. k.fu letiftu

6 .,tifu fc„I . . . ftlatiftt

l;yetlfu gutifu latifu.
rnctcfv-

7 Atifu kkotifu okotifUjoi-fu tbitifu lyetifu litifu ruxatifu
nyitifu nitifunitifu1.

8 . utifu notifu eiutufu :z.i±i\.:. .. u yetifu . infix anotixu du.-tiftt

latifu.

f-
■:.y. . v.., ' . . . ritifu

nyatifu otifu nutifu njatiftt.yeotifu onotifu

10 nati fa kut. fu aata'u v::. . "" 0: fit \ t fu atlftl

botifu f;gotifu satiftt.

B.1 I Ibsgimbukutu olsurindokoto.

2 kulyandokata gsjindikutu kwesubyandakata ouvulandakata.

3 &tdesendekete sibandalmta nyindikoto nesiyortdokota.

4 Awagwandakata snkundakata tewuo^wandakata njandakata.

3 ^jdimtgonaindasata a^a rauburirklikata.

6 riaendskata kyeeiir^andakata iyegulandakata.

1 It is unclear vheth «r the re. ; t <> at the end here and the
failure to complete the sentence ar deliberate.
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7 Ekkonkomeniribi lyenelindi kirindirindi.

8 Munondolonda mukabi ndikiti ye muimo ndolonda.

9 Ntabandakakata ya kinyondokoto erinyandakata omutindokoto nga

yettissendekete.

10 Naku zambwandalanda natagifugandakata abogancLakata.

C.1 bugubugu simulibulo.

2 Alibudele eggibugi kwesububya muwabula.

3 Endegebuge zibuba nnyibungi ne ziyogabuna.

4 Awagwabugwa enkububa tewagwabugwa njabula.

5 Ndimugebuzi nga mubulibule.

6 Etamebune katabule, kyessibuma kyegubula.

7 Ekkonkobume (ebbi)^ lye linanyibuni kigabugi.

8 Mubuno raukabubi ye mubuno ddabula.

9 Ntambaabulabuzi ya kinyobunyo, eribunya omubuti nge yetibuusse.

10 imakubuku Zambwa, natagi fubuga aboggoboza,

D.1 Gubugubbu, rolimusi.

2 Lyaku ggi byasukwe lawumu.

3 Gendege bazi nginnyi nagaayoozine.

4 Gwawa a banku e, gwawate lanja.

5 "Zigemu ndi" relibumu nga.

6 Memme e letaka, masiikye lagukye,

1 It is unclear why the subject decided to put this word in
brackets.
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7 Minkoko e Mi e ninyinnali lye gigaki.

8 Nnorau bikamu nno muye ladda.

9 Zimbaanta monyoki ya, nyarie timuo setiyenga.

10 Kunna mbwa za, gafugitana zagoboa.

E,1 Gubugubbu sirolimu.

2 Iyakuo ggi byasukwe lawumu.

3 Gende e bazi nginnyi nagayoozine.

4 Gwawa A bakurie gwawate lan$a.

5 Ndi zigemu nga relibumu.

6 Memme e letaka masiikye lagukye.

7 Mikorikko e bbie lye ninyirmali gigaki.

8 Nomu bikamu nnomu ye ladda.

9 Zibaanta monyikiya nyarie timuo nga ssetiye.

10 Kunna mbwaza gafugitana zaggoboa

Notes

1. It is an interesting fact that the phonological word is the

domain in wMch Ludyika rule operates. Reversal of syllables

as in I) and E, the addition of harmonizing nonsense syllables

to the rump of a word as in B and the insertion of the nonsense

syllable bu as in C always occurs within a phonological word.

One can tentatively infer from this that the phonological word

is a relevant unit of phonetic programming; that is why when

normal programmes for the production of Luganda utterances are

systematically disrupted in the manner demonstrated above in

order to produce Ludikya the phonological word constitutes the
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domain of the disruption, Note, however, that the word does

not always play a role in this process. Thus for subject A

the Ludikya game involves only the syllable - the nonsense

syllables - tifu are added to every syllable; the phonological

word is not a relevant construct for the kind of disruption

used by subject A.

2. There are many inconsistencies in the spellin s of the pupils,

ho attempt has been qiade to correct them.
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